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ENTERTAINMENTS.

Easter Monday Ball.

233

CITY

Vast crowds

March to form at !> o’clock.
Floor Tickets, admit Gent and Lady, $1.00.
Indies’ Gallery Tickets, 25 ets.
Clothing checked
*r0eaprl2dl\v

thronged

Our Stylish

Portland Theatre.

Frank Curtis,.LeFsee and Manager.

store from

our

We purchase

Garments,
Polite Attention,

Fast Day.—Matinee & Evening:, April 21.
THE GREAT
COMEDIAN,

from experience

And Low Prices,
powerful magnet which draws the people
Clothing Emporium, no matter where

is the

C1IAS. L. DAVIS,
In his Celebrated Character Comedy, in 4 acts.
entitled

we are

located.

WE HAVE OPENED ADVANCED STYLES

SPRING GARMENTS.

AT WILLISTON CHURCH.
THE MIZPAH
.HIHION CIRCLE
will hold a Paper Festival in the Vestry of Williston Church, on

Afternoon and Eve., April 18.
All kinds of Reautitul Flowers, Useful and
Fancy
Articles, in paper, boubous, &-c., will be for sale by

young ladies dressed in paper costumes.

NOTHING

goods

that

15

12

12

17

Fresh Pineapple. 25c Can
20c
Strawberries,.
Blackberries,. 16c
Pears,. 20c
Raspberries,. 25c
20c
Green Peas,.
Lima Beans.. 16c
10c
Fresh Squash,.
Pumpkin,. 10c

We make a specialty ot Thurber’s Canned Fruits and Vegetables, the finest goods
packed. Also “Golden Gate” California Fraits, Richardson & Bobbin’s Potted
Game, Cnrried Fowl and Oysters, Rolled Tongne, Boned Duck and Chicken (in
Jelly and truffled,) Bonded Quail, (with dressing,) Chicken Livers, (with dressing,)
Galentine of Chicken and Turkey, (with dressing.) and in short our stock contains
everything in the Meat, Fruit, Fish and Vegetable line that is worthy of merit.

BARGAINS.
Coarse Oat Meal.4c lb
Canada
SVfec
3c
Graham Flour....
6c
Rye
Rye Meal.3c
.2c
Corn
Granulated Meal. 3c
White Corn «• .3c •*
Cowdrey’s Horse Radish..(3c bottle
Flake Tapioca.8c lb
8c
Pearl

Maple Sugar.12c

New

ar-

"

Good Cooking Kaisins..6 and 8c
10c
Best Valencia
**
12V2C
Muscatel
Ilecker’s S R Buckwheat.30c bag
Fresh Buckwheat, 10 lb bags. .35c

Maple Syrup.1.00 gal

Pure

Flashy.

FLOUR.
stock contains the finest brands in the market, and we are to-day retailing all our Flour at very low
prices. 25 cts. a barrel allowed on Flour when taken at the door. We will deliver Flour at any depot
within fifty miles of Portland, free of chargo. When 2 or more bbls. are purchased at a time, a discount
of 25 cts. bbi. will be made.
Our

tionably, indisputably,
We make

Head

C

For

1
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of

Prices.

GEO. a SHAW & CO.
RETAIL

WHOLESALE &

next Boor Below Shaw's Tea Store.

were

Specialty

and are prepared to compete in price and quality, with any house in our line. Parties purchasing in quan
Those who are unable to call in person, we
titles, should not fail to examine our stock, and get prices.
would be pleased to mail quotations, and will guarantee them choice goods at the lowest Wholesale

C. D. B. Fisk <fc Co’s
MIDDLE
STREET.

a

JOBBING,

CASH

We invite inspection and court comparison.
If you want good well made clothing,
If you desire to save your money, call at

099
AOO

aprO

dlf

GROCERS,

585 & 587 Congress and 235 Middle Streets.

eod2w

damaged by fire April 9th,
will be

sold

■■■■

at reduced

A. T

NELSON’S, WEBER PIANO
Cary says

And what Miss

25

THIS
SPECIAL
SALE

DOZEN

GENTS’ 4-PLY EINEN CUFFS,
12 1-2 cts. per

of them.

My Dear Mr. Weber.
Many and kindest thanks for the noble indtruinent which yon so generously sent me. Its sympathetic richness and brilliancy of tone, combined with
delicacy and ease of touch make it a most valuable
acquisition and it will always have a prominent and
honored place among my (musical) household gods.
Wishing you all health and prosperity, I am har-

I
!

pair.

moniously, yours,

LOUISE CARY.

ANNIE

10 cts. per

SOLE

pair.

SILKS

ever seen

Water

AT THE

Fine Art Gallorv of Gyrus F. Davis
Congress

Boston

Season Tickets 50 Cents.

i

PULSIFEIl, President,
ALFRED SGHOFF, Treasurer,
Safe DeiKisit and Trust Co., Trustees

for

Bearing 0 per cent, interest, 20 years to run.
Sinking Fund for redemption of bonds.
A thoroughly safe and desirable investment.
Parties bolding maturing U. S. Bonds cannot do
better than make an exchange for these.
One-half
of the issue already sold.
Price, par and accrued interest.
PACIFIC NATIONAL BANE,
105 Devonshire street.
apl4oodlm

»

All at the Lowest Prices.
respectfully,

A. B.

i

Falmouth

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

ON THURSDAY, APRIL 14th,
I, P. JOHNSON, will be pleased to show her
friends and customers the latest and most desirable
styles in Hats and Bonnets, Chips, Fancy Straws
Braids in all shapes and colors,
and
trimmed and untrimmed.
Novelties for the neck in Lace and Linen, also
Dress Caps and Head Dresses.
Children’s and Misses’ hats, in all styles, also a
tine line of Baby Bonnets.
Mrs.

English

Gloves in Kid, (best quality,) Lisle Thread and Silk.
Feathers, Flowers and Ornaments, all ef the latest
and choicest quality, Surah Silks and Fancy
new

247 Middle Street.

aprl5

and

elegant

isvi

invited to call and
elsewhere.

are

I. JP.
«

shades.

ex-

JOHNSON,

viupp'B

Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,

A novelty in the shoe line.
ented, March 15th, 1881. A

PatBoot
with an elastic gore and buttoned
at the inside quarter, easily adjusted and removed from the foot
without straining the gore. No
trouble of lacing or pulling off
buttons; this boot combines beauty

and durability, and is acknowledged

to be the best improvement in
style of Boots and Shoes yet made,
Made to
by all who have seen it.
measure at

oil

St.,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

Will offer April lltli, 30 dozen
Gossamer Underwear,
Ladies’
in seconds, at 68 cents. Regular
The im peroods worth $1.00.
fidious arc very slight.
arc
manufactured
These goods
by the American Hosiery Company and are known to be one of
the best makes in the country.

B. F. WHITNEY & Co.

f
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IMPERISHABLE
PERFUME.

227 MIDDLE STREET.
dlw
April

TAYLOR’S SYSTEM

Children’s work

Murray

STATE

tf

journal.

OF

HV THE

MAINE.

COVE «NOR.

A Proclamation.
In accordance with a pious and time-honored custom, come down to us from the Pilgrim Fathers,
and found so suitable to our love and veneration,
I, Harris M. Plaisted, Governor, by and with the
advice and consent of the Connell, do hereby Ap-

point

and set

apart

Thursday, the

Twenty-first
next,

Day of April,

day of

humiliation, fasting and prayer. And
do recommend to the Christian people of our
to
State
keep this, their annual fast; refrain from
as a

I

labor, business, amusements, and, in their homes
and honses of public worship, humble themselves
before Him whose mercy endureth forever;—supplicating His favor upon themselves, the State and
Nation; confessing their sins and seeking forgiveness of the same, in humility of spirit.
“If we
say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and
the truth is not in us; but if we confess our vins>
He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and
to cleanse us from all unrighteousness."
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta, this
thirty-first day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eightyone, and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and fifth.
HARRIS M. PLAISTED.
Rw

OAvarnrir

JOSEPH O. SMITH, Secretary of State.

speck of war in northern Africa is of
present importance in its present proportions except as a periodical indication of
the interest felt in the ultimate parcelling
The

no

out of the estate of the Turkislt “sick man.”
Ever since the seizure of Algeria by France,
that nation has assumed that the neighbor-

ing principality of Tunis must become
French property on the breaking up of the
Turkish power in Europe, and with that result in view she has encouraged French colonization in Tunis, promoted the construction of railroads by French capital and
sought in many ways to control Tunisian
Certain native tribes in the southwest, of which the Kroumirs appear to be
the chief, which the Bey has little power
over, have made frequent incursions info
Algeria and given the French occasion for
demonstrations against the Bey’s possessions; and late advices are that hostilities
have commenced on the frontier.
Italy, too, appears as a claimant for Tunis, on the ground that it is the site of ancient Carthage, and modern Rome should
possess what ancient Rome purchased at so
The Italian prime minister,
great cost.
Cairoli, it is charged, has not been energetic enough in asserting Italy’s rights against
French designs and has been forced to re'
sign, and the King is occupied with efforts
to form a new ministry. England, also, it
appears, has some interest in the matter,
and her rights have been talked about in
Parliament, but whether they are positive
enough or large enough to induce her to
join issue with Italy against Franoc, is a
question; certainly there is no likelihood of
her interference at present. Italy, though
possessing a well-appointed army and navy,
is not in condition to try the fortune of war,
and seems inclined to patch up a graceful
peace with France on an “alike honorable
and worthy-of-the-two-nations” basis.
The
powerless Porte has addressed a circular to
the Powers, expressing the hope that the
measures to be taken by France in Africa
will be limited to the defence of her own
frontier, and declaring that the Bey will reestablish order and prevent the renewal of
incursions of tribes. The Bey, unsupported
by his natural ally, has asked the notice and
interposition of Russia, and is reported as
about to form an alliance with the French to
punish and repress the insurgent tribes. It
is pretty evident that France has got some
ways ahead of her competitor Italy in the
matter of seizing Tunis, and if any forcible
protest is to be made by any interested nation it must be made very soon.
trade.

Speaking of Judge Goddard’s statistics
alleged increase of crime in Maine,
the Bridgton News says the Press “is certainly to be commended for its fairness in
laying before its readers all attainable
facts bearing upon either side of this controversy. In its Wednesday’s issue it republishes Judge Goddard’s letter to the Lewiston Journal and also Gov. Dingley’s rejoindIf the newspaper press generally would
er.
adont this course, nublications of the character of Judge Goddard’s original manifesto would not be so mischievous in their effects abroad, as now.”
Our correspondent, “Andover”, is entirely mistaken in his assumption that the
Press confounds Phillips Academy with
the Andover Theological Seminary or thinks
the Foster twins were Divinity students.
They were studying at the Academy with
the avowed intent of entering the theological school. That is all the Press has intimated, and it does not hold Theology responsible for their crime.
In his

Legend

Thomas Didymus, the

of

Rev. James Freeman Clarke
omits to mention the

unaccountably
wide-spread of

most

the myths, that

in the book of myth and folkas Mater Anseri-

occurs

& Lanman’s

California newspapers complain that
Pacific coast youth seek eastern colleges.
The San Francisco high school will this
year send more students to Ilarvard than to
the university of California, arid Yale and
Princeton are to hold examinations in that
city this Summer.
that
Rome conFrance remembers
that Tunis was once held by her “under
the ban of our Lord Christ JesuS and cf
Louis, King of France, His Lieutenant.’’
In this case the second mortgage seems to
be the best.
Italy cannot

quered Carthage,

and

The Memphis Avalanche remarks that
“if Mahone desires to change his politics,
why such a fuss about it? The Democrats
are not only making themselves
ridiculous,
but the South cannot be held solid for the
Democratic party by denouncing him as a
t-e-r raitor.”
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Oxford.

(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons;
Portland: Loring, Short and Harmon.) This
volume forms one of the Epochs of Modern

History series, which, especially designed for
youngstudents, will be found no less valuable
and useful to older readers who desire a clear
general idea of history, without minute special
study in that denartment. The concise, clear
and appropriate arrangement of the work, the
scope and effectiveness of its plan deserve full
oommen<lation. It gives an excellent view of
the state of affairs in Europe, America and In-

during the epoch of the Seven Years’
War; of which, in a strong and brief chapter,
Mr. Longman points out the historic weight
dia

and influence.
Muscles and Nerves.

By Dr. I. It isenthal

(New York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland:
Hoyt, Fogg & Donham) is a new volume belonging to the International Scientific series.
It is a copious treatise upon the general physiology of muscles and nerves, their structure,
chemical processes, etc., and will be of interest
and valne to the student of anatomy and phy-

siology.
Livy. By W. W. Capes, M. A. (New York:
D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg &
Donham) belongs to the series of Classical
Writors, edited by John Richard Green. Like
its

PAmnoi'inn

vnl n rnno

4a

nrw4 ttan

mitl.

freshness, interest, aud freedom from tiresomo
pedantry. It gives a vivid and lifelike picture
of Livy and his times; and praises the patriotism, practical quality and healthy morality of
the historian’s writings; while the criticisms of
Livy’s literary style are discriminating and
full of interest. Such a volume as this brings
antiquity near; revives its life and its letters;
gives us to see the everyday politics, business
and action of the time, and goes far to establish a kinship of human feeling between the
past aud present, without which history must
seem a dead letter that can take no hold upon
the

imagination.

readers of every denomination.

to

His

religion was cheerful, manly and self-respecting, as well as full of practical piety and
humanity. The arrangement of the volume is
admirably convenient.
Popular Lectures upon Scientific Subjects.
Second Series. By H. Helmholtz, Professor
of Physics in the University of Berlin. (New
York: D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Hoyt,
Fogg & Donham). This volume contains six
lectures delivered by Professor Helmholtz,
and translated and edited with much intelligence and skill by Prof. E. Atkinson. The
lectures treat of various scientific topics connected with physical science, and also Include
a memorial of the late Prof. Gustav Magnus,
and a paper upon Academic Freedom in German
Universities. Prof. Helmholtz speaks
with rightful authority upon matters in his departments of science, and is well known to
readers in this country.
Island

Life.

By

Alfred

Russel

Wallace

New York: Harper Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Hirmon), is a copious and convincing review of the problem of geological
the geographical
distribuclimates,
tion
of
animals
and
plants, and the
changes of climate etc., in the various regions
and epochs of the world. Mr. Wallace writes
brilliantly and attractively; he relies upon
practical scientific observation; and' proves
himself to be a fresh and reasonable theorist,
without pedantic bias of any kind. While
this volume will greatly interest scientists—its
clear and readable

style, free from unnecestechnicality, adapt it perfectly to the best
popular taste. In the fascinating department
of physical geography, no work is more brilliant, wider in scope, and more effective in its
sary

conclusions than this admirable treatise of Mr.
Wallace, who is already favorably known by
his previous works upon kindred subjects.
The arrangement and execution of the volume
are of corresponding merit with its design.
A Satchel Guide to Europe is an elegant and
substantial little volume published by Messrs.
Houghton & MifHinof Boston (Portland: Loriug, Short Sc Harmon). It has attained its
tenth annoal edition; and each year it undercareful revision, needful because of the
art galleries etc.
It is a clear, compact and practical guidebook, written with a view to reasonable economy; and has a notable and praiseworthy lack
of the arbitrary raptures, the penny-a-line
goes

a

changes in time-tables, hotels,

The Caliph Haroun Alraschid, aud Saracen
Civilization. By E. H. F&lmer. (New York:
G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short
& Harmon). The Caliph Haroun Alraschid
seems, at first thought, to be as little subject of
grave aud reverend history as Aladdin or All
Baba—but reflection and the reading of this

singularly interesting biography confirm the
reader’s knowledge that the good caliph actually lived, mado laws, and ruled with judgment tempered by mercy or caprice as the
fancy took him. He was arbitrary, cruel aud
irresponsible, but a vein of generous if unreliable good-nature ran through his temper, like
the blue wavy lines of a Damascene sword. Legend and tradition have grown over him, the

impossible has marked him for its own, he is
part and parcel of the extravagant dreams of
the Thousand and One Nights—yet the historic truth remains that he came to his caliphate
about the year 785 and held his lively and seover the Mussulman people.
The
is full of anecdote as well as of sober historic recital, and is one of the most attractive of the Ndw Plutarch series.
vere

ceptable

sceptre

digressions,

the

confusing

counter-directions

which often

annoy the tourist dependent on
guide-books. Its hints and suggestions are
useful and sensible, and its time-tables etc.
carefully and conveniently arranged. It is a
model of conciseness and good sense.
A Fair Barbarian. By Mrs. Frances Hodg.
Burnett. Boston: James R. Osgood Sc Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) Nothson

more brilliant, dainty and delicious in the
way of a novelette has been issued from the
press than this recital of the triumphs of the
Fair Barbarian.
Mrs. Burnett has sallied
forth to the relief of the distressed damozels so
unkindly attacked by the critical pens of Mr.
Henry James and his admirers. The Fair
Barbarian
was
a
and
pretty, stylish

ing

biography

whose
father
charming
young
girl
owned
mines in Nevada.
This
Attila
in Parisian costume, this exquisite Vandal
with her profusion of diamonds and laces,

Egypt. By Clara Erskino Clement. (Boston:
D. Lothrop & Co.) This is an exceedingly
well arranged and comprehensive history of
Egypt, designed for popular reading. It records the principal events from the times of
the Mem phian Kings, 4400 to 3300 B. C. .down to

comes

the present date. No annals are so rich in historic interest, so suggestive to the student of
civilization, as are those of Egypt. The recent novels of Professor Ebers, brilliant and

scholarly

revivals of antique life, have awakened much intcrost in regard to the Egyptians;
and this volume of Mrs. Clement’s—quite different in design and treatment from Trot.
Ebers’s superb romances—will afford a solid
basis of chronology, national history, etc., upon
which to support the impressions which the
reader gains of a civilization scarcely inferior
to that of our own time as regards the arts and

sciences, and indeed rejoicing in much knowl-

edge that is now lost or in prooess of laborious
acquirement. The colossal and mysterious relics of olden Egypt, the limitless pathetic desert,
the incalculable human toil that tha pyramids
attest, the perdurable silent testimony of the
Sphinx have an irresistible power over the imagination. But it is not to the over-curious, armed
with ell-measure, square and compass that the
secret of Egypt is revealed; but to the savant
like Dr. Ebers, whose science and imagination
await the rustle of the hidden papyrus and the
witness of the hieroglyphs, not to support theories of orientation and astronomical measures,
but to relate the history of ages that passed
over

the eldest

atranorARf

the

and

and

most.

Mrs.

of

nrnndArfnl

intelligent study

such

wisest

peoples, the
oAnntvina

Tn

of

Egyptian antiquities
a compact and practical work as this of
Clement, will be of much use and con-

venience.
and Wisdom of George Eliot (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring,
&
Short
is
a
small
and
Harmon)
tastefully bound volume of short extracts
from George Eliot’s
and
novels;
will be welcomed by the admirers of her works.
It would be an ungracious and not over-wise
thing to deny that many admirable sayings
to be found in these pages—but whoever
has followed George Eliot’s wisdom through
the perfunctory and many-worded meditations
of Mordecai, and assisted at gathering up tho
are

scraps and clippings which were economized
into the volume of Impressions of Theophrastus Such- will perhaps have become somewhat
satiated with words of hor wisdom—and, as for

wit, George Eliot, often humorous, lacked
something of the ligh tuess and gayety of intention and truth that are the soul of epigram.

George Fourth. By Porcy FitzYork; Harper & Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon). This
diffuse, gossiping, curiously minute memoir of
the fourth George and his court is an exceedingly readable if not especially dignified contribution to history. Mr. Fitzgerald has been
at great pains to collect from every possible
The Life of

New

information and anecdotes, letters aud
memoirs of the time. The reader will be somewhat astonished at the tone of society prevailing in George’s reign; and will conclude that
the Victorian era has greatly amended earlier
manners. The skotch of Queeu Caroline gives
source

a

little niece, resident there. Of course Slowbridge is shaken to its foundations by the free-

dom, unconventionality and splendor of the
American, Octavia Bassett; and is quick to
Mrs. Burnett has depicted the
and American, with most
exquisite art; and thnir friendship aud quick
recognition of each other’s good points are deliThe frankness, innocately portrayed.

condemn her.
two

girls, English

lively portrayal

of

very vulgar, good-natured and unroyal young woman, who certainly enjoyed but little of what we in America
call “a good time.” It is not a refined or attractive view of the court aud times of the
fourth George that Mr. Fitzgerala offers, but
it bears evidenco of its graphic truthfulness.
a

brightnesa of the American
drawn with delicate touch and

and

cence

girl

are

superior to Mr. James's superficial
though clevor sketch of Daisy Hiller; and
the English maiden, Lucia, with her soft,
fawnlike grace and gentle struggles for
independence is in the wary spirit of
color—far

the most rdfined comedy, true to life and full
of charming nature. A Fair Barbarian is a
perfect pearl of a novelette; and its artistic
binding, clear type and creamy paper add to
its attractiveness as its heroine’s delicious
dresses set off her bright personality.

By

the Tiber.

By

the author

of
No Name
the second series
reIt is
a painful, bitter and
has
and
it
although
pulsive story,
traces of the artistic and richly colored de.
scriptions, the Italian softness and warmth of
atmosphere that were the charm of this auof

one

novels.

previous

exaggerated quality
LUO

liUgluw

auu

It has

the
of insanity; its

AuioiiLnu

wiwuj

iu

jwmo

drawn with such venomous point as to force
the conclusion upon the reader's mind that

are

the novelist is avenging personal wrongs,
It is usually unmore or leas real and fancied.
wise and not quite fair to connect an author’s
biography and fiction too closely; bnt certain

facts, well known

to

make

part of tho

au-

so
story, are
emphatically charged to the account »f prominent Americans residing in Rome—who
lightly disguised in these
appear but
pages—that it is not possible for a reader

individual

thor’s

to look at By the Tiber as an impersonal work
of fiction. The author is much to be blamed and
pitied. Her undeniable talent, it is to be hoped,
may be restored to health; but dwelling upon
such suspicions and resentments as are the
whole snbject-mattcr of the present novel, and

which

were

traceable in the

episode

of

Mias

Conroy, who furnished the tragedy for tho
previous story, will not fail to destroy the very
striking talent whicii the more fortunate chapof Signor Monaldini’s Niece displayed.
The Miss Conroy episode, much praised by
some critics who believe that depth of literary
gloom is a gauge of dramatic power in a novelters

ist, was actually the first touch of decay upon
novelistic talent which might well have remained a ripe and luscious fruit.

a

The House of Ross aud Other Tales.
By AG. Riddle. (Boston: Hall & Whiting; Portland: Coring, Short & Harmou) is a volume of

strong, fresh and original stories, which, not
possessing a high degree of literary refinement,
win the reader’s hearty liking by their upright,
honest aud spirited quality. They are Western
in origin aud style, and give lively pictures of
the homes and society of that sectiou of couu
The usual stock company, so iuimitably
Mr. Bret Harto, do not appear in
Ibese domestic dramas; it is a quieter and more
homelike life that they describe. Mr. Riddle

little

commentaries very acceptable.

only feel
suspicious,
portraits of

novel—the reader can

regret and repulsion.

warm-hearted and human.

^'«w

Signor

of

Moualdini’8 Niece (Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Si Harmon)
is
Portland:
Loring, Short

thor’s

Wit

gerald.

to devastate the peaceful society of a
small, quiet and conventional English
village. This village, Slowbridge, is presided
over by a social tyrant, Lady Theobald, of
Oldclough Hall—which one is led to believo
should be spelled Olddo’, so dreary in fashion
are the dresses of the dowager and her lovely
very

comments will be of interest to many readers
who differ in creed from the authors, while
those of similar,belief wjll gf course find the

Indiana sulker.

The Senate matinees
tiresome.

Frederick the Great and the Seven Years’
War. By F. W. Longman of Balliol College,

Tupper, with an appreciative introductory
chapter by Prof. Wm. C. Richardson. The
vigor, brilliance and elevation of Dr. Robertson’s thought and expression are well known;
and the liberality, breadth and Christian good
sense of his doctrines render his writings ac-

This

to hand.

the great

her feed.

is off

those creatures-often repulsive enough to
sight and touch—are described, will not fail to
enlist the interest of young people for these
strange and limited lives; and the observation
and study concerning these least of Life’s children, which Miss Buckley’s volume will suggest, will add many new pleasures to the summer sojourn in the country or by the sea.

S.

passages from Dr. Robertson’s sermons, carefolly edited and indexed by Mr. Kerr Boyce

is fortunate iu

storms in the West.
ThS&Tu&wGm

at the same time, carefully verified. The
present volume treats of the lower forms of
animal lifo, sponges, sea-urchins, star-fish of
the ocean, and insects of the air and earth.
The lively and fascinating manner in which
are

Living Thoughts (Chicago,

Robertson’s

C. Griggs & Co.; Portland: Dresser & McLellan). This volume is made up of select

upon the Gospels of Matthew and Mark and
Luke and the Acts of the Apostles. These
volumes complete the series by the author,
comprising sixteen volumes of commentary
Testaments. Tho eviupon the Old and
dent care and rcseaeU with which these notes
have been prepared, aud the fullness of their

...ai.ut

riTDAAA
IVI KIIPM

In her hands, natural hisa fairy tale;
and her facts

rnauner created much
discussion a few years since. It is reprinted
in excellent type and binding. (For sale In
Portland by Loring, Short & Harmon.)

original and forcible

try.

it is all right, for our ox has
gored; but would not Mahone,
his political allegiance unchanged, be
to the charge of plantation manners?

open

whom she writes.
tory becomes like

Messrs. Roborts of Boston issue a reprint of
Ecce Homo, a volume concerning tbo nature
aud mission of Christ; an essay, which, by its

Two volumes of Commentaries by Dr. Henry Cowles (New York: D. Appleton & Co.;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon and Hoyt,
Fogg & Donham) contain, respectively, notes

Of course
not been
were

specialty. Prices very low.
Appleton’** lllock, opp. 513 (’ongreM

forget

The experiei ce of Michaeloff who was
slowly strangled to death at St. Petersburg
yesterday, recalls the bitter saying of one of
the conspirators who was executed for the
revolt against Nicholas on the day of that
Czar's accession: “They do not even know
how to hang men in Russia.”

FLORIDA WATER.

HRS. A. CORING

Marne.

dtf

Millett & Little.

DECK PLANK,

t!nr Timber on<l Plow Beams, Treenails,
Treenail Wedges anil Planking 11 edges,
I
Pint' and Hemlock Building Ltim
Box Boards, Shingles tVc.

B. (
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—^^^^
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DRtiSS MAKING !

Iber,

every person claiming to represent

“Thomas a Didymus had a black beard,
Kissed Nancy Fidget and made her afeard.”

jutm.ni

-•'OK

t»KV PINE,

d2t

MILLEn & LITTLE

8. T.

Utt

1

Oak

BUTLER,

—

HP* I’p One Flight Only.
no|i21

bondholders.

aprl2 eod2w
DIES Ac. EOIt SALE.
Presses, (lies and can makers'
tools for sale hy
PORTLAND PACKING CO.
d2w
aprti

AT

a

This
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Portland, 1380.
State Fair, 1870.
N. 33. Fair,1877.

oodtf

Bonds of the Nantasket Co.

Admission to Mallory 25 Cents.

Jr

PORTLAND.

NEW HIBURGS
New Lisle & Si Gloves.

1st. PREMIUM
—

regular attach*? of the Press is furnished
Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
Every

lore known to the Latios

HRS.

INVESTMENT
It. M.

i

l

eod3w

_ap5

ynu

FIN -A. 1ST CIAL.

St.

MATHIAS’,

98 Exchange St.,
who will get up equally as good a
garment, for a good deal less
money.

The ladies of Portland,
amine before purchasing

city.

marl 5

593

Block,

Lamson
F. A. ROSS & GO. Artist Photographer,
Opposite
Hotel,

—

of

in this

need not pay those extravagant
prices to SELF STYLED FIRST
CLASS TAILORS, hut can go to

Sattern
libbons in

Our Dollar Silk is as good as any Silk sold by
We also
other parties at $1.25, and we mean it.
have heavy gros grain silks, silks in colors, 21 inches
cts.
95
wide at
Everything new in Dress Goods line just received

Leading American Artists,
—

3 Free Si.

PLAID SILKS &c.,

PAIATIHfGS

Wocicly
Colors, lYcw York,

Samuel Thurston,

purchased the linest and most extensive assortment of Silks,

-OF-

From

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

SILKS,
BROCADE SATINS,
BROCADE SILKS,

EXHIBITION

Gentlemen intending to leave
their measure for a SPRING SUIT,

Opening of Spring Milliiry.

choice stock'ot lirst-claw

SURAH
eodtf

Auierirau

a

eep29

Congress St., Sign of Gold Boot

the

Also

F. A. ROSS & CO,
just

Pianos,

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARY.

Dealer, CHEAPER THAN EVER

421
BY

Decker Bros

at 75c, $1.00 and $1,25,
every pair warranted.

S&W3w

DON’T PAY.

ME.

CALL and SEE
’

Life and her Childrer. By Arabella B.
Buckley. (New York: D. Appleton & Co.;
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Houhaui). Miss
Buckley is one of the most charming of writ*
ers upon natural history, and possesses the fortunate gift of adapting her science to tho understanding and taste of the yonng readers for

and the

Street.

mar2(>

8.

<131

NEW KID GLOVES,

i

187 Mldd]

N. It. W'c still conliune to sell the SMITH
Am. ORGANS) on iu%tnllinentM of 25
Cents per Daj.
mar 2(5
dtf

Every Department.

Congress Street.
aprl4

Have

IS OPENING

—

Babv Carriages, latest styles,
Boy’s Carts, Velocipedes, BiHoops,
Marbles,
cycles,
Bird Cages, Jump
Rubber
Balls,
Ropes,
Bats, Foot Balls,
Ketarn Balls, Boxing Cloves, Indian Clnbs, Doll Caps, Archery, Lawn Tennis,
Croquet, dec.,

BLOCK,

PORTLAND,

ENTIRE NEW STOCK
in

IN

Turkey and Ostrich Feathers.

AGENTS,

FARRINGTON

BROWN,

—

—

Wholesale and Retail.
C. D A Y ,

W. M. FURBUSH & SON,

LADIES' LINEN CUFFS,

441 db 4=4=3

aprl 4

DUSTERS,

at

DAYS ONLY.

~

SHOP

10 DOZEN

To continue for TEN

The Shoe

A. B. BUTLER

-AND-

prices.

"

CARRIAGE, HAND,

THE

■■■“

SATURDAY HORNING, APRIL 1<L

The Tunisian War.

Turkish Prunes.tic lb
15c
Fancy Evaporated Apple..10c
8c
Choice

We show styles that cannot be obtained elsewhere,
We name prices that defy competition,
We lit all sizes large or small, fat or lean.
a long story short, we are unquesmake
to
In fact,

ALL
my

28
23
17
15

New Cienfuegos Molasses, light color & fine cooking, 3bc gal
Leathe & Gore’s Pure Family Soap, 4 l-2c lb. by the box.

riw ■ iiiiiu

of

|

French

Ice Cream and Cake will also be served.
«Prl«
d2t*

TEN
DAYS’
BENEFIT!

I

New

The most marvelous and ingenious productions of
tistic designs load our numerous tables, until
they fairly groan beneath their weight.

Monday

30
28
23

..

iWi

SPECIAL

FESTIVAL

30
35
30
30

35
30

Southern and Eastern packers, and buy only those brands which

Burnham & Morrill’s Corn,. 13c Can
Portland Packing Co.’s Corn,. 13
Tomatoes.10
•*
10
E. T. Cowdrey & Co.’s
1
Mallory’s Baltimore Peaches,.18
Castine Blueberries,.12
Fresh Apple, 1 gal. cans,.25

Recent Publications.

our

JOSLIN,”

The only true representative of the New
Eug.
Innd Farmer, Supported bv a Full and Powerful Company of Dramatic Celebrities.
Sale of seats TUESDAY, April 19th.
Popular
prtcos.
aprlO did
m

goods from the best
know to be the best.

our

we

'x'J

to

30

Reliable Canned Goods.

till night.

morn

Groun

Roasted,

We always buy our coffee in the green berry and thoroughly test each grade before purchasing. They
roasted by the latest and most improved method, and ground only at time of purchase.

SUCCESS.

MARVELOUS

military and Ouadrillc Band.
Hand Concert to commence at S
o’clock; Grand

^

25
Old Gov’t Java, (Ayerbangis Brand, finest imported.).
28
Best Old Mocha, (a strong Arabian Coffee,).
25
Genuine Maleberry Java,.
25
Samos, (a new coffee, tine flavor,)...
Savanilla, (a mild rich flavored coffee,).—22
20
Maracaibo, (finest quality,).
17
No. 1 Rio,(finest imported,).
14
No. 2 41 (prime coffee, carefully selected,).
44
12
No. 3
(strictly pure, good flavor,).....
are

Chandler's

PAPER

233
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The Irish American Relief Association will hold
their I Mh Annual Ball, at city
Hall, Easter
Monday night.. Music by

“ALVIN

Raw,

middle street

HALL,
APRIL 18, 1881,

New

COFFEES.

at their New Store

jL"C.b A..

■

Our aim has always been to sell the finest goods AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICE, and this policy has been the means of building up our businessto its present proportions. Although the goods.(juoted below are extremely low, yet we
guarantee them the best that care cait select and money can buy.

-OF-

PRICE 3 CENTS.

THE PRESS.

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com
iuunications that aro not used.

GROCERIES.

every other day after first week, 50 cents.
tafHalf
three

| CLASpMAlL^lATTKIll j

with

of

C. D. B. FISK & C0.’S

Hates oe Advertising: One inch of space, the
cngth of column, constitutes a “square."
$1.50 per sqnare. daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00; continu

one

REDUCTION!

GREAT

PRESS

published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
If paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

SATURDAY MORNING, APRIL 16, 1881.

__

managed by

haviug a fresli and undeveloped
field of fiction. It is said that President Garfield eDjoys this author’s stories greatly, and
the genuineness and vigor which they display
make it

seem

give pleasure
thies are so

very probable that they should
the President whoso sympaready with everything honest,
to

Flirtation Camp, By Theodore S. Van Dyke,
(New York; Fords, Howard & Hulbert; Port-

SAtt'RDAY HORNING, APRIL 16.

BY TELEGRAPH.

land: ISailey & Noyes) is the silly title of a
vulgar aud stupid story. It purports to give
au entertaining accouut
of Southern California as a resort for health-sookers aud sportsmen ; aud succeeds in
filling its pages with
dreary and forced puns aud jerky dialogue;
and introduces the reader to an exceedingly
vulgar quartette of persons, whose flirtations,
aud cold-hearted cruelty toward the gentle
and trusting animals that inhabit the plains of
the West, alike stamp them as unimaginative
unprincipled and undesirable in every way. If

Marine Disasters

rives at ponderosity of
humorous passages.

style, especially

soar-

in its

Books Received.
Fair Barbarian.

A

By Frances Hodgson Burnett. Cloth, 258 pp., $1.
Boston: J. U. Osgood
& Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The llonne of Bos* anil Other Tale*.
By
A. G. Riddle.
Cloth, 44S pp., $1.50. Boston:
Hall and Whiting.
Portland: Loiing, Short &
Harmon,

PROBABLE LOSS OF LIFE AT CHAT-

Press.]

COLLISION AT SEA.

Recent numbers of Messrs. Harpers’ valuable r ud varied Franklin Square Series are
the paiufui and tragic Reminiscences of Car-

adapted for English rather thau American
ciety. It aims at being Addisonian and

]

A Steamer Sunk and Fourteen Persons
Drowned.
London. April 15.—The steamer Andalusia,
from Grangemouth, bound to Calais, has put
into Leith in a damaged couditiou, having
been in collision with the steamer James
Harris, from Middleborough for Grangemouth. The latter steamer was sunk and
fourteen persons were drowned.

MASSACHUSETTS.

1

Stearns Kendall Abbott to be Hanged.
Boston, April 15.—The Governor and Council held a private session this forenoon to consider what action should be taken ou the petition of Stearns Kendall Abbott, now under
sentence of death for the murder of Maria L.
Cruo, for a commutation of his sentence to imprisonment for life. After deliberating upon
the evidence iu the case for three hours it wa3
decided at 2 o’clock not to commute the sentence.

NEW YORK.

.Good Friday lb New York.
New York, April lfi.—Good Friday was
Eree Homo: A Surrey of the Life and Works of
celebrated to-day in all tho Protestant EpiscoJesus Christ. Cloth, 370 pp., $1. Boston: Robpal and Roman Catholic churches throughout
the city, with appropriate services which were
erts Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
attended by large cougregations. The produce
Wit and Widen of George Eliot.
With a
and cotton exchanges were closed.
Biographical Memoir. Cloth, 277 pp., $1. Bos- j
Down town business to-day was generally
ton: Roberta Brothers. Portland:
suspended. Largo crowds in holiday dress was
Short
Loring,
-*>
in the street. The weather was fine.
A Harmon.
Cutting Freight Rates.
The Mtntar* in the Block and Other PoThere is some excitement here over rumors
em*.
By John Boyle O’Reilly. Cloth, 110 pp.,
that fast freight lino* operating over the New
$1. Boston: Rob-rta Brothers. Portland: Loring,
York Central are catting rates in spite of ComShort & Ii arm on.
missioner Fink’s manifesto of Tuesday forbidThe Tier's Window. No Name Series.
Cloth, ding cutting. A meeting of trunk line man272 pu., $1.
Boston: Roberts Brothers.
agers is called at Vanderbilt’s house to-morrow
Portto discuss the situation. A lively time is exland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
pected, as the New York Central was a party
By The Tiber. By the author of “Signor Monto an arrangement that if any trunk line
aldini’i Niece.” Cloth, 300 pp $1.50. Boston:
should make a rate below the recently estabRoberts Brothers.
lished tariff, give a rebate, or in any way vioPortland:
Loring, Short &
late the pool arrangement, tho joint high comHarmon,
mission would order the other lines
History of the Free Trade movement in to meet such rates. It is believed in the pool
tho trunk
England. By Augustus Mangredien. Cloth,
line pool is in danger of being broken, and
188 pp., 50 cents.
Now York: G. P. Putnam’s
that the Baltimore & Ohio and Pennsylvania
Sons. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
are trying to break It.
The Ward* of Plottnu*. A novel.
By Mrs.
John Hunt.
Paper, 04 pp., 20 cents. New
York: lfarper A Brothers.
Po tland: Loring,
Short & llamnn.
Into the Shade, and Other Hlotiei.
By Mary
Cecil Hay. Paper, 58 pp., 15 cents.
Now York:
Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short m
Harmon.
uic n oeargr use Fourth.
By Percy
Fitzgerald. Cloth, illustrated, 921 pp. New
York:
Harper & Brothers. Port and, Coring,

* «r

Short & Harmon.

<

By J. A. Froude. Cloth, 43G pp. New
Harper & Brothers. Portland, Loring,

*«r

York:

Short 4k Harmon.
Christian

Institutions.
By Dean Stanley.
Cloth, 320pp. New York: Harper & Brothors.
Portland: Loring, Short Si Harm >u.
His Little Mother, and Other Sketches.
By
the author of "John Halifax Gentleman.”
Cloth,
209 pp. New York: Harper &
Brother*.
Port!
land, Ixiring, Short Si Harmon.
English Men of Letters. Dry,Ion. By U.
Saiutsbury. Cloth, 192 pp., 75 cents. New York!
Harper A Bro;hers. Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.

Thr Glen ef Silver Birches. A novel.
By
E. Owens Blackburne.
Paper, 3G pp., 13 cents.
New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harinon.
ftocial E tie ante and House Culture.
By
The Ixmnger in Society.
Paper, 04 pp., 20 c mts.
New York: Harper & Brothors. Portland:

Lor-

ing, Short & Harmon.
lieu

The Baby.
By C. E. Page,
M. D.
Paper, 140 pp., .30 cent*. Now York:’
Fowler & Wells.
Portland:
Loring, Short &
We

Fed

Harmon.

Frederick Hebertien’a Living
Tbeughts.
Edited by Kerr Boyce Tupper.
Cloth, 260 pp.,
$1.25.
Chictgo: S. C. Griggs & Co. Portland:
IJresser, McLellan & Co.
Victor Binge: His Life and Works. From
the French ol Alfred
Barbou, by Frances A.
Shaw. Cloth, 20o pp., $1.
Chicago: S. C. Griggs
* Co. Portland:
Dresser, McLellan & Co.
Divine Guidance.
Memorial of Allen W.
Dodge. By Gail Hamilton. Cloth, 328 pp., $1.50.
New York: D. Appleton & Co. Portland:
Hoyt,
Fogg Si Donham.
Hew To Furnish u Home.
By Ella Hodman
Church. Cloth, illustrated, 128
pp., 60 cents.
New York: D. Appleton & Co.
Portland: Hiyt
Fogg & Donham.

Building a Home. By A. F. Oakey. Cloth,
illustrated, 115 pp., 60 cents. New York: D.
Appleton & Co. Portland: Hoyt, Fogg Si Donham.

General Physiology of Muscles aud
Nerves.
By Dr. I. Rosenthal. Vol. xxxu. International
Scientific Series.
Cloth, illustrated, 324 pp.,
$1.50. New York: D. Appleton Si Co. Portland:
Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.

Popular Lectures en Scientific Mnbjccts.
By H. Helmholtz, Translated by E. Atkinson
Second Series.
Cloth, 265 pp., $1.50. New
York: D. Appleton & Co.
Portland: Hoyt
Fogg & Donham.
Matthew and Mark, with Notes
Critical, Explanatory, and Practical Designed for both pastors and people.
By the Rev. Dr. Cowles. Cloth
391pp., $2. New York: D. Appleton &
Port land: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.
A fintchel Guide far the
Vacation Turistin'
Europe, with Maps. Edited for 1881. Cloth,
327 pp., $2, Boston:
Houghton, Mfffliu &
Portland: luring, Short St Harmon.

Co!

Co.’

A

NnaselessNobleman.

Round-Robin Series.
Cloth, 369 pp., $1. Boston: J.R, Osgood & Co.
Portland: lairing, Short and Harmon.

An

Old-Timej Proclamation.

The
coln’s

following is a copy of Governor LinFast-Day proclamation, made over half
a-centnry ago. It is just as good reading now
as it
then:

was

BY THE GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF MAINE.

A
For

PROCLAMATION

Day of Public Humiliation, Pasting
and Prayer.

a

of tlmCounoil and in
compli“sage, I appoint Thurs“elt’ ,0r "““Nation,

generated

hSlngand
pmje°rfApnl
I recommend
to

day

as

a

Christian,

each citizen to observe the
if he be under the
influence
it~if ‘“error, to correct

f. ‘f/nndf; obligations
hfa'\i811 to others, honest)v to
11
injuries, to forrtratiT* "I™suffering
lf aware of
animosities, to extinit—if under

~

"irzi

any nenevoient

created by the
Almighty Pow8
eX'Stenco andhis facul-

tie^todoHh
And, with

w uo

conscience thus prepared

a

mav

of Godworship Hhn
7fth,S,,Vht6 ?emP!e
humble and happy
disposition
whhd1 ^at
aiwags beiongs to piety and

innocence;
beseeching Him tliat the religion He
sent bv
Saviour may not be perverted
through the
pnde and prejudices of sectarianism,
but mav

our

•*

fsrsprw1”

*«™s

Especially I recommend that being members
of one great
community wo unite as Christian
so that we
may render perpetual
“nd ProsPerlt.V of our
couutry and of
this State.
ENOCH LINCOLN.
By the Governor:
Amos Nichols, Sec’v. of State.
Portland, March 3, 1827.

Pphticians.

ihf«

The Burglary at

Andover1.

The Pbkss

in its telegraphic
dispatch of
Thursday and its editorial paragraph on Friday concerning the burglary at Andover seems
to be laboring under the
impression that the
young burglars were Divinity students or
that
Phillips Academy is a Theological
Seminary.
The two

institutions

desperados
The

are

quite distinct and the

Academy boys with no lean
Theology, it is to L presumed
Shadow of the Theological Seminary”
lbt sP"ngfield Republican speaks of.
were

lulles to the southward of their
boyhood s home, aud could liaraly be
supposed
to haTC much
influence upon their moral
training, and at the time of the robbery they
had no more connection with
the Seminary
boys have with the DiT,n ,y Sohool at
Bangor,

idn!»School

Andover.

Counterfeiters Defying Arrest.
Nashvillk, Tonn.. April 14_Tim rinrmfn
t nited States Marshal aud
several assistants
who have been in
Kentucky for several days
*” tb®

notorious James
brothers, of
bank-robbing fame, arrived here to-night Tliev
state that they found the brothers
within two
Ky” and aPPlied to three
magistrates for warrants authorizing their arrest, but were
refused, the magistrates statin-'
they issued warrants the friends of the
would either do them bodily barm or

m»^kt°rntA< ?lrSVllle’
,iieir

Pr°Perty-

Finding Ithemselves
necessary documents,

Mars,l?a?r^nrfre|the
dahU u^s'stauts
a“d
aUd

attacked

several

offer

un-

the
returned.
Tlie
friends are strongly

desPeratB

resistance^ if

the New Eng-

HAM.

and

St.

John steamers together with a dozen sail of
coastors are sheltered in this harbor from tho
storm.

The Sugar Question.
on**

v/a

h

w

ou^iti importers,
recover

against Collector Merritt, to

alleged

excessive duties imposed on tho importation of
sugar, was continued this morning, the court
decided to admit all testimony touching tho
Dutch standard and as to houf it originated.
Mr. Sherer, government chemist, was called
to the stand, and testified that the Dutch
standard only enabled sugar importers to discover color for commercial puposes, and that
it was necessary to use the polariscope to test
tho percentage so that sugar importers could
determine its value. Prof. Collier, chemist of
the department of agriculture at Washington,
described the process of sugar manufacture.
Escape of a Bank Robber.
John J. Jourdan, under arrest here for the
past three months charged with robbery of the
Middetown (Conn.) Savings Bank, escaped
from Bellevue Hospital yesterday afternoon
and is still at largo.
Threw Vitriol in Her Pace Because She
Wouldn’t Marry Hini.
Jasper Martin, a young man of Huntington,
L. I., was arrested to-day. He had
repeatedly
threatened violence to Alice Halligan for refusing to marry him and last FrUay met her
on the street and threw vitriol mixed with
ink
in her
face,blinding her and disfiguring her for
life.
“The Man With the Iron Jaw>* Arrested
for Robbery.
John W. Blanchard, the variety actor known
as tho “Man with the Iron jaw”,
was arrested here to-day charged With robbing Mr.
Swett, the manager of his company in Philadelphia recently of £1100 worth ol diamonds
and £50 in cash.
Buffalo Hat Factory Burned.

Buffalo, April 15.—The hat manufactory
of Stafford, Foul & Co., was burned last
night, destroying a stock valued at £25,000.
The loss on the building, which was owned
by
J. M. Matthews, editor of the Evening Exis £10,000.
Tho establishments of

gress,
[irchfeld Ai Co. and Hiram Eastern
adjoining,
were

lars.

injured by

water

several

thousand dol-

Ravished and Murdered.
Westport, N. Y„ April 15.—Nanoy Boyle,
18 years old, has been missing six weeks. Today her dead body was found in the school
house near here, she having evidently been
ravished and killed. Great excitement prevails.

“Ned Buntline” Accused of Bigamy.
Kingston. N. Y., April 15.—Colonel E. C.
Jndson (“Ned Buntline”) was surprised last
Tuesday by the appearance at his residence in
Stamford of a lady claiming to be Mrs. Lavauclie L. Judson. his legally wedded wife. She
exhibits a marriage certificate to the effect
stated, and several legal documents from

Judges Donohue and Barrett of New York
City, which apparently substantiate her claim.
She has also a package of letters from Colonel

J udson, in which the Writer
recognizes her as
his wife. She claims to have been married in
1853. She tells a long and strange story,which
will be made public in a few days.
Colonel
J udson denies that she is his wife.
He was
as
the
record shows, to Miss Anna
married,
Faller at Stamford in 1871, with whom he now
resides. She fools keenly the sudden
appearance of a claimant upon her husband.

WASHINGTON.
The Treasury Solicltorship.
Washington, April 15.—The President

has
tendered the position of Solicitor of the Treasury to Warren M. Bateman of Cincinnati, who
was Secretary Sherman’s
manager during his
campaign for the Presidential nomination. It
is not known whether Mr. Bateman will accept. Kenneth Raynor, the present Solicitor,
appointed by Mr. Hayes, and who was one of
the last survivors of the old Whigs, is not to
be retained.
Aid for the Dakota Sufferers.
At a Cabinet meeting to-day
arrangements
were made for issuing relief to the sufferers
by
floods in Dakota.
Notice to Mariners.
is given by the light house board that
Notjco
a
whistling buoy, painted with horizontal
stripes and giving blasts of whistle at short
intervals, is now moored south of Cerberus
Shoals or Middle Ground, at the eastern entrance to Long Island Sound in 7 fathoms of
water, on the following compass hearingsMontuuk light house S. S. E.
3J E.: Watch
HiH light house N.E. g N.; Race Rock
light
house N. W. J N.; Gardiner’s Island light
uvuoo

*»

4

The Independent Movement

in

Missis-

sippi.

Washington, April 15.—A prominent Republican, who is active in tho now Independent movement in Mississippi,
speaking of the
prospects of that movement, says:—It will
have the support of 20,000 white voters and of
nearly or quite all of the colored voters. The
white men who are engaged in it are determined to see a fair election and honest count
in Mississippi once more. The
platform of the
new party is summed
up in two sentences from
Gen. Hancock’s letter
accepting the Democratic nomination for the
Presidency. In that letter Gen. Hancjck said:—“It is
only by a full
vote, free ballot and fair count that the people
can rule in fact, as required
by tlio theory of
our Government.
Take this foundation away
and the whole structure falls.’’ This is the
whole political platform of the new
party. On
it wo hope and expect to win. In the counties, sheriffs, county clerks, etc,, are to be
chosen, and we shall therefore find no difficulty in perfecting the county organizations. We
shall hold no conventions. All our candidates
will be pledged to one
thing, that, if elected,
they will demand and obtain possession of
their offices. We‘ do not intend that
they shal 1
be defeated by violouce or
fraud, or if elected
that they shall be kopt out of the offices to
which they have been chosen. Ex-Senator
Alcorn will be our candidate for Governor,
hor State Auditor we shall
pul up a gentleman who has been
prominently identified with
the anti-Bonrbons during the last two
years.
Our conference, which was held some weeks
ago, was attended by about sixty leading gentlemen from different parts of tho State. All
except seven or eight of them, I bcliove, formerly acted with the Democratic party.
General Mahone Sustained.

Washington, April 14.—General Mahone today said that every mail brings him new indications of

the spread of the auti-Bourbou
in the Southern States, and that
there is every reason to believe that in
the
elections this fall the anti-Bourbons will
sweep
v
ne says that the
have
Readjusters
lrginja.
lost only one man on account of
his attitude
in the Senate, and tliat man was
never heartlly with them, and voted for tho Bourbon
Presidential ticket.
General Mahone says
that tho Texas Senators are discovering that
they are not supported by the people of their
State in uniting with the Bourbons in the
Senate, as the four leading Democratic newspapers of Texas support Malione’s attitude. In
Arkansas, too, lie learns that there is already
a break from tho solid
Democracy, and one of
the former leaders is at the head of an
opposi-.
tion movement. In
the Carolinas and in
Florida there are, he says, constant indications
if an increasing opposition to Bourbonism.
movement

Foundered at Sea.
APril
—Ship Alexander, Capt.
rvo™0.11’
Cotton, from Cardiff for Rio Janeiro, founder3d near

Lundy

Isle. Grew saved.
"'hicl1 sailed from
Hull
a
Mpni lith for Boston has been towed to GraveWitl1
and
bottom
Propeller

,Ycddo

iamagodklUK

Duxbury, April 13.—Schooner Gauges of
Ellsworth, Me., with a cargo of lumber, is
ashore on Sait House beach, two miles from
Garnet, Plymouth. Crew saved.
Provixcftown, April 15.-A terrific northeast galo, with suow sleet and
rain, lias prevailed at Proviucetown since last
night. Three
schooners, two fishermou and coaster, aie
ashore here.

Portsmouth, N. H., April 15.-A threemasted vessel, name unknown, was driven
ashore on tke rocks during the night, near the
mouth of this harbor, elope tp the Newcastle
shore, where she lies hard aild last. The tug
Leyden has gone to her assistance.
Chatham, Mass., April 15.-The long boat,
deck frame and other pieces of the wreck of
the schooner J. J. Huntington of
Portsmouth,
drifted into this harbor this
No
morning.
doubt the schooner came ashore
during the
gale last night, and went to pieces, A clock
was picked up, stopped at twelve.
Nothing is
known of the crew.
Plymouth, April 15.—The gale commenced
about nine o’clock, and blew furiously
through
the night, This morning a large amount of
suow fell. The sloop Jennie P. Beslon of Bos.
ton, at anchor in the lower harbor, parted
chains and was driven ashore. At the soutti
part of the town, alarge two-masted schooner
went ashore on the outer heath between the
Saquish aud Clark’s Island. The sea is breaking over her. Men from tho life-saving station
are tliero.
Toms River, N. j., April
15.—Ship Transit
is ashore abreast of Seaside Park.
Sue is from
Liverpool

tb
Clihs. Dunhams,
consigned
Stephons & Co., New York. It is thought the

vessel and most of the cargo will be saved.

Republican Plurality Nearly 46,ooo-inof the Prohibition Vote.
Detroit, April 15.—The official cant ass of
the votes cast at the April election in Michigan is taking place in the counties this week
and already nearly all the more
populous
parts of tho Stale have been heard from. These
returns indicate that about a two-thirds vote
was cast, and that tho Republican
plurality
will noarly reach 45,000. The dissatisfaction
of the Temperance Republicans at tho. fail are
of the Legislature to submit to tho
people a
constitutional amendment
prohibiting the
liquor traffic resulted in a decided increase of
the Prohibition vote. Last fall that
party did
not poll 1,000 votes in the
State,but now its candidates appear to have received between
12,000 ond 15,000.
The Greenbackers also rather
more than preserve their relative
in
strength
the general falling off—a result due undoubtedly to the Funding bill agitation. Tho leading
candidate on the Republican ticket is James
I'. Joy, nominee for University
Regent. His
peculiar fitness for the place helped him generrally, but many votes were also cast for him
OlArwv fliA
1!.ia
P
1.
crease
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be the last ones to cease drawing fcthe five per
cent, interest. Should the call be issued for
large amounts and at short intervals, as now
seems probable, it will bo possiblo for the
holders of high ndmbers to reverse the order
by sending their bonds in earliest, and thus
getting in excliauge the lowest numbers of the
reissued ho nds.

FOREIGN.

Duiiur

active promoter.
His colleague on the ticket, Austin
Blair,
lately a liberal Republican, was cut somewhat
by the more radical wing of the party. The
three constitutional amendments were ratified
by large majorities. In 25 judicial circuits of
the State, nine Judges not classed as
regular
Republicans are elected, but in some instances
they were chosen without opposition, and in
two cases
Independent Republicans were
elected over regular candidates,
through local
causes.
The
Republican control of the
Boards of Supervisors iu all but a few counties

Temaius

tion is how to meet tlie provisions of the law
which requires the call of tlie bonds bearing
the highest numbers first without giving an
advantage to the holders of the high numbers
to which they are not entitled. The holders of
tlie low numbers, that is, the earliest invest!
ors in fives, have an advantage which
is perfectly legitimate in tlie fact that their bonds

was an

Execution

of

the

Czar's

Assas-

sins.
DISHONEST CUBAN

OFFICIALS CON-

VICTED AND SENTENCED.

Russian Grand Duke Implicated in the
Nihilists

undisturbed.

Conspiracy.

April lii,

Tha Way they Settle
Disputes in Texas
Towns.
El Paso, Texas, April 13.—Dav before

yes-

young Mexicans named Jourique
and banche* were shot and killed
by Americans iu a difficulty about laud some
eight miles
up the liver from hero. The Mexican consul
wnli an armed force of
obMexicans,
having
tained permission from the
mayor, came oter
here and took possession of tho dead
bodies.
\\ title tho remains were in a
wagon in front of
the justice’s office awaiting an
a disinquest
pute arose about the presence of armed Mexicans botween John Hale and a
policeman
named Kiempkan. Hale covered
Kiempkan
with a pistol and
shooting began. Hale shot
Kiempkan, the city marshal shot Hale and a
Mexican accidentally, and also shot a man
named Campbell, thus making six men
lying
m the street at
ono time.
Hale died in five
minutes, Kiempkan was killod instantly,
Campbell died this morning and the Mexican
is in a critical condition.

BILLIARDS.
Schaeffer Beats Slossom Over a Thou
sand Points.
Nkw York, April 15.—Schaeffer made 800
points m the billiard match
to-night and
Slossou 92, thus defeating Slosson in
the
match by a score of 4000 to 2780. Schaeffer’s
highest runs to-night were 311 and 213.
The Cincinnati Street Car Strike.
Cincinnati, April 15.—The street car strike
to-night includes all the roads iu tho city except two, also all the roads in Newport, Ky.
About 800 men, are on a strike and
nearly 75
miles of road
wlie idle. It was resolved to
avoid violence and to stand firm. The consolidated lines in Cincinnati work the men fifteen hours daily and
pay from 10 to 12 cents an
hour.
The Newport Company work the men 174
hours daily and pay within a fraction of nine
cents per hour.
People sympathize almost universally with the strikers but disapprove of
street
cars into the gutters.
throwing
Tho
crowds of strikers at vicinities where lines centre were immense, hut were
very quiet and
orderly. The railroad authorities will not answer until their meeting next
Monday. A
few contributions of money from citizens wero
sent iu to-night.
Hock Island, IU., Submerged.
Rock Island, April 15.—This city and lower lauds adjacent are again under water with
the river still rising. The river is filled with
running ice, and Thursday afternoon the ice
forced an outlet through a narrow
slough,
ivhiclu filling up, caused an inundation of the
city. Tho water commenced rising at (i o’clock,
and soon submetged 'tthe railroad tracks and
lower part of the city. It continued to rise,
and soon First avenue and the cross streets
were completely covered to a
depth of twelve
inches. People residing in the low lands immediately south of the city have moved out of
their houses, expecting a break in the embankment which protects the land.
The
morning train on the Rock Island and Peoria
Railroad was abandoned at Milan, the
passengers being conveyed to the city by carriages.
Conditions of tho Wheat Crop and Live
Stnrlr

Washington, April 15.—Reports of April
received at the Department of Agriculture,
show an increase of nearly 4 per cent, in the
area sown in winter wheat at the date of returns. The condition of the crop was not
given in large portions of the principal wheat
growing states, but wherever mentioned it was
stated as below the average of last year. Alternate freezing and thawing during March
was the most detrimental of
any weather during the winter.
The live stock of the country has come out
in fair health, though reported very low in
llesh. No malignant nor prevailing disease is
reported over any large extent of country.
Local disorders of the lungs and stomach are
often mentioned. Great losses from cold and
exposure aro reported fram the plains of the
far west.
Tho Mississippi Cyclone.
Memphis, April 15.—Dr. A. L. Lauderdale,
wounded by the blowing down of his house
Tuesday, near Fernando, Miss., died on Thursday. The same cyclone passed the neighborhood of Commerce, Miss., destroying cotton
gins, cabins, fences, trees, etc. D. W. Fly’s
store at Commerce was unroofed and tho stock
of

goods damaged ?3,000.

Navigation in the St. Lawrence.
Cape Vincent, N. Y., April 12.—Tug Gardener, with three barges in tow, passed hero
last night, on the way from Ogdensburg to Oswego. They encountered somo floating ice in
the river, but got through all right. This is
the first steamer from Kingston, which has
been running two days.
A Specimen of Southern Tolerance.
Griffin, Ga., April 15.—While some jubilee singers were (performing the first act of

“Uncle Tom’s Cabin” last night, the actors
were saluted with a shower oi spoiled eggs
by
ruffians in the gallery.
Uncle Tom received
one
the cheek, and advaucing to the footlights dared tho thrower to fight. Eliza was
struck on the neck with an egg, and all the
actors on the stage wero spotted with hen
fruit. The performance was closed and several egg throwers were arrested.
The Dakota Sufferers.
Washington, April 15.—Gov. Ordway and
ex-Dolegate Bennett, of Dakota, who have
been working energetically iu behalf of the
sufferers by the floods iu that territory, leave
for New York to-morrow to address a relief
meeting their Sunday night. Arrangements
are
being perfected for a public meeting in
Washington somo day next week. The Indian
oflice to-day contributed 100 barrels of pork to
the destitute in and about Yauktown.
Farm buildings of Annie C. James iu Guilford, N. H., were burned yesterday. Loss

S3GOO;

insured.
Lord Dufferin, retiring British ambassador,
left St Petersburg yesterday.
Daniel Bridges, of Newburyport, aged 81
years, died suddenly at tho dinner table yester-

day.

Sergeant Heron, Q. C., one of the counsel
for tho Crown in the recent Irish State trials,
died yesterday.
L. R. Ramsey, of the firm of Ramsey A Son,
doing business at the Chicago stock yards,
committed suicide yesterday.
*

/
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MEMORANDA.
Ship Transit, Hagan, with pigiron from Uverpoo
ror New York, is ashore at Cranberrry Inlet, NJ*
,wo miles north of Seaside Park Hotel.
Brig Jeremiah, Blanchard, at Boston from Caiba■ien, reports a succession of heavy gales on the postage and lost and spit sails..
Sch Winnie La wry, from New York for Brunswick, Ga, put into Norfolk 15tli.
Sch Cygnus, Staele, from Wilmington, NG, for
Progresso, put into Nassau, NP, 4th inst with loss
>f anchors. She procured new ones and proceeded
>ii the Uth.
from Now York for Boollibay,
Sch J W
uefore reported dismasted by collision, has put in
lew spars at New London, and will reload ami proved in a few days.

The storm which at yesterday morning's report was central south of Nova Scotia has
moved In a northerly direction and is now
central north of East port, Me. The storm lias
been attended on the New England coast by
unusually severe northeasterly and norlliwesterly gales. The temperature has fallen slightly
iii the Ohio valley. Elsewhere it has risen.
Partly cloudy weather and occasional light
snow are reported in New England and light
rains in the Ohio valley. The Missouri river
has fallen 2!l inches at Leavenworth, the Mississippi lias risen IS inches at Cairo, the Ohio

FISHERMEN.
At Newport, HI, 13th inst, sch Cora Louise, from !

Boothbay

bound south.
Ar at Halifax 13th, sch Arizona,
land for Western Banks.
Sid 12th, sch Nellie May, (from

has fallen 30 inches at Pittsburg and risen IS
inches at Cincinnati.
Indications Ere that light local rains will fall
iiithe Middle aud South Atlantic States and
the Ohio valley, ana fee followed by clearing
weather during the day, and by slightly warmer, fair weather in those districts and the Gulf
States during Sunday. The Mississippi will
probably continue to rise at Memphis aud the
at

GALVE8TON—ArRtb,
Philadelphia.

April

807,717
285,885

H.M.
ear
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St. Petersburg, April 15.—All the Nihilists,
except the woman Hessy Helfmann, condemned to doath for
cdnnection with the
Czar’s
assassination, namely, Russakoff,
Micliaeloff, Kibaitschitisch, Jeliaboff and
Sophie Pieoffsky were hanged at 10 o’clock
this morning. Michaeloff's rope broke twice.
Order was not disturbod.
There was an immense concourse of spectators.
The condemned were escorted from tho
fortress to the place of execution by Cossacks
and infantry with drums and fifes. Detachments of all tho regiments of
the guards
stationed at St. Petersburg surrounded the
All
scaffold.
tho prisoners received the ministeration of priests and kissed tho cross and
each other.
They were very firm except
Russakoff who fainted at the last moment.
Many thousand people passed tho night at
the place of execution in order to obtain a
good view. The executioner was a reprieved
convict. The prisoners were Conveyed from
the fortress in two carts with their backs toward the horses and hands tied to boards on
their breasts hearing the words “Regicide” in
large lotters. After hanging 20 minutes the
bodies were cut down and taken to tho
cemetery outside the city.
When the prisoner? mounted tho scaffold
the head of each was covered with a sack.
They were then placed upon stools which were
drawn away and they were left to strangle.
Serious Charge Against a Russian Grand.
Duke.
New York, April 15.—A dispatch
from.
Paris says:
A communication published in
the Frankfort Gazette acquires importance in
connection with the recent arrest of Grand
Duke Nicholas Constantmevich.
It is stated
that a Nihilist who was captured after the
assassination of tile Emperor gavo information which led to tho discovery of a mine beginning under the Grand Duke Constantine’s
palace and leading toward the Winter Palace.
Two years had probably been occupied in its
construction.
Cuban Officials Sentenced to Penal Servitude.
Madrid, April 18.—A profound sensation
has been caused in naval and military circles
in Madrid and the principal ports of Spain by
a
telegram from the Governor General of
Cuba announcing the sentence. of a court
martial unon eighteen officials accused
of
fraud in the naval department of Cuba. All
the accused are sentenced to penal servitude.
Among them are relations of persons of rank
at Court and in the highest position in the
mother country.
Admiral Berasger has ordered a court martial to proceed immediately
against thirty more accused officials and
several civilians. The government is resolved
to show no mercy, even to the highest offenders.
General Blanco telegraphs that tho
sentence caused much sensation in Havana,
but was approved by public opinion and the
press of the colonies.
The Anti-Jewish Agitation in Germany.
Berlin, April 15.—The antl-Jewish petition
sent to Bismarck on the 13th has been
going
about the empire for signatures for sixfmonths,
and aims at imposing restrictions on immigration of Jews into Germany and
excluding
them from certain walks of activity altogether,
in fact undoing much of tho legislation of the
past in their favor; bat the obiects of the netinon are nopeiess in
view of the utterances of
the government that it does not intend to permit existing laws affecting the Jews to be repealed or altered. Bismarck has also told the
Bundesrath that the anti Jewish agitation is
against his wishes. Crown Prince Frederick
William, if not the Emperor also, has still
less sympathy with the movement.
Gladstone on the Transvaal Question.
London, April 15.—Mr. Gladstone has written a letter to the Liberal candidate for Parliament for West Cheshire to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Philip
Egerton, in
which he says the government will not adopt
any apologetic tone in the coming debate on
the Transvaal question. It was, he
aays, a
question of saving England from sheer blood-
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Gilt Edge Vermont 30
Choice
22325
Palennos
P
Good. 18320
Nuts,
Store. 17,318
Peanuts—
Cheese.
Wilmington. 1 60X1 70 Mkino........ 14o>l0
Virginia.1 60-a.J 62 Vermont. l4a}l(i
rennessoo... i 20X1 36 [si. 7.Factory
l4alG
SoglOe Skim Cheese_8@10
C.t>twia„p *•lb.
WaJfialf,
ltglOo
Apple**.
Filbert,
12X14c (Baldwin,.l 80Sl 75
Pecan,
13X14c Greeninga_1 00^1 2o
I Choice eating apples 2 00
Hugnr.
X 9% Dried Western 4Vi@5
Grauulated....
Extra O.
do Eastern.. 4g> 5
X 9

guiltiness.
Beaconsfleia’s Condition.
London, April 15.—10 P. M.—Beaconsfield
passed a quiet day and his strength ss main-

Blanchard, Caibarien.
Pierce, Lord, Elizabethport; Abfrie Wasson, Lord, Port Johnson for Port*
land; Sadie Corey, Marshall, fm Boston for Winterport.
In port 13th, schs Abbie Ingalls, Ingalls, Sfc Goorge
for New York; Huntress, Eastport for do; Beta, fra
Machias for do; and others.
Ar 14th, schs H T Townsend, Smith, Windsor, NS
for New York; Otranto, Hammond, Ellsworth for

70®75

Providence.

LYNN—Ar 14th, seb Levant, Currier, Bangor.
MILL BRIDGE—A r 7 th, -ch Addle J, Leighton,
Portland.
BATH—Cld 14th, sell Mary Snowman, Oliver, for
Portland.

Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. ENG. Steamship iToxas—15 pkgs
merchandise to E Perkins, 5 do earthern ware to C

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Cebu Feb 15, '‘hip St Lucie, Gates, for Sandy
Hook, for orders.
Cld at Iloilo Feb 28, ship S F Hersey, Waterhouse
Boston, with 1400 tons sugar.
At Manila Feb 25, barque Willard Mudgett, Staples, for Now York, (takes 3500 bales hemp); Sami
H Nickerson, Eaton, from Newcastle, NSW, ar 22d,
disg; and others.
At Sourabuya Feb 25, ship Josephus, Rogers, for

E Jose & Co.

rags
b

of Jlaine

Central.
Portland, April 14.

ror Portland, 30 cars miscellaneous merchandise:
for connecting roads, 8G cars miscellaneous n.or*
ehandlse.

Manila.
Sid fm Batavia Mcli

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Bv water oonreyanco—1000 bnsh Oornmoai to G
W. True ft Co.

kins, Padang.

Gloucester Pish market.

a

Georges Codfish—$5 V qtl

for large and $3% for
medium; pickled-cured Bank at $2%@$3 p qtl
for large and $3@.?3V4for medium; dry cured Bank
at.?-®$4% p qtl for large and $-$S3% for
medium. Shore codfish at $5 for large and$3% to
$3% for medium. Nova Scotia Bank $4% to $4%
for
and $2% to S3 for medium: choice Nova
Scotia Shores S5@$5V4 p qtl.; Bay trawl $4%.
We quoto Cusk $2 v» @$2%, Haddock at S2%
®
2%: Hake at l3/s®l%; American and EnglishlPot
lock at 32%@2% p qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish from 3@6c
p lb for
Hake and Cusk to 6%@8 for best codfish. Smoked
Halibut at 10c p lb. Smoked Salmon at 18c; Scaled
Herring 18@20c p box. Bloaters at 70c p hun-

Ar at

Flavin,

Senate.
was recent-

ly concluded by Gen. Camargo with the Pope,
settling all difficulties between tho Colombian

government and the church. This convention
was brought before the Colombian Senate
at
Bogota recently, aud Camargo offered a resolution to endorse it.
Don Ricardo Becerra, in
behalf of the government, opposed
Camargo’s
resolution as the convention abolished the
governmental inspection of public
worship. A
hot debate ensued, resulting in the defeat of
Camargo’s resolution aud his convention with
the Pope. Camargo offered to fight Becerra in
the Senate, and on adjournment assaulted him
in the street. Camargo was
officially censured
by the Senate, but he refused to apologize.

MEXICO.

Grace

Greenwood, Hiltz,

12th, brig Eliza, Renault,

for

John, NB, 12th, schs Daphne, Munroe,
Halifax; Terrapin, Hanna, Calais; 13th, Union,
Dix, Calais.
Ar at St Stephen, NB, 11th, sch Dolphin, Rooney,
Red Beach.
Cld 11th inst, sch Mansanilla, Irving, for New*

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Gov. Faruliam of Vermont
yesterday morning denied the further reprieve petitioned for
oy the counsel for Royal C. Carr, under sentence to be executed April 2'Jlli for the
murder
if a half breed Indian in tho summer of
1S7‘1
Ann Cowan, a negress, was hung
by a mob
it Martin’s depot, Laurens county, South
Carilina, Thursday for sotting fire to dwellings.
A six story brick building on
Mulberrv
street, New York, was gutted by fire yesterdav
norning. Loss $30,000. Nine
occupants
suf’er a total loss of $ 110,000. *
The land commissioner of Missouri has
closed
sale of 138,000- acres of land in Barry countv
hat State, to tho Missouri Land
Company
■' of
Scotland.
By the will of the late Stephen N. Stock-well
<5000 is left to the Massachusetts
c hospital for a free bed for
sick and destitute
winters; $1000 is left to each of several
nonary and charitable institutions.
Smith Ransom, who was assaulted
with an
ixe by
Luther Bridge at East
Long Meadow
1 Saturday
night died o^his injuries *yesterdav
J
nornmg.

Hommomlthmis!

Corns]

Kidderminsters,
nil with

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

no

These goods! have been selected
-with great care by an experienced
buyer, and will be offered to our
customers at prices GUAHANTEED TO HE AS LOW as any
house in New York or Boston.
We invite special attention to an
importation just landed per

other.
sndif
RVIJU*

m.

Steamship Toronto

In order to close

the balance of our stock at the
earliest possible date, we offer still greater reduc,'on in prices of all goods in our store until NnturdJ|. April 16th, when on that day ail goods
'ng unsold will be sold at Public Auction.
in ,*n-,.'n8 indobted to ns are requested to settle
tW aewuov. before the iirst of May.
thur
RICILYRDS & CORLISS.

From

Sim."

Yarmouth, ApTi*

GO DO IT!
the finest goods exhibited in this
country. Our stock is also complete in

Xako a Loo* Iff
BOOM,
TODD’S 10AIR DRGSSLVl
J. M. is himself again, atiffiultog fight to k'u*ine*».
with shop improved; and as good workwen ffe can
b9 had.
Opposite the Post Office.
snapriSdJw
April 13, 18$&.

R003 PAPER DECORATIONS
of evdi'y conceivable variety.
Special atvehtion given to

janl8

SPECIAL

NOTICES.^

Pure Medicine Oil at $1 p gal, erndedo at 50c:
Blacklish Oil 65c; Cod do 35S3Gc; Shore do at 35c:

Cor. Middle &

aud sell first-class State, city,
town and Railroad Ronds.
Investments for trust funds constantly on hand. Correspondence
solicited. Orders in Stocks and
Ronds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

(By Telegraph.)

Francisco. April 16.—The follow ing arc the
closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alta.
3% Noonday. 1%
Alpha. 4% Hale ft Norcross... GVi
Belcher. 2% Grand Prize
Vi
Best ft Belcher. 5% Mexican. 8%
Bullion. 2Vs Northern Belle_17>/>
California. 1% Ophtr..
7%
Chol'ar.
3Vs Overman.
1%
Eureka Con.29%
Union Con,..10%
Crown Point..
2% Sierra Nevada.16%
Exchequer. 1% Yellow Jacket. G
Gould ft Curry. 7% Bodie.6V>
Savage. 4
Potoei. 4%
Bulwor. 3
Con. Virginia. 2ys

At Marked Down Prices.
Three Button Operas, best Kids made,
at only 89 cents.
Real Alexandre, 2 Button Black Kids,
at $1.00.
Our stock and assortment of Gloves
in all qualities was never so complete as

..

190 & 192 Middle Street.

Jy27eodtf

SAMUEL HANSON,
Banker

&

APRIL M, 1881.
GENTLEMEN:
IVc invite your uttenliou to the
large stock and assortment of
strictly FIRST-CLASS Furuish-

Broker,

194 Middle Street.

itigs which

executed by wire.
oc23

wear,

and receive New Goods
We are very anxevery week.
ious to please, and try to accommodate in everything except by
jiving long credit. Feeling confi*
[lent that we can make it profitable and pleasant for you to buy
these goods of ns, we remain
Yours truly,

Orders for Stocks and Bonds oxeented
in Portland, Boston, New York and oth-

markets.

a

Specialty.
Lead, Young

Hecla, Douglass, Favorite, Deer Isle,
Edgemoggin, Gonldsboro, Cherryileld
ana other stocks.

Also European and North
B. B. Stock and Bonds.

American
aprl5
ian2r>eodf

We shall add to our Counter of
Tlurked
Dowu
Dress
Goods,
which we have had such a rash
u for the past week, all our old
stock of Fancy Trimmings.
500 yds. Fancy Striped Satins,
isa colors, nt 50 cents per yard,
l'liesc goods sold last sensou for

dim

f<s..»o.

Investment Securities

5 Pieces Brocade Silk, at $1.00
tier yard, reduced from $1.25.
3 Pieces
Satin
viz.:
Stripe,
Breen, Gurnet and Blue, at $1.00.
Former price $1.75.
1 Lot Arniurc Silks, at $1.25.
Former price $1.75.
20 Pieces Plain Silks in Colors,
il 75 cents.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

PRICES GUARANTEED LOW.

using cream tartar and
soda in baking will have better results by
using
Congress Yeast Powder. Try it in biscuits, cake,
doughnuts, pie crust, etc.
Slade’s English Mustard is sold by all gro-

New Dress Goods,

cers.

Of the very best

Spring Styles, with
Trimmings of all kinds to match.

In this city, April 14, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Lewis
H. Eagles and Miss Annah E. Scagell, both ot Portland.
In Sanford, April 5, Charles W.
Cooper of South
Berwick and Miss Lizzie A. Ross of Sanford.
In Conway Centre, March 28. J. P. Wentworth of
South Bethel and Miss Addle F. Dennett of Bridg-

RINES

BROS.

ORDERS for STOCKS promptly executed at the Sew York and Boston
Stock Exchanges, by

H. M. PAYSON & GO.,

Millett & Little,

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

237 Middle Street.

No. 32
•Pl"

aprll

eodtf

JOHN F. ZEBLEY &

GRASSSEEDS

3

WALL PAPERS.

DEATHS
In Harrison, April 7. Mrs. Bethiah Dawes, wife of
John Dawes, Ksq„ aged 78 y ears (i months.
In Norway, April 11, Dennis Lovewell, aged 90
years 11 days.
In Otisfleld, April 8, Jos M Knight, aged 78 years
in Sebago, April B, William Fitch, aged 88 years

All

Broad St., (Drexel Building,) S’. Y.,
Dealers in County, City and
Town Bonds of Illinois, Kanand
sas, Missouri
Nebraska,
interest paying or defaulted. Information furnished. Correspondence solicited.
aPr‘J

SPRING OPENING.

G months.
In Georgetown, April 12,
rs. Sarah Tierce, aged
84 years 3 months.
In Brunswick, April 9, Jeremiah Hunt, aged 03
years.
In Brunswick, April 12, Mrs. Rebecca Dunning,
aged 85 years 8 months.

grades of goods

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
mar2G

cod2m

NEWa

Removal.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

G. L. B A I L E Y
lesires to thank his numerous friends, and the
jublie. for their liberal patronage during his thirty
renr*’ business on Exchange street, and respectully solicits a renewal of the same at his new store,

221 MIDDLE STREET,
1

Ar at Liverpool 14th, steamer Lake Winnipeg
Bernson, Portland.
Ar at Limerick 14tli inst, brig Chas
Dennis, Con-

a

Cunsi
;
:

lie

Fishing
Rendrock.

will keep as

Tackle,
apl4

sn

eodtt

Notice.
Custom House, Portland, Maine, I
Collector’s Office, April 14,1881 J
accordance with Treasury Regulations under

[N
the provisions of ihe Act of March
otice is
hereby given that

2nd,

1881,

of the Sclioon* r
“LIZZIE T. DAVIS,” 14 92-100 tons, of
his port, has been changed to “A R€iO,” and
1 he hail port of said schooner is now New York.
LOT M. MORIULL, Collector.
1

April 15,1881.

the

Every Set warranted to lie made of tlio best malerials, and if entire satisfaction is not given the monrefunded.

Difficult

Best Gum Teeth,
Best Plain Toetli,
Gold Fillings,

E. B. & F.

cases

per Set.
“

7.00

•

sn

4t*

wTlOCKWOOD,

PORTLAND.

JOHN T.

DENTISTS,
2281-2 Middle St., Cor. Union.

J CCOUMTANT

eodlm

CHARLES RICH,
GENERAL
BROKER,

f

Street.
Exchange
General
Lumber aud
Merchandise
bought and sold on commission.
Cash advances made on approved prop-

b

Blue Grass,
Millet,
Hungarian,

White Clover.

AMI

MAINE.

au

HULL,

CONVEYANCES,

B.T Ext haugc Ml., (‘cnicnuinl Block.
Intricate accounts adjusted, Book» &c. of Insol
>nt estates examined. Deeds ant! other
palters
ade, Titles examined and abstracts given, portind Bcnl fcwiuic a Mpccialty.
Mortgages and
Dans negotiate !.
Prompt attention given tt> all

isiness.

apHccsISw

CAPE ELIZABETH.

erty.

V

kTOTICE is hereby given, that the road leading
i m front the Cape Cottage to Pond Cove, known
a
I [ the Shore Koau, will he closed for repairs on anti
a ter Tuesday. April
12th, until further notice.
Cape Elizabeth, April *Jib, 1881.
THOMAS B. HASKELL,)
Selectmen
t»f
STEPHEN SCAMMAN, J
M. «T. PEABBLES,
) Cai»e Elizabeth
apl2d 1w

Stocks and Bonds dealt in.
janlleodtf

----

A Small Assortment of Very Choice

Easter
JUST

Cards,

PRIZE MONEY NOW

RECEIVED.

j

CYRUS F. DAVIS.
Fine Art Store, 503
ap2

K. Y. Clover,
Western Clover,
Ylsike Clover,

teb'J

from 1.00 up.

marl7

Orchard Grass,

Kendall & Whitney,

solicited.

$10.00

rimotky,
Red Top,

Llso Flower and Vegetable Seeds. For
sale at the Lowest Market Prlee, by

A SPECIALTY.

name

apr 15

TEETH

S3

AMD SPOUTS [HEM'S tiOODS,
Agent for Du Pontn’ Powder,

,t lowest prices.
.ud Dittmnr'n

■

Blake.

FKOM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.

Falmouth
hotel.
good assortment of

opposite
isual

—

nocher, New Orleans.

sn

;

SiiW3m

ARTIFICIAL

AT LOW PRICES.

MINIAT URE ALMANAC. ...APRIL IB.
Sunrises. .5.12 I High water, (I'M).. 0.34
Sunsets.6.45 1 Moon rises. 9.43

FRIDAY, April 15.
Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, SB, via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Vixen, Small, Capo Aun. Report*, PM, 14ili,
oil' Cape Elisabeth, passed through a quantity of
wreckage, including some lumber and a su ashed
boat, indicating that a lumber loaded vessel had
been run down in the vicinity.
Sch Harriet Rogers, Nntter, Steuben for Boston.
Sch Clinton, Rice, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Ivy. Bunker, Cranberry'Isles.
Sch Polly & Clarissa. Ball, Boothbay—superphosphate to Cumberland Bone Co.
Sch R H Reed, of Bucksport, (so reportod) dragged
ashore at House Island 15th, during the gale, but
came off at high water without apparent injury.
Cleared.
Steamer H M Peirce, Oliver, Bath— N Blake.
Sch Mary Elizabeth,
Dunton, Boothbay N

,llw

Exchange Street.

apr2sndtf

ton.

MARINE

dtf

S

MILLETT & LITTLE.

Stocks. $100 earns $o0, $200
$100 every active month—a legitimate fair
enterprise. The prosperous years ahead are being
discounted now by the improved value of lirst-clase
investments.
Lowest investment handled $60.
Descriptive pamphlet free. Write enquiries. Win.
Wnlkerton dk Co., Bankers anil Broken,
JACQUES CARTIER BANK, BLD’G, Montreal
earns

Canada.
mar25

OWES, MOORE & CO.

f

varying from $25 to
$100 are earned nearly
every month by dealers

in Canadian Bank

we

styles,

50 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND, ME.

0^-WANTED.—Twin

Eugland. In Nec^~
buy the best and latest

celled in New

Brolxer,

Maine Mining Stocks

showing.

is acknowledged to be beyond
comparison, the best in Maine,
tuid we claim that it is not ex-

eodtf

B. BARNES, JR.,

er

we are now

Vndertvear, Hosiery, Dress
‘ihirts and all Staple articles arc
from the best makers, aud stock
with full
is always complete,
range of sizes. Our Glove stock
Jur

Government Bonds, First Class
Securities, Bank Stock,
&c.,
bought and sold. Orders at Now
York and Boston Stock Exchanges

now.

now

i3d2mos

mar23

Exchanges.

LOT

KID GLOVES

IVm'
To parties contemplating
Lshing, we respeotftilly solicit attention to this unrtvallod stock of
eoocls, which will ho fboely shown
to all who may favor ns with a call.

Bay

$10; Liver

minute Wlockit.

in all its branches.

Exchange Sts.,

Portland. Me.. Jan. 24. 1881.

1ARGE

DRAPERY WORK

TTh&Sdm

Wooinry&Moultoii,

Stools.

$2.00 for 89 cts.

and gray.

sn

FINANCIAL.

SPOKEN.

March 4, lat 31 50 W, Ion 23 N, ship Iceberg
King, from New York for Melbourne.
March 27, lat 45 N, Ion 14 W, ship Palestine, Emmons, from Cardiff for San Francisco.
April 13, lat 37 28, Ion 74 40, brig Morancy,
Small, from Bathurst for Boston.

Liverpool,

-or TEN BALES-

,7’ Iggj;_aprt) sn gw-

HAVEOT

IF YOU

special

Borders to Match.

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts. Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying iu each bottle.
HT*-** LURE IS GUARANTEEn. ^
For sale by all DrugghtH.
Price 25 cents.
Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
wbo have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask lor Nchlot.:arbeck’rt Corn and Warl
Solvent ami lake
nov2D

Brussel**^

—AND-

SCHLOTTEEBECK’S

ey will be

City on Mexico. April 15.—Gens. Grant
rnd Romero have arrived. The movement*
of
the former are regarded with
apprehension,
rhe latter is in bad odor with the
President.
Fhere was no reception whatever.

Tapestry

USIXG

BY

buryport.

Alewives nominally $3%@$4.
Fresh Halibut—Sales to-day at 9®6c p for white

SOUTH AMERICA.

Panama, April G —A convention

NS, sch

Ar at St

MARRIAGES.

Religious Quarrel in the Colombian

few days.

Portland.

tained.

A

a

Ar at Lockport,
Portland.
Sid fm Halifax

Trout $14 p bbl; Salmon $19 p bbl; Swordfish at
$6®7; Codfish at $5, Haddock at $3y2, Halibut
Heads $SV2, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and
Napes
at $4%, Tongues $6, Tongues and Sounds at $10;

Ladies

Body Brussels,

POJTCE,

Cure Your

Washington, Per-

Nassau, NP. 3d in3t, sch Fanny Young, (Br)
from Barbadoes for Portland, in distress; be

deiained but

dred.
Mackerel—S23 p bbl for mess, S1G®S18 for Is.
SO Vi for 2s. and $4%@$4% for 3s: Nova Scotia
3s S4r4®4% for large and $3%@S4 for
medium;
Nova Scotia fat 2s, $5 to$6:medium do $4Vi®4%
Prince Edward Island 2s$5@S5%; 3s, S4%.
Pickled Herring at $3 bbl for round Shore, and
$5%@$G% for Labrador and Nova Scotia split'
Eastport and Bay Shore round $2%(®$3; Newfoundland do $2%@2%; do split 'at $3%@$3%;
choice Shore splits $6%@$6%; Eastern do
$2%@

Notice.

Mt

delphia, ready.

large

San

1, ship

Passed Aujier Feb 28, ship Portland Lloyds,Chase,
from Cardiff for Singapore.
Passed Banjocwangie Jah 28th, ship Sumner R
Mead, Parks, from Tagal for Queenstown.
Sid fm Liverpool Mch 31, ship Lucille, Talbot, for
Hong Kong via Cardiff.
At Cardenas Sth inst, barque Caro, Gray, for
North of Hattcras; brig Havana, Heed, do; sch D E
Parkhurst, Hooper, do.
At Sagua 8th inst, sch Etna, Sawyer, for Phila-

rot: THE WEEK ENDING
April 14, 1880.
Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare
lot6,
and jobbing lots command an advance on our fig-

California

E.

Moquette,

middle nod Exchange Kt*., Opp. P. O.
aprld
sndliu
l^ortlnud, me.

C'or.

Ai 15th, brig Jeremiah,
SALEM—Ar 13th, schs

.G0.S02

to

Axminster,

own importation, for sale at a very low price.
a nice lot of Clear Havana Goods,' manufactured from my own imported stock, which I am retailing three for 25 cents, and a smaller size, four
for 2.> cents. Also, a Clear Havana Filled Cigar
for 5 cents.
If you want to smoke the best 10
cent Cigar in the city call for the Old .Judge Brand,
and for a 5 cent Cigar call for the Light off the
World, and the Moonshiner and the Portland Favorite Brands.
Those goods will be sold at wholesale for cash, at very low prices, as 1 want to reduce my stock.

of my

BOSTON—Cld 14th, schs Watchman, Robbins, for
Parpboro, NS; Mora, Dobbin, Jonesport.

Grand Trunk.60®62
Jacksons .,..05®00
The above prices ate for car lots of Potatoes; small
lots about Be higher.

Porgie do 32@33c.
Porgie scrap, $12 p ton: Fish do $8
$0%; Livers 30®35c p bucket.

I.ABliE I.OT OF

for New York.

.G5&G8

do

A

EDGABTOWN—In port 13th, schs Vandalia, New
York f< r Boston; Alpine. Philadelphia for do; Carrie L Hix, fm New York for Portland; Olive Avery,
Eilzabetliport fof Boston; Lucy Baker. Tkomaston

Central.G5®68

ures.

of nlldescriptions to be found in
any City in* New England. Our
©took is full and complete, embracing the new designs in largo
variety of

York for Jonesboro.

rotators.

Hrcvipts

Mary

,,

00
73X4 00

Merenry—751 bales

Annie

Passedtlie Gate I4tb, sell Bramball, Mamiltou,
from New York for Portland.
PROVIDENCE—Sid l3tb, «w>ks Restless, Beed,
and Yankee Blade, for New York,
Arat Block UUM 11th, sch orfft* tc
Hopps, Calais.
/ALL KIVER—Sid 12th, sdi Lizzie Clark, 1a>‘
row, N*w York.
SOMERSET—Ar 12th, sch Ann Elizabeth, Kelley,
Elizabeth port.
Sid 12th, sch C Matthews, Miller, N6w York.
WESTERLY—Ar 11th, sch Susafl E Nash. Nash,
We«baWken.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 13th, sch Sophia Wiley, Hgtfs,. ftom Portland for New York.
NEWPORT—Sid iStlf sch Hope Haypcs, Gamage, (from Wiscasset) for Stamford, Ct.
In port, schs Chalcedony, Thompson, from Mach ias ; Reuben Eastman, Eastman, from PSrth
Amboy for Gardiner; Gen Hall, Simmons, Rondont
for Boston; Nile, ittid May Dav, fm do for do.
V1NKYARD-HAVEN—Ar 13tb,sch Margie, Hoyt,
So Amboy.
Sid 13th, schs Waterloo, Eri Heurv, Am Chief,
Olive, Sophia Wiley, E G Willard, Nathan Cleaves,
Delaware, and others.
HYANN1S—Ar 12th, sch Jas II Deputy, Herrick,
New York for Augusta; K&GW Hinds,' Hill New

Pea.2 3032 35
Mediums.2 3032 35
Yellow Eyes. .2 00@2 15
Valenciapcase $7 50@$8
Butter.

ALEXANDRIA. Bark
to S W Warren * Co.

Clarabellc. Crockett, Boston, to load
Maggie D Marston, Blackington,

_

Oran-jts.
Palennos pbx 3 00X3 60
Messina,pbox,3 50X4 00

Prolifics, Eastern

Also,

cf, Le*is, Baracoa.
Sid loth., barque David Babcock, (from Sagua) for

crate—@i60 Clear.2160321 75
dess.19 00@19 SO
Crnberj^os. p bbl
Malfie, 2,00X4 00 Hajas.
10~%@ll
CapeCod,4 00X5 00
lars,
Hound Hogs....71/2X8
lb —12
fob,
@12%
Frail
Heroes, tb >X12 @12 Vs
Musc’tl Raisins215@2 30 Pail. 13 @13%
London Layers2 40X2 60 Kegs
Turkish Prunes. 6V3@7c
Beaus.

Maine
Grand Trunk..

Bayonne.

Kate Harding. Watts, An jier;
GCW?4tti,E barque
L FalmOliver, Baker, peremie;

..

Early Rose, p bush:Houlton.

Imported. Cigars.

schs

..

Creamery.

dsnlw

JW ARRIVED.71

Emerson

FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 13th, sch C S
Williams. King, Bath.
BALTIMORE—Ar 12tb, sell Mabel L Phillhpps,
Harper. Richmond,
CM 13th, sch A A Shaw. Waiuwnght, Portland.
Cld 13th, schs Silver Heels, Bulger, Tbomaston;
W G K Moifrrev, Campbell, Gardiner.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 13th, barque Enrique,
Payson, Newcastle, E, <5# days.
At Ltelaware Breakwater 13th, brig Clara J Adams, frort? Philadelphia for Cardenas.
Ar at do 14th. sebs T B Witherspoon, Sheppard,
Cardenas; John D Robinson. Glover, do: Annie D
Merritt. Keliey, MayagdCT; F N Tower. Adams, Arroyo; Clara Fletcher, Sargent, Manzanilla.
sfrL brig Claja J Adams; schs O M Marrett, and
G D I/Oif-1.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, schs Cabot, Bunker, from
Windsor, NS; Decors. Berry, Lepreaux; Henry, Alley, Pisarinco, NB; Bcnj Carver, Lowell, St John,
Swallow, Brewster, Eastport; George D Perry,
NB;
vionn
Mn^hinsT.nov Hammond. Robinson, do;
Harry P Percy, Hinckley, and Harmony, X atershaii,

..

00

OIL CLOTHS

Street.

Congress
aplO

New York.

Kennebec.
Ar 12th, brig
for Demarara;
Boston.

..

$9X10

CARPETINGS

13tli, sch Erastus Wyman. Baltimore.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 13th, sch C 11 Maeomber, ltumrill, Weymouth.
RICHMOND—Sid 12th, seb Commerce, Priest, for
NORFOLK—Ar 12th, sch J M Harrison, lingers,

..

cases

to

most

nnd
ment of

481tfc488

Ar

48%
23 00
sacked Gran
Spring
Wheats.8 00x8 iD
Mids...
@24 00
65
Michigan WinCorn, Use Rta..
ter best.6 0^0 26 Meal,
81
Low
Grade
60
Oats,
24
Michigan^... 6 25X6 60 Bran,
St. Louis W it26
00
Mld’ngs, '•
tor fair ...6 0038 53 Gjr«J
1 20
Winter good..6 26X0 60
Winter best.. .6 7637 00
Prsrisisss.
Prod nee.
Mess Beef.. 9 60310 00
Ex tiers.. 10 76@ll 00
i'urkoye. 18 Sift
Chickens. 1G>§3#
Plate.13 50@13 75
Fowl
Ex Plate..14 00@14 25
12314
Fresli Beef,
Eggs. 16@17
Hind Qu— 7S10V2C
Geese,
ll@12Va
Sweet Jersey,3 75X4 (X)
ForcQu.6@6%c
Norfolk '2 76X3 00 Pork—
Onions, p bbl.4 50X3 00 Baeks.. ..22 50322 75

large

San Juan, Dodge,

sch

Crest, Winchenbaeb. Baltimore.
CHARLESTON—At Uth, sch E R

Patent

Ex

10th,

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 11th, schs Acara,Chandler,
York; Fanny A Milliken, Roberts, do; William

bbls

lots

that they are
exhibit the largcomplete assort-

announce

—AND—

Penn, Dexter, do; JosG Stover, Arey, do; Wave

Hra»i

Superfine.4 00X4 50 New
Rjttfa Storing. *5 25X5 60
XX Spring... :6
fj 60 Oats

prepared

est

New

15.

521,89?

ivnr.

to

now

Havana.

Blake ^Vlatanzn^*.
CEDAR KEYS—Ar
Coatzacoalcos.

following are to-day’s quotations of Floury
Grain, Provisions, dtc.
The

Ut'C

Eddie Huck, Bartlett,

—

COMMERCIAL

increase of

sch

Ar 11th, seb Abbic Dunn,
NEW ORLEANS
Fountain, New York.
Ar at Port Eads Uth, brig Henry B Cleaves,

There is tu'fc ftfry IfuJe change to note in the
wholesale market
jfreadstuifs continue
steady and prices firm. In ProffakmS, Pork and
Lard are strong aud advancing. Poultry h scarce
and fresh lots of Turkeys are selling at 19@20c;
Which f* arr advance of about 2c.
Round Hogs are
firmer. Butter is not eftfito so high, but the demand
for choice is good. Apples rtre iri fair request and
the quality of the stock cofning fofwftft) bow is Improving. Advice’s froih Liverpool state that ft tafje
proportion of the Apples which continue to arrive
are In bad condition, and the price' fcalhfaSd for this
frtflt Is very diastrous, ranging from 3 to 9s p bM.
Parcels in fair to good order sell as follows: U. S.
fruit—Baldwin's 10315s, Ritssets tOJgldtf, Newtowh FIppiufl 14«iffi27 fid- TWo •u*'rivaAi di Lfverpool to dato (Match 31) are

Showing an

for

100 and 192 Kiddle $1.

Balance of our stock will
he sold in lots to suit. Sales
to commence TUESDAY,
April 12th, to continue one
week.

APALACHICOLA—Sid 3d. sch Mary A McCann,

Kavanaogh,

bame date last year;

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.

town.

Oiii|> Wholeimte iTIarkfl.

!

Portland)

DOMESTIC FORTS*.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld Uth, ship Jos S Spinney,
Curling, Liverpool.
Cld 14th, barque T J Southard, Handy, Queens-

^

Portland.

McKay, Port- J

Western Banks.

Cincinnati.

FINANCIAL AND

The last chance for merchants and customers wishing Great Bargains in

Sawyer,

Messina.3 75X4

SIX MEN SHOT.

two

)

special Weather bulletin.

Ohio

MISCELLANEOUS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

A vessel In frame at Kennebunkport. commenced
t>y Okas H Thompson for a centre-board schr of 127
-on-*, was sold by auction l.r»tb inst to Capt Bradford
lakes for §1010.

higher barometer, stationary or higher temperature, westerly winds and clearing weather.
Cautionary signals at East port. Cautionary
ofr sliotri signal at Portland and Section 7.

L&mons.

terday

Ar at Falmouth, E. 14th, ship Gettysburg, Tlieox>ld, Savannah for Oronstadt.

TWENTY-FOUR

For Now England,

will not be required to pay out more than
ten millions of cash for tlie redemption of
bonds under this call for a hundred aud ninety-five millions. Secretary Windom thought
ttiat the movement would much resemble that
when the four per cents, were sold, aud there
was a great rush from *l!0 hanks before the
limit expired. There have been so life criticisms by Democratic papers of the fact that
the Treasury lias not chosen as yet to give out
as to the amount of
any authentic information
bonds which the holders have already offered
for continuance. Tlie truth is that no trust
worthy estimates can be yet made by the
Treasury. Banks telegraphed for’blanks upfor converon which to make their requests
sion, and say they hold large amounts cif nixes.
The fact that new bonds, bearing new numbers, are to be given to the holders of the sixes
who wish to aocept the Secretary’s offer of
three aud a half per cent, is being made use of
by those who wish to find fault with the Secretary’s plau. Upon this they base the assertion
that Secretary Windom is actually issuing a
without tlie sanction of
new series of bonds
law
As a matter of fact the operation is that
lias
which
uniformly been followed when registered bonds are assigned by one person to
another. Tho Treasury always in cases of assignment issues a new bond in place of the
old one. The act, therefore, in this case will
only be equivalent to an assignment of the
bonds. As a matter of fact the greater portion
of tlie bouds are assigned by the original owners before they reach the Treasury.
In regard to the recall of the Secretary’s circular at the New York Sab-Treasury, which
lias most absurdly been interpreted ,iu some
quarters as a reversal of Secretary Windom’s
recently formulated policy, it may be said that
after tlie call vTaS issued, afccompauied .by the
form of request which boiiilllcit'crs who wished
to accept tlie three and »half rate were to use,
it was decided to make a verbal change in
form and to provide that the seal of the person
makiog the request should be affixed to the
document. For that feaso'n tlie first, forms
were recalled and the new oii& vi’ai Sent yester-

Those who are likely to be called unon for
advice as to the method of mooting tlie outstanding fives are giving the matter some personal consideration. There is a general opinion that little difficulty will be experienced in
converting them all into three and a halfs, and
perhaps a lower rate may be practicable. One
of tho subjects of consideration in this connec-

NEXT

War Ubp’t, Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,

Washington,
dom; referring to the returns from holders of
the six per cent, bouds; tsays the prospects of
tlie success 01 refunding exceeds all his anticipations. Some of the Treasury officials are enthusiastic enough to predict that the govern-

■.

auu

--—.

Railroad, of which he

TH*

HOURS.

passed.
April 15.—Secretary Win-

day.

MICHIGAN ELECTION.

FOR

Secretary Windom’s Expectations Sur-

ment

Gloucester, April 13—Portland

_

contemptible novel has been recently
written than this one, it has probably not been
yet published.

lyle; Asphodel, a brilliant, though sad, story
by Miss llraddou; Under Life’s Key, a collection of entertaining short stories by Mary Cecil
Hay; The Glen of Silver Birches, a pretty
Irish story by E. Owens Blackburne; The
Wards of Plotinus, a novel of ancient Rome,
by Mrs. John Hunt; aud Social Etiquette and
Home Culture, au ambitiously written volume,

to the

KBNNEBUNKroiyr, April 15. -An unoccupied
dwelling house near Cape Porpoiso village,
formerly occupied by George 1’aysou Seavey,
and owned by Josoph Fairfield of Biddeford,
was burned last night,
Fire iuoendlary. Probably Insured.

more

a

on

land Coast.

Fire at Cape Porpoise.

METEOROLOGICAL.
IYT'ICAriONa

MAINE.

[Special Dispatch

REFUNDING OPERATIONS.

THE STORM.

Congress Street.
eodtf

IS
11

I

READY,

AOK the officers ami men of Farragut’s Fleet, on
the Mississippi Liver, in April, 1802.
Call on
address, Z. I\. 1IAKMON, Pension Atl’y ronton
al Block, H3 Exchange
Portland, Me.
mar30
d&w3wl4

^

N

■V

Tttp: press.

Sunday Services.
Abyssinian Church.—Rev. J. G. Wilson, pas-

Preaching at 3

tor.

SATURDAY IHORM.W, APRIL 18.
;

THE PRESS

V.ay be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. <1
Pceseaden, Marqiii*, Brunei & Co., Andrews, Armsirnttg, (>a. Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland
<'.*MidtileSt.,Welauder. Boston* Maine Dcnot, and

A-lpsludai

Bros.,

on

all trains that

run out

cityACourn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, K. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb & Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnliam.
Biddeford,
■*
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Hndgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. O. Dennison.
Oumiwrbind Mills, F. A. Verrill.

of

tile

Mechanic Fails. A. W. Bridge,
Norway, A. O. Noyes,
ftichraond, G. A. Beale,

ttockland, U. C. Andrew'?.
Sabattus, E. II. Johnson.
Snooarappa, at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hndsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vinalhr.ven, B. Lane.
WaMoboro, O. Bliss.
Whterville, .1. M. Wall.
Wiscasset, Gibb- * Bundle*.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, C.
Coombs.

CITY
NEW

1

ANDYICINITY.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DaL

entertainment column.
New Portland Theatre—Alvin
Joalin.
r*!*r Festival—Williston Church.
Special notices.
C. A.
Leighton & Co.
Just Arrived—E. Ponce.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Merry—5.

Coe—4.

Reddy—2.

Marine Insurance Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Pall Ground Flour—A. L. Mlllett & Co.
Opened To-day—Merrill * Co.
Bargains—Atwood * Wentworth.
Boston

*“

Easter Hats—Merry.
Boston Marine Insurance Co.
Roller Skating Rink—E. Lalime.

Barr0'TSWanted—I'ntnk°(5>arttnCr8ll'I>—""CSt'&
\\

anted—Hirkm Baston.

Established Fact.
week establishes the fact by the increase of business that REDDY is
doing with
bis customers as ho advertises. Perfect satisfaction in all cases or no trade. Our motto,
Quick Sales and Small Profits. Broadway, 418

Every

Congress street,

where you will

and Gloves.

find

a

or

»

Best $2.50 Stiff Hats.

the Hatter.

can

Those

nobby

DR.

BULLOCK’S

KIDNEY REMEDY,
"XEPHRETfCUM,” has no cqnal for lameness and weakness peculiar to
females, and
for people of advanced age. It cures Diabetes,
and strengthens and tones up the system in a
wonderful manner. It is one of the host productions that lias been elaborated during the

--century.

apl(iS&W

__

Forty years’ experience of an Old
Nurse.
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, and has been used for forty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the child it rests the mother. Price Twentyfive Cents a bottle.
nov27SMW&w(imo
Office Superintendent General of the Grand
Xational Exhibition of the American Institute
V
r? -a
.....i
r„ .1_4.
,.a* aT.
rffj..
a*
—

iori*. (Finding of
ports and Judges.)
.V(

?r

the Committee of Ex-

“We recommend the Medals of Excellence
for the Witch Hazel Preparations of the Liebig Company as being of great value and puri-

ty.”

In accordance with the finding the Medals
of Excellence were awarded.”
CHARLES WAGER HULL,
Superintendent General.
Cures Piles,
Salt Rheum, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Catarrh, Painful Monthlies, Skin
Diseases.
Sold in fifty cents and dollar sizes.

apll-T.Th.S&w

Superior Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE BOIX1V.

Friday.—Charks A. Donuell vs. Inhabitants of
Caj»e Elisabeth. This is an action to recover damages, laid at $1000, for personal injuries sustained
through an alleged defect in a highway known as

Spurwiuk road.
defect as set out in the writ is, substantially, that
>n the hill near Spurwiuk river there was in the
X* travelled part of the road a jutting, shelving lodgo
or rock lying uncovered and coming above the surface of the ground about six inches; that the earth
washed away, leaving the ledge bare and slippery;
that the bill was steep and covered for two rods below the ledge with loose rolling stones, and that the
travelled way narrow and obstructed so that a team
could not pass round said ledge with safety.
The plaintiff says that while driving down this
hill on his way to Spurwiuk on flic 2d of July last
in the

the

defendant town.

The

<

obliged, on

account of tbe narrowness of the
way and the washout, to drive his horse over and
upon this slippery ledge; that his horse slipped and

he

was

fell, throwing him out and the lady with him. The
lady escaped without severe injury, but Mr. Donnell's right wrist was broken, his left one sprained
ami bis left breast bruised to some extent. He testifies that bis wrist, which shows some deformity
ik* v. pains him, and that he is not able to work at
his business, that of a brass founder, more than two
hours

a

day.

defendants deny that the way was defective,
and alro deny knowledge of its actual condition on
he part of any town officer twenty-four hours be
fore the accident. Or trial.
N. & H. B. Cleaves for defts.
C. Hale for plff.
The

Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

Friday.—Charles Kingston. Intoxication. Tbirtj
days in county jail at labor.
Win. Temple and Henry Hotehkins. Intoxication
Fined $3 and costs each.

Mary, a four year old daughter of Michae
Welsh, of Calais, was so badly barned fron
her clothes taking lire Friday of last weel
that she died Monday.

Stainer

following

cal

performed

music will be

Park Street Church to-morrow forenoon.
Wilson
upon the first day of the week,"
Now is Christ risen from the dead,
Allen
Service.
Evening
Easter Hymn,
Abt
Christ the Lord is risen to-day,
Andrews
Tho choir will be aisisted by Misses Poole
and Long.

venture to say it wouia secure such an observas the world never
ance of this hallowed
saw before. The mouths of many

miles an hoar. The
from both ports.

Boston

steamers sailed

day

gale.
at

The schooner Dexter from Portland is ashore
Long Island, Boston harbor, and has

The trains wore all nearly oil time.
Tho end of a building, used to store carriages in, on Plum street was blown out.
A heavy gust of wind blew down the awn.
ing in front of Blake’s bakery on Congress

MUSIC AND THE

It is now thought that the Harvard Dramatic
Club and Glee Club will not appear at City
Hall on Fast Day as the terms were too high.
Mr. Libby, who has charge of City Hall,
has not booked “Alvin Joslin,” but Mr. Frank
Curtis of Portland Theatre has for Fast Day.
Mr. Wilhelm Mueller, the ’cello virtuoso,
has given to Mr. Theodoro Thomas a composition by his brother, Karl Mueller of Stuttgart.
Tho work is a fantaisie in waltz form for
orchestra, and is dedicated to Mr. Thomas.
The death is announced of .Nicholas Rubinstein, younger brother of the more famous
Anton, but himself a pianist of extraordinary
achievements, aud for many years director of
There was some
the Moscow Conservatory.
question of bringing him to this country a few
years ago on a concert tour, but nothing definite seems ever to have been done about it.
No date is given for his death, and there is
some hope that the report may be premature*
The success of Billee Taylor in New York the
Tribune says has been but moderate, notwithstanding the fact that it is put upon the stage
in the most lavish manner as regards costnmes
and scenery and with a great number of pretty
women.
The performer who was imported
from London to sing in tho title role would,
however, be sufficient in himself to mar the
He has no voice
fortunes of any company.
worth speaking of, does not know how to sing,
tho
and ovon with
experience he has had on
tlie stage in that city seems to have acquired
art of the actor, aud is
no knowledge of the
apparently a mere awkward amateur.
Mme.
Patti’s change of pnr
to
Referring
pose, in regard to her contemplated American
tour for next year, the Figaro of London says:
“To take the lady on a concert tour through
America, and to make no arrangements for
her appearance in opera, seems too absurd for
Whether la diva will
our practical cousins.
eventually go to the United States is a matter
But while she can have, as
for tho future.
she is now receiving in Paris, half the gross
receipts on an average receipt of £1200 a night,
slio is not likely to tempt fortune on the other
side of tlie Atlantic.”

Mr. Underwood, the bleacher, hapbe under it at the time.
The canvas
struck him with considerable force and threw
him against tho windo v $o heavily that one oi
to

the panes of
store bodily.

glass br'ke, letting

him iuto the
It is fortunate that one of the
supporting posts did not hit him, as in that
case lie might iiave sustained serious injury.
The report last evening that one of the Boston steamers was off Marblehead yestorday in
distress and that a life boat had gone to her assistance, was unfounded. Both the steamer
from here and the one from Boston Thursday
night made shelter from the storm in Gloucester harbor.
As telegraphic communication
with Gloucester was broken the ooinpany were
unable to loam tlio whereabouts Of tho boats
until the John Brooks arrived at Boston at 4

o’clock yesterday afternoon and reported having left the New Brunswick in GloucesterThe boats will mako their regular trips tonight.
Easter.
To-morrow the principal festival of the
church will bo celebrated. In many ot the
sacred edifices there will bo special floral decorations and music, and sermons appropriate
to the resurrection.
Easter will be observed at the Woodford’s

Congregational church with appropriate
vices. In tho morning the pastor, Rev, S.

ser-

W.

Adriauce, will preach a sermon on the resurrection, and music will he reudored by a quar"

accompanied by a full chorus.
evening there will he a special sorvice
tette,

In tho
in which

the members of tho Sabbath school will par
ticipato, and tlio Weber Club ot Portland will
lead the singing and also render some selecl

gave us the most disagreeable day
of the winter and & fierce gale.
About three
inches of snow fell and the streets were in
awful condition. Mercury 32° at sunrise, 38°

Personal.
Frank A. Sturgis, a former resident of Augusta, died at Knoxville, Teun., Tuesday. lit
Ht
was 34 years of age, and leaves one child.

at noon, 35° at sunset; wind north-oast.
Frank Curtis wauts a good copyist at tlu
Portland Theatre.
There are but few standing debts against
lhe Methodist church at Cape Elizabeth Depot

married the second daughter of ex-Govcrnoi
Couy, who died in Augusta just after arriving

|

time.
Hall L. Davis

That Horse Thief.
Charles Bolter Franklin Clark is the real
of the
name
liorso, thief who recontly
stole the Knight Brothers team at Berwick,
and when arrested here by our police put on
such an air of injured innocence. He originally came from Bangor. He is an old offender, having served two terms in the Maine

has been

awarded the

President Chamberlain of

c in-

furnishing the schools and city with
stationery the ensuing year.
A delegation of Lewiston and Auburn sports

in town and will

Rockett lias one, -‘Young
gmia;

The music was

Cbampney

ICnox

t

Eastern Telegraph Company.
Yesterday wo announced the meeting of thi
corporation at Augusta for organization an j
stated that seven directors wore chosen. It i *
the purpose of the corporation to soon con
the

construction

Portland to Boston, wiiero

of its

lines

froi

connection
The off
can be made upon favorable terms.
cars ot tho company are:
President—Frederick Ilobie.
Directors—J. R. Bodwell, Lewis Barker, A
F. Crockett, Frederick Robie, G. S. C. Doe
Lewis Pierce and J. L. II. Cobb.
Secretary and Treasurer—Fred E. Richard L
western

Easter Hats.
Merry’s advertisement to-day will “catch
the hoys who like nobby hats and gloves. H e
has got in a splendid line both in siik and sti ff
hats, and kid gloves for Easter in all shade i.
Ii is the proper thing, of course, on Easter o
turn out in new garments and Merry lias sons ilily taken advantage of the custom to seoui o
his fashionable slock
We would advice ot
gentlemen readers to seize this opportunity.

r

New Organ.
Tiie new organ made by Messrs. Flntchin !’
Plaistod & Co., of Boston and lately placed i II
the St. Paul’s clmreh will be played upon f, ,r
the first tiino in regular service to-morro :v
(Easter Sunday). It is a very lino Icuod iustr
m ;i.t aud promises lo give entire satistactk 11
to the

worshippers in

that church.

jjy

Adjutant General.

Com Premiums.
and Horticnltural Society offers for the year 18S1 the following premiums for the best crops of Indian

H.

When the train reached the station ii
Portland the conductor notified Officer Stove
who took the lad to the police office.
The bo; r

The

could speak no English but, at a later bom
when the conductor who could speak Frencl
visited him, he admitted that lie stole a walle
at the mills containing about S7G, five o ^
Ho had jus t
which he expended for a watch.
beon discharged from the mills aud given
ticket to carry him to his parents down east
The larceny was discovered after

his

corn

Michigan Editors on an Excursion.
Our readers will remember tho groat excur
siox of Western journalists to Portland las t
This year those editors, and man;
summer.
others, in all over one hundred, will leave De

July 1st, via

man cars.

■

All entries must be made to Lyman E.Smith
Secretary of the society, on or before the first
day of July, 1881.
The crop must be grown upon a single piece
of ground; and the ground is to be measured
by ouo or more of the executive committee.
The competitor must furnish satisfactory evidence outside of himself aud family as to the
amount of the orop, his own statement alone,
in no case to be taken.
A full description iu writing .of the mode ol
culture, cost, and value of the ciop, must be
lilod with the Secretary of the society before
•
the premiums r.ro awarded.
The executive committee of the society to be
tho awarding committee.

There will be two oihor excursions leave D<
troit later, both of which will visit Portland.

Chandler’s ban i

-1-

School Sessions,
Friday morning’s storm will illustrate wh: t
I meant when I called the attention of tl: 0
school committee to the propriety of dispon !ing with schools by a morning signal whe n
very stormy. Little children could not safe!
be sent out, and nobody could approve sendir b
girls into a driving storm, with the wind bloi
ing thirty-five miles an hour, as .they could n< '*
fa.fl to get more or less drenched, and we 6
then obliged to sit in wet clothes for sou 0
Tho school- work must have been mut
hours.
upset, aud the goneral average of marks larg
S. B.
affected
by the many absences.
ly

j“

ANDROSCOGGIN

Styles

SOMERSET COUNTY.

During the absence of the family for a few
weeks the house of Eugene H. Day, of New
Portland, on the James Millay farm, was
broken into aud robbed of most of its contents, the two best beds and bedding therewith and quite a quantity of other good bedding, together with table ware, a clock, all the
groceries, etc. No clue to the thieves.
WASHINGTON

The Auburn shoe shipments for the weeli
foot up 1873 cases, a loss of 99 cases from Iasi
week, and a gain of 207 cases lrom the corres
ponding week of last year.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

At a town meotiug in Maysville Saturday i
voted to exempt from taxation for a tern:
of five years a starch factory to be built hi
Johnson & Pliair in the -eastern portion of tin
town.
was

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The Oriental Powder Company at Soutl
Windham are enlarging their business thi:
spring and are expecting a largely increase!
trade. They have put in a new 120 horsi
power boiler lately, and are making 380 keg:
of powder daily.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

abstinence Iron

stock of
FALL GROUND
and Michigan Flour which we are
W'e would call special attention to
our A. L. M. & Co. brand of Patent Flour which we offer at

We wish to call attention to

in

We recommend this to be the BEST flour for ALL PURPOSES that
has yet been offered to the public. It is in fact THE flour that families have been looking for, working as well for pastry as for RAISED
BREAD. A trial will guarantee its constant use.
•

“AMAZON” FLOUR.
This brand is sold only by us and we know it is the best St. Loui8
We also
floor in this market, being fall ground and well ripened.
“Washburn’s
such
as
the
all
in
stock
Superlabrands,
popular
keep
tive,” “Archibald’s Extra,” etc., etc. We warrant and deliver FREE
OF CHARGE, in Portland and vicinity, every barrel of flour which we
sell.
We cordially invite all those who have not already called to see ns in
our new store, to come and inspect our large and tine selected stock of
We promise yon as heretofore the best
standard and fancy groceries.
of goods, and prices as low as any dealers la NEWr ENGLAND.

QUALITY

dfec.

_

COUNTY.

by Aurelius Brown, at West
destroyed by fire Monday afFarming tools, wagons, &c., were

ternoon.

burned.

large

$8.50.

A barn owned

Pembroke,

our

MINNESOTA, INDIANA, St. Louis
selling at the lowest CASH prices.

NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
UNDERWEAR,
JEWELRY,

A. L. Millett &

was

Co.,

YORK COUNTY.
as Mr. Barnard
side of Knight’s
pond in South Berwick, his attention was attracted ter the large number of eels floating
quite near the surface of the water and; near
the shores of the pond. He procured a hook
and pole, and in a short time fished out of the
water several bushels of eels, horned pouts
and other kinds of fish, and could, he thinks,
have taken out cartloads of such fish. Of the
fish some were dead, othors with a sluggish
life and all torpid, with little or no motion.
They were in some places piled up in layers,
one foot or two in thickness. The shores of
the pond seemed to be lined with them, and
they were all suffering from some general de-

Manufacturers’ Sale of Carriages
anti Harness, hy Auction.

BARGAINS

Nothing in the science of medicine equals the re
lief obtained by the use of Dr. Graves’ Balsam of
Wild Cherry and Tar for coughs, colds, sore thro at,
whooping cough, bronchitis, consumption, etc. It
gives immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and occa
sions no unpleasant nauseating feelings.
Sample

TEA SETS,
ICE PITCHERS
CAKE BASKETS,
CARD RECEIVERS,

10

cents; large size, 50 cents.
Dr. Graves’ Blood Puriiier eradicates aH impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid and
inert, by its use become unusually stimulated, and,
in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire system.
Price, $1.

[Back View, Style 2, allowing Jointed Shield.]
THE

#Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best pill
giv en a patient by a physician, and they are
They give prompt
action
bowels, contain no mercury, and are
entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt
action of the bowels, give the Improved Family
perscribed by them.
frequently
to the

»

Cathartic Pills

a trial.
Price 25 cents per box.
Dr. Graves’ romedies arc for sale by Druggists.

FLEXOR SCARFS, in Jour New Shapes,

to be found in tho hands of all dealers in
line Furnishing Goods. These Scarfs are made on an
entirely novel principle, invented by ourselves. The
principle involved is a new Patent Shield, with a
'•nt or hinge in the center, which opens and closes
sii the slightest action of the r.cek-band. Scarfs
wi ld© in this manner nro perfectly elastic and comfortable to the wearer, conforming easily to tho
rounded outlines <f the neck.
Buyers should be
car eful to look for tho Jointed Shield, and our name
ou tho back of each Scan, as patentees and manufacturers.
t
are now

ever

8ATURDAY. April 10,1881, at 111 o’clock
Vr A. M., at Horse and Carriage Mart, 32 and
34Plum Street, Portland, the Manufacturers of
New England will hold a Grand Auction Sale of
Carriages and Harness, being part of the product of
their factories the past winter, and consisting of
about 75 Carriages, comprising all the Lending
and Fashionable Styles of Top and Open work.
About 40 Harness, in Gilt, Rubber and Nickel
Some of the best manufacturers in
Trimmings.

American and

Imported

Goods.
NOVELTIES

FRENCH
in Scarf

GALL

Rings & Pins.

ANDJXAMINE.

LADLES,

England are represented.

New

on exhibition one day before
public are invited to examine.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
aprll
_did

The Stock will be

sale.

The

Large Sale of Furniture, Carpets, &c.,

ON

apr!4

BY

-

cfcc.,

A.NT>

Insurance
Cash

HATS,

ASSETS.
Gash in Banks and with Bankers... .$395,963 35

THE NOBBIEST

per cent.)
not

Gents’ Kid Gloves for Easter in all
shades. One and two button, varying from §1,00 to §2.00. We warrant our fine Kid Gloves. A line of
Dog Skin Street Gloves, varying
from 75 cents to §1.50.

on

33.50 for

8(JRPLUS

31

418,593 0$
$2,038,502

►

largo stock, and make them
fine Traveling Bags.

Wo run our own express, and deliver our
goods to all parts of the city, free.

in

aprlG

-OF-

COE,

Cutler House.

A middle

America a

ana

apply

qualifications. HIRAM BASTON.
Hiram, April 15, 1881.

e

aprlCd2w

MAINE

aplO

DISSOLUTION

We intend giving our speciil attention to decora*
ting with Wall Paper*, and have made the most careful and liberal selections possible in all grades from
the cheapest to the best.

Our new store is admirably adapted to the went*
of the trade, and we cordially invite the public to
an inspection of both storo and stock.

eodtf

pit)

CARDS MARKED DOWN.
Feath'rs, 5 ts. Pozzies, Sets. Notions, 10 els.
Landscapes, 3 ts. Fans, 10 cts. Birds, 5 cts.
Pets, 3 cts. rimtfore, 2 cts. Lone Fisherman, 1 ct,
Panels, u cts. Horse Shoes, 3 cts. Flowers, 5 cts.
Chickens, 3 ts. Shells, 3 cts. Faces, 16 cards, 5 cts.

HORSES.
Received
rilHKKK

0F_CO-PARTNERSHIP

TITHE co-partnership heretofore existin

betwee
Geo. A. West and W. C. Barrows, under tL
A
linn name of GEO. A. WEST & CO., is this da
<*.issolvod|by mutiu 1 consent. W. C. Barrows wi II
continue the business at the old stand, and is alor 0
authorized to settle the a flails of the late firm.
GEO. A. WEST,
W. C BARROWS.
Portland, April 2, 1881.
aprlGdlw
-1---

car

loads of

April

Congress Street.,

J9I

New Sets.

I

codlw

Want'd.
,4
GOOD Copyist. Apply to FRANK CUR'll:
jt\. New Portland Theatre.
aprlfidtf

shown in Portland.

HATTER Boswortli & Morse,

..

Mt.
aged
AT
gener; A
woman, who understands cooking
need
housework.
No
without the abo^
one

PORTLAND,

•

PAPER HANGINGS
;

THE

AGENTS,

■

THE FINEST COLLECTION

all colors, from 50 cts. up.

197 Middle Street.

Wanted.

short time.

THURSDAY, Feb. *4.

ever

house of

a

Manager.
dtf

a

«pe» MAY,

N. B.

ROLLER

E. LALIME.

last but

to

favorable terms.

FULLER, President
T. H. LORD, Secretary.

evei

FOR A FEW DAYS.

Early inspection solicited, as these
are both special lots, and will

some

GLOVES

R. B.

will bo open

SALE

f

31

LONDON.

Until further notice the Rink

—

i

same.

We have a
order; also

BARING BROTHERS & CO.

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, afternoon an ^
evening.
Music in attendance every evening.
Extra music Saturday nights.
Admission—Afternoon, 15 cts. Evening, 25 ct '•

i

100 Doz. 5-8 Napkins at the low
price of $150 per doz., a reguThis lot oflar $2.00 NapKin.
fers a rare chance for hotels pod
restaurants to replenish.
94 Doz. Bleached Hack Towels, 22
x44 in , weighing 14 ounces per
air, at 20 cts. each, never Deore sold less than 25 cts. each,
and would be cheap at that.

cotltf

SKATING RINK

ALLBB.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchiiv
disc every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m
oeSdt
Consignments solicited.

TRUNKS

i

Certificates issued payable in sterling at the counl

MGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

C. W.

O. BAILKV.

F.

;

Having recently increased its capital by $500,OOO in cash additionally paid In, the Company is
now writing largely increased llne3 on first clas i
risks on Hull*, Cargoes and Freight*, on mos b

ing

I

terminated.....500,132 31

NET

237 Middle St.,

BAILEY ft co„
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Saleroom IS Exchnag» Si.

all riskB

$821,008

HATTER,

dtd

fTo.

Look at ours before you buy, as we have tlie
nobbiest ones ever shown ill Portland. We
exchange for 33.00—other dealers charge

05

C APITAIj.$1,000,000 Oi

MERRY,

ST.

aprll

SILK lATS.

due and unpaid.None.

supposed losses.. .$ 121,778
Gross premium (@ 100

KID GLOVES.

AUCTIONEERS,

18 EXCHANGE

New York and Boston, in soft and stiff.

LIABILITIES.
Losses

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

HATS.

All known, reported and

aprlC

Wednesday, April 30,

TAN

$3,038,503 31

line of Stiff Hats ever seen in this
market. Our Soft Hat department
contains the finest line we have ever
kept, varying from §1.00 to §2.50
and upwards. A specialty made of
Boys* and Children’s Hats.

on

SPECIAL

AND

336,635 06
Railrqpd Bonds and Stocks. 369,418 75
Boston anil other N. England City
Bonds.
131,367 56
Bank Stock.
11,350 06
Loans secured by Collateral. 437,463 83
Mortgage. 137,604 06
Premium Notes.
398,103 05
Due on account (Boston,.New York
and Montreal Offices)—
150,608 86

shall sell

at 2.30 o’clock p. m., tho Real Estate, consisting of
land and buildings, situated at 216 Commercial St.,
Portland^Me., and known as the Portland Machine
Woiks. This is one of the best locations in Portland
for a manufacturing or wholesale store.
Width of lot on street 90 feet. Buildings all of
brick; foundations under front building are piles
capped with stone strong enough for any structure.
Tne patterns of the Company will be sold at same
For plans or other information call upon
time.

BLUE

United States Bonds.

TIIE

I

Capital,

STATEMENT APRIL 1,1881.

and your old Sillc Hat iu exchange.
A new Hat, not one made over. Low
Crowned Nobby Silk Hat for Young
Men. Also Hats for Men of all ages.

AUCTION.

BY

NEW
Company SHADES
IN

BROWN,
$1,000,000.
FINE STIFF
BLACK,
$3.3U

SALE

REAL ESTATE

MARINE

stock,

we

IMPORTANT

eodtf

aprlC

new

MONDAY, April ISth,

dlt

aprlG

HATS.

AUCTION.

at 2'/a o'clock P. M.,
shall sell at Store No. 38« Cumberland
consists
of Teas, CoH'ees,
Street, the stock, which
Canned Goods, Soaps. Tobacco and Cigars, Extracts
and Saleratua,
Tartar
and Oils, Spices, Cream
Fancy Goods, Sc &c. Tho Fixtures are Large Ice
Bench
and Block,
Meat
Chen, Oil Tank, Marble
Counter and. Spring .Balance Scale.,
Platform.
Show Cases, Stove, Tin and Wooden Ware, Ac., Ac
V. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Aucn.arrr.d3t
aprlo

ON

MERRILL! GO.
Under Preble Hob, Midi! k Wentworth’s,
500 Congress St.
BOSTON

KNOX SILK

__d3t

Groceries tfcc.,

-A. T-

GLOVES,

AUCTION.

BY

SATURDAY, April 16tb, at, 10 a. m., at
rooms, 18 Exchange street, we shall sell a
of now and second hand Furniture, Carstock
large
pets, &c., consisting of B. W. Chamber Sets, Parlor
Suites in Raw Silk, Hair Cloth and Silk Plush,
Patent Rockers, Easy, Student, Camp and Folding
Chairs, Marble and Wood Top Tables, Parlor Desks,
Library and Bouquet Tables, Lounges, Sideboards.
Pillar Dining Tables and Dining Room Chairs, 25
Brussels, Tapestiy and Ingrain Carpets, Woven
Wire Spring Beils, Hair and Wool Top Mattresses,
Pier and Mantel Mirrors, Oil Paintings and Chromos, Crockery, Glass and Silver Plated Ware,
consisting of Ice Pitchers, Salvers, Pickles, Butters, Fruit and Cake Stands, Knives, Forks, Spoons,
&c., Toilet, Puff and Tea Sots. This will be a large
sale of tirstrclass goods.
F. O. BULKY & CO., Asctissren.

CASTORS,
KNIVES,
FORKS,
SPOONS,

F8SK,CLARK& FLAGG.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Silk llats, entire

eodlw

AUCTION SALES.

ADVERTISE*! ENTS

CITY

I TXT

Knox

Maine.

Under City Hotel, Portland,

aprIG

bility.

bottle,

STREET,

581 & 583 CONGRESS

On Thursday of last week,
Knight was passing along the

COUNTY

Our correspondent at Mechanic Falls writes
that at a meeting of the Uuiversalist Society
of Mechanic Falls Wednesday evening tlif
sum of $-1100 was raised by subscription to pay
the cburcli debt, which has been standing foi
has been the cause of much
some years aud
uneasiness to the society.

Edwards, whose voluntary

Ground Flour.

AMOS L. WILLETT & CO.

The Latest and Nobbiest

STATE NEWS.

Easter Ball.
The Irish American Belief Society will giv
their eighteenth annual ball at City Hall uex k
Monday evening. These dances have alwaj s
been largely patronized and this one will prov e
No tickets will be sold excel 1
no exception.
at tho door. Bed or yellow tickets will not l 6
received by tho door-keeper.
will furnish the music.

raised within the limits of the society:

lowing conditions:

depart

the Grand Trunk, visit tin >
Thousand Islands aud the Bapids of tho Si
Lawrence, Montreal, the White Mountain ^
and Portland, reaching this city July Gth. Th s
company will have a special train of five Pul

Sagadahoc Agricultural

For the best crop of corn grown on not less
than one acre.... .825.00
15.00
Second
Third. 10.00
6-00
Fourth.
The awards will ho made subject to the fol-

ure.__

troit

of the remains of an old lady at Orono
The body of the lady was
tenderly and appropriately prepared for tho
grave and placed in an unused room to await
the arrival of her son, who was at work at the
time of his mother’s death in the woods above
Medway, and who had been summoned home
with all possible speed to attend the funeral,
bat was unable to do so owing to the impassable condition of the roads. Such is the plain
statement of the facts. No hoods were placed
upon the dead mother’s head, and no hot
bricks were placed at her feet, as the writer of
the above mentioned article alleged, but every
act on the part of the family was becoming the
solemnity of an occasion Where the remains of
an aged and
respected mother were simply
kept until the arrival of an absent son.
Collector Smith ;of Bangor, has nominated for
appointment by the Secretary Of the Treasury
the following officers:—John B. Stevens as
Deputy Collector at Vanceboro; George M. B.
Sprague as Inspector at Vanceboro; C. V.
Crossman, Thomas Mason, Richard B. Stone
as Inspectors of Customs at Bangor. The increase of business created by the addition of
Vanceboro to the district makes the appointment of new officers
necessary.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
A four set woolen mill is to be immediately
erected at Sangerville on the old "fulling
mill” sit. The capital stock of the Company
will be 810,000, which has already been taken.

regi-

lad, of French parentage, a passenger, win
had been guilty of larceuy at Great Falls, N

Pallman car bo run from Rockland to conuec
witli it.
There will bo a juvenile assembly at th
skating rink this afternoou and the usua !
extra music this evening.

meuce

not less than three hours in each month.”
II, It will be observed that the law for inspection is imperative, and does not carry pay with it
drill of three hours
any more than the required
each month.
he
will
made by the company
III. The inspection
commanders, if no regimental officers are present.
inonaoHnn if nils, in trinlip.afcft. will he nrenared and
forwarded on or before the fifteenth of May, es
follows: one to these headquarters and one to
mental headquarters; one copy will he retained by
the Company Commanders.
order of the Commander-In-Chief.
George L. Beal,

has one, “A poor man’s riches.”

Fail

TO-DAY

wholly untrue.

was

following

Tuesday in May, for inspection, company drill and
manoeuvre. They shall also be assembled to drill

A Youusr Thief in Limbo.

and Lincoln Railroad Co., by the Maine Cei:
tral to the effect that they will place a nigh
train between Brunswick and Bath, provided

has issued the

Headquarters Maine Militia, )
adjutant general’s office, }
Augusta, April 15,1381. )
I. The attention of Commanding Officers of the
is
called to the following extract
Militia
Volunteer
The volnnfrom the Militia Law: “Section 35.
shall
militia
tecr
parade by companies, on the first

Yesterday afternoon the conductor of tin
Boston andjMaine train received a dispatch
while on the train, requesting him to arrest

vited.

a

:

Wood, Valley of the Shenandoah;” J. Well:

Temperance Praying Band wii I
gospel temperance meeting at tin
this evening at 7i o’clock; good speak
singing may be expected. All are in

An Easter entertainment will be given
Wiliiston church Sunday evening.

Adjutant Gen. Beal
general order No. 5:

s

and has been mistaken for a sketch in 1
foreign city. Bertha Von Hillern has twi
pictures, “Woods in Virginia” and ‘‘GatheriDj

_1._ 1_ii„

has been made to the

ivagie

dry,

The Ladies’

proposition

xue

two,

_NEW ADVERTISEMENTS._

ADVERTISEMENTS

OPENED

tion.
The Bangor Commercial says that the report
recently published regarding the strange treat-.

Maine Militia.

in Vir

NEW

was

liuuneweli, tho

W. R.

out of the water. Ho was finally brought to,
but he had a narrow escape.

“View from Portland Custom House.” • Ai
illustration of the latter is given in tho catalogue; it is a water color picture of the alle;
between the blocks on Commercial and Fori
streets, with lines of clothes banging across t< I

and evening.

A

o. x>. nuusou lias

Housekeeper

Nest, Diamond Island, Casco Bay,” and

and the baptismal font and the reading of tin
twelve prophecies, after which grand liigl
mass will be celebrated.
A “paper festival,” a now entertainmen
that will be of great interest, will bo givou b;
Willistou Mizpah Circle on Monday afternoon

a

He could not swim and
had sunk twice before the people near succeeded in getting a rope to him and hauling him

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts.

The ceremony in the Cathedral of the Iin
maculate Conception to-day, celebrating Hob
Saturday, will begin at 8 a. m. There will bi

Mission
ing and

Narrow Escape.
Thursday tho sailing master of the yacht
Millie, while launching a tender from the ves-

The catalogue of the fifty-second auuua
exhibition, April 4th to May 29th, 1881, showi
that Maine artists are well represented. J. R
Tilton has in it sixty-two pictures, Mark

Good Friday service last
evening, accorn
p.anied by the celebration of the ordinance o
the Lord’s Supper.
A hymn by the Rev. Dr

hold

helped

sel, fell overboard.

work examining the banks in this city.
The schooner R. H. Reed of Bucksport was
reported ashore on House Island yesterda:
but we failed to confirm the report.
At the First Parish church there was (

.1.„

Hampton Institute, ii
speak Sabbath evening at th(

tution.

Island champion, for the glass-ball champion
ship badge of the State, which the latter nov
holds.
S. F. Humphrey, the bank examiner, is a

sung.

him out of numerous difficulties by
paying fines, etc., but long since decided to let
him scheme himself out as well as into jail.
has

Newbury street clmrcli in behalf of the Insti

will attend a shooting match at Peakes
Island on Fast Day. C. F. Nason of Lewiston
will shoot with Mr. Sterling, the Peakes

was

College

former student of the

men

Hodge

Bowdoin

and Mr. Horace G Wynne Allen will be united
in marriage.
Win. M- Adams, of Hartford, Conn., t

fracts for

Frederick
very fine.

State prison under the name of Bolter, and one
under the name of Clark. He has also served
one term in the Massachusetts State prisou, all
for horse stealing. ITehas.a wife now runurng
a wholesale
millinery store in Boston. She

home from Philadelphia a year ago last May.
On April 28th at the First Parish church
Brunswick, Miss Grace Dttpee, daughter o;

thif

at

DRAMA.

NOTES.

street.

pened

caviling

unbelievers would be stopped, and the inspiring Jcry of the old martyr times be agaiu
heard, “Behold how these Christians love one
another!” Will tho honored correspondent of
the Press give his great influence to bring
about such a consummation?

bilged.

Jottings.

with their pas-

rived from St. John in the morning at halfpast ten o’clock having been out daring the

The wind
spects prevailed here yesterday.
blew at its highest at the rate of thirty-hve

pieces.
Brief

city,

The Eleanora did not leave for Now York
but still lies at her wharf. The Falmouth ar-

ra.

Yesterday

this

twelve at the last Supper reclined around the
Master. Let prayer and singing and tender
exhortation—perhaps a sermon or two—be engaged in. And to crown the whole, let the
entire congregation of believers celebrate
together, as was done on that first Good Friday
eve, the memorial Supper, at the hands, say,
of the venerable ex-pastor of Socond Parish,
the rector of St. Stephen’s and the beloved
soldier-pastor of Free St.—doing all in remembrance of Him. Could this be done, we

The Storm*
The worst storm of the winter in some re-

Welcome of Yarmouth.

congregations of

tors, be invited to hold a united service on the
next Good Friday. As the occasion, doubtless,
would draw together a very great assembly,
let the largest church of the city—probably
the Second Parish—be made the ‘place of gathering. Let the eldest pastor, say the Bishop of
St. Luke’s, preside, and around him let the
other pastors and rectors, State St., High St.,
St. Stephen’s, Free St. Baptist, Pine St. Methodist, Casco St. Free Bantist, Second Parish,
etc., etc., be grouped in loving accord, as the

at the

Now

m.

| about $300 against $200, last year

Periodicals.—Harper’s for May has
been received and is for sale by the following
newsdealers:
Hall
L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of N.
G. Fessenden, Lancaster Hall; also at the
newspaper and periodical depot of George H.
Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and at tho
newspaper establishments of C. Ii. Chisholm &
Bro.. in the Eastern and Trunk depots.

Geo. Walter Goold

Mea,

ue-

cred, commemorative days.
We know not precisely in what way this
most respected writer would propose to secure
the joint celebration he advocates. We venture to suggest a possible one which we think
would be very effective. Let all the evangeli-

PARK STREET CHURCH.

Tho

interesting

I
Coe.

we

Hymn—Jesus lives,
Anthem—They have taken away my Lord,
Hymn—The strife is o’er, the battle done.
Recessional Hymn—He is risen.

will be a tempeniuce; meeting iu Congress Hall to-morrow evening at 7V2O ’clock, wbicl
will be addressed by several
speakers.
“Why is not prohibition better enforcca in Portland?” will be a prominent topic of discussion.

apl3W&S

Hats have arrived.

Cantate Domino,
Anthem—Benedic Anima

US^llicre

constantly
hardly fall short of a quarter of

annually.

Wm. Jackson

sing,
T. E. Hazcll
Kyrie Eleison,
Hymn—The Day of Resurrection,
Confirmation Hymn—Come, Holy Ghost.
Evening Choral Service.
Psalter,

Nothing to pay.
E3F~There will be preaching at Ilsley Hall, East
Peering to-morrow, both day and evening, by Kldei

Hitter.

Gregorian

LUKE’S.

Laudamus,
Jubilate Deo,
Choral Litany,
Hymn—At the Lamb’s high feast

m.

I. C.

Wenzel

I. P.

Scotson Clark

«

Te Deum

Seats free.

Merry’s.

F,

ST.

7.45 and Lord’s afternoon at 3 and 7.30 p. m. Subject generally—“Man’s Ruin and rGod’s Remedy.”

Merry's.

Gounod

Morning Service.
Processional Hymn—Jesus Christ is risen to-day.
J. S. B. Hodges
Anthem—Christ our Passover,
Psalter,

Ggp^W. P. Douglas, New York, and John Martin
Aberdeen, Scotland, (D. V.) will preach in Mechanics Hall, cor Congress and Casco Sts., every night at

National Taste Clearly Defined.
The sale of Atkinsoi-’s White Rose exceeds
that of any other perfume and
inmillion bottles

March in

miscellaneous.

Merry the Hatter.

Gregorian

for organ,

Tantum ergo, from Sunday School
hymn, by
Laudate Domiuum,

ress

__apStd'

creasing,

filii, O filite,
Salutaris,

O
O

by

p.

Werner

Magnificat.

Woodford’s M. E. Church—Rev. Chas. F. Parsons, pastor.
Preaching at 2l/2 p. m. by the
Sabbath school at close of preaching
pastor.
service.
Service of song at 6% p. m.
Prayer
meeting at 7 p. m. All are invited.
Williston Church,
Congregational, corner
Thomas and Carroll Streets.—Rev. Frank 15. Clark
at
10.30
a. m.,
the pastor.
pastor. Preaching
A sermon appropriate to Easter. Sabbath school
at 3 p. m. Easter cocert at 7 p. m.
Young Men’s Christian Association, Con
Street, corner Elm.—Meetings at 0 a. 111. and
/o
p. m., also on Wednesday and Saturday at 7V2

Dr. O. Fitzgerald,
the man who makes so
many wonderful cures,
« dl visa
Portland, Falmouth Hotel, Friday
ami
Saturn^ the 15th and Kith, and will examine all wio
may call on him, free of

charge.

a.

at

Gregorian

Regina Coelij

Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock.
West End M. E. Church, Rov. W. F. Holmes,
pastor. Sunday School at 1.30 p.m.

Congress street.

Merry, the

Confitebor,
Beatus*

m.

Ladies would do well to seud their Winter
Sacks and Cloaks in to bo renovated and
sponged before putting them away till Winter.

$3 50 Silk Hats.

10.30

Daily

Bnrtholay

Laudate pueri,
In exitu,

ristor.
p.

--.-v-.

new

p.

Weber
Gounod

Lambillotte
Scotson Clark

Vespers.

Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at IOV2 and at 3 p. m. Sunday
School at IV2 p.m. Social meeting at 7V2 p. m.
West Church, Congress St.—Rev. J. F. Morgan
Sunday School at 11 a m. Preaching at

Reddy to the Ladles.

Entire

Rossini

my Redeemer lives,

March for organ.
Dixit
V

St.

Embroidered Mull Ties, 29 cents each; Extra
wide, fine Spanish Scarfs, from $1.00 to $2.50
each; 25 doz. Gents’4-ply Linen Cuffs, 12J>
ooutsa pair; 10 doz. Ladies’ Linen
Cuffs, 10
cents a pair.
Entire new stock in every deH. I. Nelson & Co., under Odd
partment.
Fellows Hall.
apl4d3t

Best $1.00 Soft or Stiff Hats.

Anthem—I know that

Mass.

Sr. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress And Locust St.—Rev. C. J. Ketehum, rector.
Divine services on Sundays at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m.

pair.

Merry,

Chartel

March for organ in C minor,
Messe Solennelle,
Haec dies alleluia,
March for organ in B flat,

in., 3 p. m. and 7 p.m. Week day services:
0 a. in., (On Holy Days at 1) .00,) and 5
p. m. Holy Communion every Sunday at 10.30 a.
m., on Holy Days at 11.00 a. m. Also at 7.00 a. m.,
on tlie 3d Sunday of the month.

Just Opened.—Extra quality White 3-Button Kid Gloves for one dollar a
New

Fink Easter Kid Gloves.

Response—MornlaJ breaks upon the tomb,

hospital,

ment

for

nominatiou with which we are connected—
that we are in entire sympathy with the spirit
The particular days referred
of this artlole.
to-Ascenston and Good Friday—are anniverin
saries of two of the most memorable events
the history of salvation, events whose date can
be determined, even better than Christmas,
They are events
with approximate certainty.
which leave no relation to any controversy,
doctrinal or ecclesiastical; in regard to (which,
ever
so far as we recall, no occasion for dispute
If all patriarose in the anuals of the church.
otic citizens, whatever their party designations, ought to unite in Sttcli national commemorations as Independence Day, the BirthdaT of Washington. Emancipation artd Memorial Days, why should not all Christians—the
loving disciples and loyal subjects of the Lord
—unite with equal devoutnes3 in remembering
the birth, passion, resurreotion and ascension
of Him of whoso kingdom there shall be no
end?
We confess our gratification not only with
the suggestion itself of the writer, but of the
mode in which he would have it carried into
effect.
“Why,” lie asks, “should not all
Christian belierers thus celebrate lo<jether"
these "great and precious facts of our common
creed?” Why not, indeed? Too long have
those who fully recognized each other as such
believers refused tho outward tokens of their
faith and oneness in Christ, because of differToo long have
ences on some minor matters.
they allowed themselves in neglect or positive
violation of the Lord’s greatest and most aP
fecting command, “that they may all be one,’
—a fault a thousand times more lamentable
than the omission to observe any, the most sa-

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

St. Luke’s Cathedral Church, (Episcopal,)
State St., (near Spring.) Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, Rector, -Rev. C. Morton Sills, Canon. Sunday services

tho balance being placed
to surplus account. Messrs. J. S. Winslow &
Co. are the agents in this city.

418

Mo’zart

Hymn—Selected,
Organ Postlude.

Stevens Plains Universalist Church. Rev. C.
A. Hayden pastor—Services to-morrow at 11 a. m.,
and vesper services and lecture ai 7Vs p. m.
The
church will be decorated and services will be appropriate to Easter.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 10Vs a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday

stockholders,

*

Anthem—Christ the Lord is risen tO-diiy,

Hymn—Selected,

State Street Congregational Churcii, Rev.
E. Y. Hineks, pastor.—Preaching at lOVfc a. m. and
7 p. m. by Prof. J. W. Churchill, of Andover, Mass.
Sunday school at 3 p. m.

school at 2

TYsOBgcat couNtt.
Boston drutHmerrOcently injured by a runaway accident at Mattawamkeag, underwent amputation of his leg
at Winn Wednesday and is in a critical condi-

church-going readers. The Mirror says:
\Ve take the liberty of saying—speaking
tho
own individual Self only and not for

CHURCH.

Hymn—SClefetedj

—Meeting
Subject—The

of the company is now one
million dollars, assets over two millions and a
net surplus of over four hundred thousand
•dollars. The not earnings of this
company
Siavc averaged since the commencement of its
Business one hundred thousand dollars per annum, Jess than half of which has been divided

Broadway

WILLISTON

religious

paid-up capital

The Christian Mirror this week quotes from
the eomiminication of our correspondent “N’
concerning the observance of Good Friday
commends tho article land makes some suggestions whicli will, we apprehend,' commend
themselves to the favorable attention of our

Callcott
G. W. Marston

Voices,

Organ Prelude,

Preaching

Ook.

B. Tours
Mozart
Dr.

Hymn —(Congregational.)
Amen—By the Choir.

Second Congregational Church, Congress St.
cor. Pearl. Rev. C. A. Dickinson, pastor.
at 10ya a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday School at 1%
p. m. Social
meetings, Sunday, Tuesday
and Friday evenings. All are welcome.
Sons of Temperance
Hall.
of the
misSpiritual society at 2.30 p. m.
sion of Spiritualism of to-day is but another effort
forth
to
elevate
to
that
condiput
humanity
high
tion which Jesus and his ministering spirits were
forbidden to accomplish. Free'to all.

soft Hat $1.00.

Get your Easter Hat of

p.

Dr. Crotch

the Lord,
Last Man,

Solo—The
Hymn—Lift Your Glad
Bass

Virgins.”

The Boston Marine Insurance Company,
by its last increase of capita] of another half
million of dollars paid in cash, is placod in the
highest standing as the second largest purely
marine insurance company in America. The

among

Hymn—Christ,

a. m., 3 and 7 p. m.
Morning subject, Sermon for
Easter Day. Afternoon,—“The Parable of the Ten

Beautify your lawns by using tlio English
Lawn Fertilizer. For sale by
Kendall & Whitney.
Ajiril M, 1881.
apl5-3t
A fine still

at 2

Antnfehi,

Easter

Union sendee with the First Parish Sunday School
at
3. p. m.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 143 Free
St. Elder Frauk Burr pastor. Seryices at 1 OVa

Coe.

exchange.

Chapel.—Sunday School

.,

Chant—Olirisfc oiir Pa&over,

7%.
arc welcome.
Congress ST. M. E. ChurcH-ftev. A. S. Ladd,
pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. by
the pastor. Sunday school at
1% p. m. Social
meetings at 0 and 7%.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F
Wetherbee, pastor. Sunday School at 10.30 a. ra.
Preaching at 2.30 and tt.30 p. m. General prayer
meeting immediately following evening preaching.
Free Street B iptist Church—Rev. Jas. MeWhinuie pastor. PreachiDg at 10% a. m
Sunday school at 12 m. Evening service at 7.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., opposite
Lincoln Park.—Rev. T. D> Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sunday School at 1.45 p. m.
Preaching at 3.
Prayer Meetiug at 7 p. m. Prayer meetings
and
m.
at
7.30
Tuesday
Friday
p.
First Farisii Church.—(Unitarian), No.
2—
Congress St. Morning service at 10% a. m.
Vespers at 7% p. m. The usual Easter services will
be held morning and evening.
First Lutheran CnuRCH, (Scandinavian,) Elm
St.—Rev K. G. Faegre. pastor. Regular services
at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath school commences at 12.15.
High St. Church.—Rev. W. II. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at
12 m. Easter Sunday School concert at 7 p. in.
India St. Universalist Church.-No service.
The Sunday school will be held in Reception Room,
City Hall, until further notice at 3 p. m.
Knightville hf. E. Church. No moruiug service. Sunday school at 1% p. m.; preaching at 2%
p. m.; praise meeting at 7 p. m.; social meeting at
7% p. m.; Tuesday evening at 7%; class meeting
Friday evening at 7%.
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Divine Sendees at 10%
a. in.
Easter Sermon by the pastor on “Immortality.” Sunday scool at 12 m. Communion service
at 3 p. m. A special Easter ottering will betaken
up at tlie morning services.
North Congregational Ciiukcu, Cape Elizabeth, Rev. E. A. Harlow, pastor. Preaohiug at 2 p.
m.
Sabbath school immediately after tlie preaching service. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
Park Street Church.—Rev. W. R. Alger Pastor.
Preaching by the pastor at 10.30 a. m and 7
p. m.
Sunday school at 12 m.
Peoples’ Spiritual Meeting, Army and Navy
Hall, Corner Brown and Congress Streets.—
Speaking at 2.30 and 7.30 pan. by J. Wm. Fletcher of Boston.
Subjects, afternoon: The Resurrection. Evening: Is Witchcraft and Spiritualism the
same thing.
Questions answered and tests given
after each lecture.
Plymouth Church.—Pleaching at 10% a. ra.
and 7 p. m.[by Rev. Jolm H. Windsor of Grafton.
Preble

Tailor

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 18
Exchange
street, at 10 o’clock this morning, a large stock
of new and second hand furniture of
every description, carpets, silver ware, &c. See notice
“ft auction column.
Sii.k Hats $3.00 and

follows, viz:
Organ Voluntary,
as

Mass.

always REDDY’.

Truks, Bags

day

Church of Christ.—Cor.
May and Dauforth Sts
Preaching at 10% a. m. Sunday School at 12 m,
Lord s Supper at 3 p. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 p. m'
Prayer meeting Tuesday and Friday evenings at
AU

F. At Millett.

A Plea for Its Common Observance.

discharged Thursday. Daring his sojourn at the hospital he
gained neatly sixty pounds in flesh.

PAY SON MEMORIAL CHURCH.
Tbe music in tho afternoon will be very fine;

Preaching

palmer & Co.

irham, J. Irish,
flalli• well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston. Chandler & Estop,
liiwbon, C. E. .Judkins.

mitted to the

Bbthbl Church.—Services 10% a. m., 3 and 7Va
p. m.; also Tuesday and Friday evenings at 7%
m.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free,
Reading rooms open to Seamen every
regular.
Chestnut St. M. E. CHurCH, Rev. C. J. Clark,
Preaehing at 10% a. ra., and 3 p. m
unday [school at 1%. Young people’s meeting,
at 0. Prayer meeting at 7.
Christ’s Faith Church, Comer CoV.gVess ami
Chapel Streets.—Rev. Su F.
pastor. Gospel Temperance fcibeting every evening at 7%.
Sunday services—Prayer meeting 9 a. in. Sunda\
School at 10% a. m.
at 3 p. in. Season
of song at 7 p. in.
Prayer and Praise mocting Hi
7% p. m. All are welcome.
p.

food in the jail at Honlton created quite a sensation, and who was adjudged insane and com-

GOOD FRIDAY.

at 7.

Pca'rson,

OamariseeWtA, K. W. Dnnbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
FrypbUPg, H. C. Harmon,

riaro.mer,

Evening meeting

m.

Sastor.

_

**

p.

EASTER MUSIC.

14th.

Horses, two-car loads of them

X adapted to Farm, Kxprcss and general business,
weighing from Ten to Twelve hundred. The other,

heavy Team Horses, weighing from Thirteen u
Fifteen Hundred. Also, another car load of general
Business Horsts to-night.
Shall be away on Saturday, as I have a sale ol
twenty-live horses at Rockland.

Will o-the-Wisp, 12 cards in
C liuamen, 10 cts.
Autumn leaves, .10 Leaves,
Hold anil Oil, 20 cts.
loots. Easter Eggs, 10 cts. 200 sets French and
Also
American cauls, from lc. to 50 cts. per set.
Card Scrap Books,
a (nil line of Card Albums
Ac. Orders by mail solicited.
Wallers,

IltA C.

aprlodlw

STOCKBU1DHE, Music Dealer,
156 Exchange Street,

_Portland,

Me.

NOTICE.

n.nANiD,
apr!5

81 Franklin St.

d3t*

books ol the

Portland Mutual Fishing In
are now open for business,

11HF. insureCompany
all State of
anil
surauce

Maine vessels engaged »u
we
adthe coil aim mackerel fisheries. For particulars
marlbdlm
dress GEO. W. itiCEL Sec’y

The Lilac.
*

playful innocence,

I feel too tire 1 an<l too oltl
Long rambles iu the woods to

take,
To eeek the cowslip's early gold,

And search for violets in the brake;
Nor cau 1. as I used to, bend
My little bed of flowers to tend:
Where grew ray scouted pinks, to-day
The creeping witch-grass lias its way.
But when my door I open wide
To breathe the warm sweet air of spring,
The fragrance comes in tike a tide,
Great purple plumes before me swing;
For looking in, close by the door,
The lilac blossoms as of yore:
The earliest flower my childhood knew
Is to the gray worn woman true!
Dear common tree that needs no care,
Whose root in any soil will live,
How many a dreary spot grows fair
With the spring charm thy clusters give!
The narrow court-yard iu the town
Known thy sweet fragrance, and the brown
Low hill able farm-house hides its eaves
Beneath the gray-green of thy leaves.

here for Wharton!”
“What did he say?” inquired

“Change

the

confusion incidental to the arrival of the
express speedily aroused me.
Earing delivered up my ticket, I gathered
together my few effects, consisting of a peculiarly natty portmanteau and a newspa
per, and made my way out of the station.
“IIow d’ye do? How d’ye do? Glad to
see yon, old fellow!” cried a hearty voice.
•Must in time, you see—here’s the trap!”
Releasing myself from the somewhat unceremonious grasp of my friend, and warmly returning his greeting, I mounted with

misgivings the lofty “trap,” and we
home, though.
No; I was only a wanderer—a cosmopolitan. My home was anywhere—the best ho-

some

started for home—not my

istering spirits
landladies; and

mv

domestic in in-

chambermaids and

were

the form of

always a bluff,

hearty fellow, lacking

doubtless much of the polish of polite life,
but also hhppily destitute of artifices or inNo truer-souled friend ever
sincerity.
breathed than Harry Jenkins, bushy-whiskered, black-eyed radical as he was, and his
welcome, I knew, was a sincere one.
We arrived at the Wren’s Nest, as Jenkins had dubbed his pretty villa, and very

cheering

indeed was the sight of the open
hall door and the bright lights shining down
the avenue.
Speedily 1 found myself in a room the like
of which had not greeted my eyes for many
a long day—in which
the first impression

brightness and warmth and rosy coloring, and, best of all, meet mistress of such a
scene, a fair English girl put her white
hand into mine with a welcome less noisy
was

but not less cordial than her husband’s. Harry then showed me my room, where a bright
fire was burning, and left me to rub off some
of the signs of my long journey.
I produced the key of my portmanteau,
and, unlocking the article, beheid that which
caused me to si art hack in amazement. Had
some sorcerer been at work?
All my neat

travelling arrangements

upset, my
shirts and collars were soiled by evident
marks of wear, and my dressing-case was

represented by

a

wlifcii

were

large black pocket-book,

assuretlly had not n-eighed down the
of any garments of mine.
“What's the matter, old fellow?” inquired
Harry, putting his head in at the door.
“Didn’t I hear you call out?”
“Oh, I say, here’s a position to be in!”
"Anything wrong with your collars?” he
asked, looking dubiously over my shoulder

jiockets

My collars”1 Ghngerfy Ylifted one,and be-

held before me, marked neatly on the back,
the name “George Pot'er.”
“Harry,” I said, turning solemnly to my
astonished host, “you see in me a luckless
fellow—a man who has robbed his fellow
creature of perhaps his little all, and is
therefore doomed to imprisonment!’-'
“I don’t understand it at all! Haven’t you
taken some one else’s portmanteau in mistake? Then of course lie’s got yours, and,
from appearances, he has made a good thing
by the exchange, I should say!”
“Happy thought!” I cried. “My conscience is cleared.
Lend me a collar, my dear
Jenkins. I am no longer the miscreant I

thought myself.”
Speedily finishing my toilet, we descended
to the pretty parlor, and I then related the
history of my misfortunes to the sympathetic peariv, pink and white ears of Mrs. Harry“Dear me—how tiresome, to be sure!
Can’t you recollect who in the carriage had
a portmanteau like yours?”
“There were four passengers in the carriage when I started, but I was awake when

they got out, and should therefore have seen
them if they had taken my property. Then
there was a stout gentleman got out at—

somewhere.”
“Where?”
“Change here for Wharton,” I muttered,

Harrf

doubting

gave

a

startled look,

as

agreed.
During the discussion of that very substantial meal we again retraced my
journey, arriving at the conclusion that it must have
man

who took

my portman-

teau.
“I'll make every inquiry as to what station on the line one has to change for Whar-

ton,” remarked Harry—“which place, by

the way, I have never heard of.”
When I retired for the night, my first proceeding was to examine the portmanteau,
with a view to discover its
owner; hut in
this 1 was rii&annnintori
Tt. woo eninl- art/1
span new, and nail for nail like mine; so I
shut and locked it in disgust, and it
appeared to me afterward in the form of a

nightmare.
«

«

*

*

property
exchange. Wren’s Nest, Renn.”
For many days this advertisement appeared in the Times, but it elicited no answer. Other boxes of mine were sent to
me,
so that I no longer needed to
trespass on my
host's wardrobe; and. save for the loss of
the dressing-case. I was not much the
poorer for the vexatious
occurrence, which might
have been so serious to both parties.
Moreover, all our inquiries did not help
us to discover where Wharton
might be, n»r
did any advertisement relating to George
Potter’s loss appear. In fact, had it not
been for the strange portmanteau
staring
me in the face whenever I entered
my room,
I should have been disposed to
regard the
whole affair in the light of a dream.
“Have you ever examined the contents of
the portmanteau, Mr. Thornton?”
inquired
Mrs. Jenkins one day. “I mean,
perhaps
you might find some clue to its owner by a
letter or paper of some sort.”
“Yes,’ I replied; “but there is nothing
there but clothes and an old black pocket-

fancy.”

in

cipher* which

Edgar Allen Poe, I

Soon afterward I took leave of
my friends,
and again my Arab instincts called me
so
that
the
abroad,
next snmrner found me
in New
Brunswick, just beginning to
awake to sunshine after its long winter. I
was staying at a small frame inn in the

•

neighborhood of Fredericton, the establishment being named, with
truly American
bombast, “The Universe Hotel,” albeit it
comprised only five bedrooms and a coffeeroom.

My

for locating myself here was
the old story—an affaire de cceur.
I was mightily ashamed of
myself. Even
reasons

now. upon looking
back, I can recall the
half indignation, mingled with utter
surprse
with which I first became aware of the fact
that I was in love.
Without a doubt it was somewhat humiliating. I had passed scathless amid the
dark-eyed women of Italy aud Spain, escaped without a heart-throb from the maidens of Denmark,
and now I was
caught,
liound heart and soul^hand and foot,
witchery of a daughter of the Isle of Prince

by'the

Edward.

Ia>t me

caP-

try to paint her—my Bell—if I
Petite, compact, like a rosebud, with
hair, and eyes brilliant and lov-

soft brown

ing—-perfect eyes,

brown

as

hand had become
Dr. K eune-

she turn to

Your

druggist

ap7TliS&T&wl ml 4

has it.

Wei De

Meyer’s

the shadow on
truth

the deepest tarn in
Norway, with
beaming in every winsome glance;

such

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

V^tJRE. One package is generally sufficient. A
real cure of Catarrh for $2.00. Six packages §5.
—

r—■'

jm.'W nj-v

E. O.

J

JORDAN,
ENGINEER

CIVIL

SURVEYOR,
184 Middle Street.

The following are members of the Cumberland
Bar Association:
C. ANDREWS,

R.

AW.

SCHNAPPS.
As

general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
a

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years dnration in every
section of our country of Udoipho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

COKTISUED.

Wit and Wisdom.
Everything lias to pay

up sometimes; eventhe little chickens have to shell out.—Steubenville Herald.
“Go to the aunt, thou sluggard,” don’t seem
to be heeded in any way by the sluggard, who
generally goes to His undo.—Boston Times.

COUNSELLOR AT

BBION

1

COUNSELLOR

18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

dlj

1880 MIME STATE FAIR 1880

The maple tree is au emblem of Christian
forbearance. The more it is bored, the more
sweetness it exudes.—Boston Transcript.

C

COUNSELLOR AT

478 1-3

COUNSELLOR

bssu, of stock.

TEARS.

Mile.

Lightest bonded standard gauge railroad in
America, traversing the most fertile section of Illinois, and having grain stock, lumber and coal traffic.
Length of first division 100 miles. Total issue of
bonds, $800,000. Now constructed, 52 miles.
The

478 1-3

figure.

1 would also call

competition.

Remember that for grown people cloudy and even
stormy weather is equally favorable and in many
cases preferable to sunshine.
Small children
Bhould be brought in early on bright sunny
days.
Appointments maybe made by Mail orTelephone.

CO.,

Boston.

COUNSELLOR At

CLARENCE HALF.
COUNSELLOR

II

Specialty,

Haakon
I

b. holden,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

399V4 Congress Street.

SETH L. LARRABEE,

L

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
100 Exchange Street.

COUSELLOR AT

apldGin

For Ten Dollars: Five lines inserted one week in Three Hundred

or

COUNSELLOR

HAVE

light

Scarboro.

to be given out, to bo made at
Work called for and deliv-

aprl5d3t

apl4

Post Oflicc
P.

SITUATION,
Grocery business—Wholesale
6
dress F. E.
St.

MATTOCKS,

COUNSELLOR AT

TRIPP,

LAW,

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY,

JAMES O’DONNELL,

0
I

HENRY C. PEABODY,

COUNSELLOR

COUNSELLORS

R

EMERY S.

aprl4dlw*

tate,

for custom work, to go to Auburn,
Apply at
ALLEN & CO.’S, 220 Middle St.

Me.

AT

AT

LAW.
100

AT

A. S.

FRANK W. ROBINSON,

R

COUNSELLOR

AT

Exchange Street'

AT

31Vi Exchange St

aprlC

THOMAS & BIRD,

I

COUNSELLORS AT

LAW,
38

Exchange St

BYRON D. VERRILL,

1/I

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

191

Middle St.

on

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

eod2w

To Let.
BRICK HOUSE containing

\
cV

ranged for

two

families,

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

13 rooms.
Arwith gas. Sebago

rod water closets, and furnace in cellar in prime
« ►rder.
Apply to W. W. CARR, 197 Newbury St.
dtf
aprl5

SPRING ARRANGEMENT

TWO
FRANK S. WATERHOUSE,

W

93 Exchange St

MUSIC

E.

IX and % Octave.
This Piano is not new, but
has been carefully kept, aud is suitable for a
Terms low.
Apply at 9(> Park Street,
1 ►etween 2 and 4 P. M.
apr!4dtf

S'"*

TEACHERS.

PENNELL,

VOICE,

SINGING IN

Tenor

receive

a limited
or

To be Let.

Music

On and after Oct. 1, 1880, the
•remises now occupied by F. O.
Bailey dc Co., No.’s 35 dc 37 Exchange St.
Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
No. 37 Exchange St.

Store.

ALL BRANCHES.

27dtf-

Soloist, 67 Gray Street.

Three First-class Houses to

number of advanced piano

England Organ Co.,
Street Block. Portland. Maine.
dtf

N. Y.

«p4

all should

CORNER
——

1

■■

Plummer will settle the business of the late firm'
and continue a Cash Grain, Produce and Grocery
business at the old stand corner of Portland and
Green Streets.

aplSdlw*

ness.

“FOR ORGANISTS.”

Harvard University
Cambridge,

Mass.

ORGAN GERM. ($2.60.) By F. L. Davenport.
ORGAN SELECTIONS. ($1.50.) By PeVebs.
BATISTE’S
ORGAN
VOLUNTA-

in person promptly attended to.

Particular attention paid to Book and

RIES.

LAST

M. J. O’CONNELL,
P. F BRADLEY.

rHE

STEPHEN

aprlCd3t*

$ookf Job

mid

BERRY,

((aid Wliniclj

CORPOSITIONS

EXERCISE AM)

($2.60.)

WE will pay the above reward for
Uver Com plaint, Dyspepsia, Sick

any

of
Jndi-

ease

Headache,

Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure
gestion^
with West's

Vegetable Uver Pills, when the Districtly complied with. They are
purely Vegetable, and never fail to give satisfaction.
Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing 30
pills, 25 cents. For sale by all druggists. Beware
of
rections

are

imitations. The genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO., “The Pill
181
&
183
W. Madison St., Chicago
Makers,"
Free trial package sent by mail prepaid on
receipt
of a 3 cent storm.
tonddoow&weowlv
counterfeits and

IMPORTED

WINES &
of nil

LIQUORS

kindM, in the
ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
—FOR SALE

R. STANLEY &

BY —

SON, Importers,

1M FORE ST., PORTLAND ME.
dec31
dtf

Rillee Taylor, price reduced to 50 cents.
Olivette, price reduced to 60 cents.

I

JOHNSON’S NEW METHOD FOR HARMONY.
($1.00.) By A. N. Johnson. “The best book in
the world” (for its object), was the commendation
liestowed by an enthusiastic pupil on a former book
by the same author. However that may be, this
is bis newest treatise, and can
hardly be excelled
for plaincss of explanation, ease and
thoroughness.
It does not attempt
Counterpoint, or any of the
higher problems of composition; but confines itself
to those things that every
organist, every good
| player, and every composes of “the people’s music
| ought to know.

\I

OLIVER DIT80N 4(0., Homou.
aPr7
Th.S&T

My Annual Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seed for 188 f, rich in engravings from
photographs of tile originals, will be sent FREE
to all who apply. 1 offer one of the largest codec,
lions of vegetable seed ever sent out by any seed
House in America, a large portion of which were
grown on my five seed farms. Full directions for
cultivation on each package. A11 seed warranted
to be freehand true to name; so far, that should it
prove otherwise, I will refill the order gratis.
The original introducer of the Hubbard
Squash,

l’hinney’s Melon, Marblehead Cabbages, Mexican
Com, and scores of other vegetables, 1 invite the
patronage of all who are anxious to have their
seed directly from the grower, fresh, true, and of
the very best strain.
MEW VEGETABLES A

SPECIALTY.
JAMES J. H. GREGORY, Marblehead, Mass.
mar24
eod&w4wl2

on©

oa n

say

too

J. H. GAPBERT,

All kinds of sheet iron and liu work made to
>rder.
Persons troubled with ice and snow gathering on
he eayes of buildings can have them lined up water
ight at short notice and at reasonable prices by
applying to me.
Tin roofing a specialty. Agent for Austin’s PatA full assort>nt Expanding Water Conductors.
nent constantly on hand.

Nos. 29, 31 and 33 Union Sti?et,

PORTLAND, ME.
eod3m*
*

JOST * MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
14 Hint kct Square, Portland.
Prlco reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

je2

<lly

Portland.

PROPRIETOR,
d&wtf

scpl7

ialvanized Iron Gutter Si Cornice Manuf’r.

jaulH

SALESROOMS,

201 Middle Street,

w. h. scon,

vary.

No

Exercise.—It is the most perftct exercise for
man or woman, furnishing the best form of
physical culture and development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
cheaper than the saddle; less laborious than boating
and infinitely better than drugs in a majority of
chronic diseases.
It rounds and hardens the muscles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

No. 37 Plum Street.

ORGANIST’S RELIANCE. (10 Nos. each
$1.25. Complete $G.) By Eugene Thayer.
ZUNDEL'S ORIGINAL ORGAN CORPOSITIONS. ($1.25.)
Iu these six well-made books will be found a
very large number of voluntaries, some classical,
some new and light, but all good.
Organists will be
glad to use the longer ones intact, and to adopt
the shorter compositions a. themes from which to

$500 Reward !

in company.

equal.

($2.50.)

RATISTE’S

TuThStf

Portland, April 14.1881.

or

it which is unscientific or impracticable.
General.—It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital forces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is easily
maintained. The purchase of a Reactiouarv Lifter
is tno best kina of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.
mind and Brain.—It invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
81eep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most natural and probably the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Nerve*.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
Lungs, Throat and Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration,land brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no

June exaninations for admission to Harvard
College, the Lawrence Scientific School, tho
] aw School, and the Medical School, will hereafter
>e held simultaneously in Cambridge, Exeter, N.
i L, New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago,
,nd San Francisco, on the Thursday, Friday and
iaturday following the last Wednesday in June,
’hey will begin this year on THURSDAY, JUNE
lOt-li, at 8 a. m.
Candidates may present themselves upon a part
< f the examinations.
For recent examination papers and further ini ormation address the Registrar, Harvard Col,ege, Cambridge, Mass.
eod2m
mar3

'

heretofore existing between
under the firm name of
O’CONNELL & BRADLEY,
is this day dissolved by mutual consent, Bradley re-

tiring

man or woman

alone

DR. R. T. WILDE,
The Natural IVIaguctic Phjsicinu,
Has returned from New York and is at homo
agi in at the
UNITED STATE* HOTEL.
He has met with ftnparalleled success in tho
treatment of Chronic and Nervous diseases of
every
description. Nine-tenths of all the invalids of the
country raa; be either helped or cured, if treated in
harmony with the laws of nature. The Dr. never
treats a disease by name, as if calling a disease by
name and throwing an enchanted
drug at it would
charm it away; but he treats with reference to the
| peculiar organization and pathological condition of
his patient, thus he never make* it niintnke,
nor jeopardizes the lives of bis patients by experi-

|
|

|

BOSTON

FROM
couuectlon with

io

OI^U COLONY
ROAD.

KAMI..

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
lime, l ow
gemi-Weekly Line, <|uick
Kates, Frequent Departures.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
coln B. B and for Farmington, via Brunswick
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mtennaat 7.00 a. m. and 12.40 p. rti.
cr«, Mailing every WEDNESDAY and SATUKFor Bath at 7.00 a. m., and 12.40 and 5.15 p. m. i DAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
For Farmington, Phillips, Mouuiomb,
Philadelphia w ith Clvde Steam Lines to flhurlewD. C«, Ciror#*-Winthiop, Keadlield, Went Wnlervllle,
tost, .N. C.. lVaoiiiBgtOD,
North Anson and Waterville via Lewiston
lotvn. D. €., Alexandria, Yu., and ail Be1
^
at 12.30 p. m.
and Water Lines.
For Waterville via Augusta, 7.00 a. m.
^Through Bates named and Bills of Lading i»c.
The 11.15 p. m. train is the Night Express, with
from any point in New England to Phiiadelphi
Pullman sleeping car attached and runs every
For rates of Freight, and other information, apply to
IJ. D. C. MINK, Agent,
night, Sundays included.
Close connections are made at Bangui, for all
106 Washington Street, Boston, Mass
stations on the Bucksport & Bangor, Bangor & PisW'm. P. Clyde A Co., General Managers.
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave.. Philadelphia.
cataquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine Central B. B. forming with the E. & N, A. & St. John,
feb6
nd Maine Railways,
_

The Provincial & New England All Rail Line
of
offers
the
re-establishment

Boston

by

now

—A_ND—

the Night train between Bangor and St. John,
two trains each way every week day, and one
every Sunday (night,) between Boston, Portland
aud 8t. John, Halifax, and all pares of the
Maritime Provinces; trains leaving Portland at
The latter making con12.40 and 11.15 p. m.
nections with trains for Uonlton, Woodstock,
8t. Stephen, Frcdei teton,
8t* Andrews.
Fort Fairlleld and Caribou.
Limited Tickets for 8t. John and Halifax on sale at red need rates.
Passenger Tralos arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta,Bath,
The day
and Lewiston at 8.35 and 8.40 a. m.
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate and
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
and 12.50 p. m. The afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath, and Lewiston at 5.45 p. m. The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. in. From
St. John and Halifax at 12.50 p. m. aud 1.50
a. m.

FHILAJDCCPUIA
Steamship Line.

Direct

leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday.

Vo

Wharfage.
From
Bowton, 3 p.
Long Wharf,

From

m.

Fine Street
at 10 a. in.
one-half the

Philadelphia,

•

PAY SON TUCKEU, Sup’t
Portland. Doc. 13. 1880.
dtf
decl3

LINE.

DOMINION

Railroad,

Eastern

The steamer* of this Line wilS
run
(luring the winter season*
fortnightly between this por**
Liverpool, and once in six wee.
to Glasgow. The vessels are Clyde built, full powhave
and
ered,
superior accommodation for cabiu
tickets are issued
and steerage passengers.
at reduced rates to those desirous of bringing out
their friends.
Dates of sailing from Portland to Liverpool direct:

FILL and WINTER Schedule.

COMMENCING

~OCT. 17th,

1880.

Prepaid

Brooklyn,.8th April
ONTARIO,.....22d April
Toronto,.6th May
For Glagow,
Quebec. 22d April
RATES

Portland

OF PASSAGE:

Cabin.$50.00 Gold
Cabin, return,.$90.00 Gold
For passage, Ac.. apply to GEO. H. STARR, No.
30 Exchange street, or to DAVID TORltANCE &
CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offices,

Daily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmonth, Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland
at
at
9
m.
(Week
p.
days), and
attached
and will bo
II
p. m. Sundays,
rest
to this train. Passengors have a night’s
m.

a.

Wharf,

rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sontlr
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Fatange Eight Dollar*. Round Trip 915,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
£. H. NAiTIPJHOIY, Agent,
10 Long Wharf, Ron ton
de31tf
insurance

feb7 d?mo

foot of India street.

_

and arrive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning trains South and West.
8.45 a. in. Daily except Sundays. For Boston and
way stations, with parlor car arriving at 1.15 p.m.
1 .O© p. m. Daily except Sundays, for Boston and
way stations, with parlor car, arriving at 6.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Rail connections
South and West.
For Portland, leave fiesioa,

TOURISTS' STEAMBOAT TINE
_

Steamer MINNEHAHA.

and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m.. arriving
a. m.
in Portland at 12.06, 6 and 11 p. m.
in.
train runs daily.
The 7 p.
Through ticket* to all point* Mouth and
at
lowest
rates at Depot Ticket Office, ComWest
mercial street, J. M. French, Ticket Master, aud
Ticket
at the Union
Office, E. A. Waldron, Agt.,
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meat* and
BeHk* «o!d at Depot Ticket Olllce.
7.30

General
D. W.

ocl8

SANBORN,

AND AFTtCR MONDAY, MARCH JMb, Str.
will
lea re
Minnehaha
S
Poriln ml for PraltM, Long
and Chebengne f»lnndN, and llnrp»well,
*inar28dtf
at 2..IO P. n.
ON

*

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Passenger and Ticket Agent.

Master

Transportation.

.■'A..

HTEANH1IIF LINE,

dtf

CTass

FirM

.JOHN HOPE

On and after

■■fctCSiand,
To Auburn
and 5.15 p.

and

Monday,

Oct.

WM.

18tli,

passenger trains will leave Por- !
as follows:
7.IO

Lewiston,

a.

in.,

14.35

|

m.

To Montreal and Quebec, 1.30p. in.
To Lewiston Junction, mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, 8.15 n. in.,
1.30 and 5.15 p. m.

Sunnahi^.

WM. CRANE,
D. H. MILLER.

■*" >

Frsn> Rmiu dirrcl tTtrr WKDNEMDAV
null MATFRDAY ul U P. M.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake ar*
through rates* given. Freight forwarded to
burg, Richmond and all Points South and »outh
C. P uaither.
west via Va. and Tenn. Air Line.
all
Agent,240 Washington street, Boston Mf«*. To via
and
of
North
and
Carolina
South
beyond
points
Line
***
Atlantic Coast Line, and via Seaboard Air
AtRaleigh, Charlotta, Spartansburg,
A.
Waldo
lauta, the Carolinas and Georgia Poin».
Pearce, Agent, No. 22U Washington Street, Boston,
Mass. And to all points in the West by Baltimore Si
Ohio R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent. 219 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

*-

Pe*-^

Green'JJi®»

ARRIVAL*.
Gorham, So. Paris, & Norway, 8.30 n. iu.
and 14.30 p. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, 8.30 a. in.,
3.15 p. m., 0.00 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal & Quebec, 14.30 p.m.
From Lewimton Junction, mixed, 0.30 a. m.
From

passenger"

S,
LAWRENCE,

agent*.
PiiMo^r to Norfolk and Baltimore including
3». 2d Class, £7.
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore, Washing! on. or other intormatlon apply to
F. SAMPSON, Agent, Central Wbar,. Boston.

offices

uoJMtf

74 EXCHANGE STREET

______

BOSTON

Tickets Sold at Rednccd Rates I
To

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, ITSilv. anker*
Cincinnati, Ml, Louis. Omaha, Saginaw, Mt. Paul, Matt Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points in the

Steamers.

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Sup* r in ter. dent,
ocl8dtf

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
_On and after Monday, Oct. IS.
Passenger Trains will leave
e^-^lSPorilaad at 7.30 n. in., and
—1.33 p. in., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15 a.
Portland
at
at
1.10
arriving
m.,
p. m. and d.JO p.

John
The *avonte Steamers Forest City and
Brooks will alternately lesve FRANKLIN WHARF
7
at
and
INDIA
WHARF, Boston,
Portland,
o’clock p.m. daily, (Sundays excepted).
that
sethis
line
are
reminded
Passengers by
they
avoid the expense
I cure a comfortable night’s rest and
! and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
53B** Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail anu Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
»* h I Agent*
4. «. COVLK, Jr., i*
dtr
dprh

PApilan/1

m.

much in praise of it, and no one can Afford to do
without it. All who investigate tlior aghly, use it,
and consider it invaiuable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for

THEthepartnership
undersigned,

Specialty.

tnc

in every walk of life.
It furnishes an'exercise which
may, and should be intro-

DISSOLUTION.

Exchange,

use

Miiarj Hi 1
every

LINES

STEAMSHIP

12.30 and
For Aubnru and Lewiston.
5.05 p. m. and for Lewiston via Brunswick,
at 7.00 a. in. and 11.15 p. m.
For Bangor, Dexter, Waterville, Belfast
Ar 8ko«> began at 12.30,12.40, anil 11.15 p. in.
For Angu»tu, Ilallowell, C.ardiner, and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. in. 12.40, 5.1o, and
11.15 p. in.
For Kocklaiid and all stations on Knox & Linat

DEPOT AT FOOT OF lAOIA ST.

duced into every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages or degrees of strengtl or weak-

dtf

of PLUMMER &

England

Portland

leave

Trains

Clinton, Ayer June., Fitchburg.
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Eppiujc at 7.30 n. m. and 1.25 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.33 p.m.

ments. His uniform success for the last seven years
in Portland has demonstrated that this is tho correct method of treatment.
If you are physically or
mentally sick, go and see the Doctor, and you will
never regret it.
Continuation Free.
Oct well aud you will be happy.
mar 9
d3m

—FOR

Manliiflfi

—

JIT.
HRIDUE nuil

ROCKLAND,

ui«
imuicu,
erboro and Maco River.7.40 a. m.. 1.45
p. mi, and (mixed) at 0.45 p. in.
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.Oo
a. m., and 3.55 p. m.;
at Portland
9.35 a. m., 1.10 p. m. ami 6.10 p. in.
iub

r*i

Pavi(rAi*

STEAMBOAT CO.

For

Store To Let.
Franklin and Congress Sts. The best lol
cation in the city for Grocery and Provision
i ►usiness. Apply at GEO. C. FRYE’S. mar30dtf

143 Pearl Street.

April 1.4, 1881.

WEEK.

REASONS WHY

JOHN C. COBB,
31% Exchange St.

apr9dtf

n. uujluuiui,

McINTIRE
THEU co-partnership
this day dissolved by mutual consent, J. M

dtf

Stevens*

BUSINESS CARDS.

Co-partnership Notice.

St.

on

Farm for sale in Gorham.
Farm for sale in Windham.
Farm to rent in Windham.
Inquire of

Given to private pupils by tlie subscriber.

10

Spruce

Frst-class residence for sale

One

Morrill’s

Plains, Deering.

address, The

jan24

rent at

Corner, Deering.

Instruction in English and Classical Stndies.

«i.

TRIPS*"PEK

On and after Tuesday, Mar. 1st
the steamers Falmouth, Capt. D
S. Hall, and City of Port land
Capt. S. H. Pike, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street .every Monday
and Thursday, at 6
and
p. m., for Eastport
St. John, with connections for Calais, Kobbinston,
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pictou, Shediae, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any in(^•Freight
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circnlazs, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and farther information apply at
T. C. HERCompany’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
feb28dtf
S$Y, President, and Manager.

\ ►eginner.

__

CLYDE’S
Philadelphia & Mew

10th, 1880,

Dee.

H. P. BALDWIN.
Agent C. R. K. of N. J.

STEAMERS.

oc20tf

18. 1380

after

Gen. Pass.

—iND—

Piano To Rent.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

mh20i!tf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

Cabin and Steerage Tickets by the
Gunned, Allan, laninu, White Mtnr and
Anchor Liar, of European Nienmer*
sailing jweekly' from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address
T. P. McGOWAN, Bookseller,
<,.>•» ratlGBEss MTKKET.
n
dt

Will rent low to good families.
W. H. WALDRON,
180 Middle Street.

GAGE &

T

Let.
tenements

and

Passenger

European Ticket Office.

the best part of Emery street.

STROUT.
SSTKOUT,COUNSELLORS
LAW,

Street.

STEAMERS.

LET.

Two convenient

LAW,

34

172 Middle

FERNALD’S,

RIDLON,

To

Ex-

A

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

51 Vi Exchange St

on

2 story and half house, with ell and stable,
all in good repair, situated iu a good location,
in west part of the city; will be sold low if applied
for soon.
Apply to
L. M. WEBB,
88 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
apl3dlw

237 Middle St.

TO

chambers

A RARE BARGAIN.

CUSTOM COAT MAKERS, at

apl2dlw

LAW,
93 Exchange St.

offered.

now

J. D. & F. FESSENDEN,

WANTED INVtnEDIATELY.

2

COUNSELLOR

opportunity is

nov2y d6m

Able Instructors in Charge.
For terms apply to
F. A. JOHNSON, Propr.
marl2dtf
65 Exchange Street.

Exchange St.

On

n'aaliiiiglon Street, BonIoii.

leave

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

4

AU JUU1*

ff/'k YOUNG Ladies and Gentlemen, to learn
LPVJ the Profession.
Extensive arrangements
Arc luting made for a School which will
connect
with many Private Dwellings aud Offlcea about ib©
-ity, giving actual Line communication.

Exchange Street.

a rare

Store No. 61 Exchange St.,
change St. and on Middle St.

College of Telegraphy.

LAW,

Portland Oct.

Traias Leave

E NOTICE.

Deering. High, State, Mellen, Sherman, Grant,
Portland, West and Vaughn streets.
To those wishing to build or to invest in real es-

man

apr7dtf

DYER,

THOMAS B. REED,

good

A
Exchange St.

LAW,
119Vi Exchange St

100

B

Ad-

PRESSMAN WANTED.

AT

COUNSELLOR

RKAY

Chapel

Retail.

Wanted at the

0

&

Exchange St.

or

Bucktield,

on

WE

Wanted.
by a man well acquainted with the

Building.

and

Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston, 1.57 p. ni.
Stage connections for West Stunner, Dlx field,
Byron, Bangley Lakes, Ac.
I. WASHBURN, ,1r.. President.

N.GARDINER,

offer for sale in large or small lots, all our
property in Deering, the same being a part
of the farm of the late James Deering.
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
vicinity of Portland, and will be sold very law.
Plans and description of the premises can be seen
at our office.
Also, building lots on Munjoy Hill, Congress,

d3t

LAW,

AT

particulars call

REAL ESI

WILBUR F. LUNT,

ATTORNEY

1119

m.

Estate Agent, Centennial Block, 93
mar 11 dtiw*
Exchange Street.

Beal

WEST

LAW,
51 Vi Exchange Street.

For

N.

Knitting Co., 167 South Street,

Board Wanted ITp Town.
of High Street, board for lady and son;
private family preferred. References furnished if desired. Address*, P. O. Box 1517.

AT

COPARTNERSHIP.

MARKS,

Pamphlet Printing.
I*10

AT

Newspapers.

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
by mail

ered free. Globe
Boston, Mass.

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,

No. 5 Free
mar30

Book, Card, and Job Piter,
Orders

GIRLS,
steady work

4

FOR SALE-REAL ESTATE.
in hand good, desirable properties—New
Houses and House Lots in the City, Houses
and Lots in Deering and vicinity, Farm Property in
the vicinity of Portland, iu Deering, Westbrook.
Gorham, Falmouth, Yarmouth, Cape Elizabeth and

dlw

Wanted.
good wages, pay weekly,

ft F*

Uw,
17G Middle, Cor. Fju.nange Streets.

I
L

PLEASANTLY

home, in this vicinity.

COUNSELLORS

New

For Ten Cents: One hundred page
pamphlet with Lists of Newspapers and Advertising Bates

MAINE COALINE COMPANY,
Proprietors, Portland.
II. ll.^HICKEIt & Co., Selling Agt’s. for the State.
*»8 Fare Street, Portland, Me.
jan22
eo,13m

n

Exchange Street.

LOCKE & LOCKE,

pupils. Call

Newspaper Advertising Bureau.

AN® UNIVERSAL ULEANSER.
While
all
the
good qualities
of other possessing
Washing
Preparations, which in
time invariably eat the clothes,
it is
perfectly
harmless to the most delicate fabric.
For Housecleaning purposes it far surpasses every other preparation. it removes Grease-spots,
Pitch, Tar or
Dirt of any kind, from Cloths, Carpets, Furniture
etc., with wonderful ease. Try it.
r Beware of buying a spurious article.
Edward
Batson, the only traveling Agent lor Portland.

Fine Job Printing

LAW,

34

I
L

situated in the town of North
Yarmouth, on the road leading from Yarmouth Village to New Gloucester and Lewiston,
containing aoout 70 acres, suitably divided into
mowing, tillage, pasturing and wood, with good
farm buildings thereon, in good repair, cut last
year 20 tons hay: this farm is only 12 miles from
Portland, and 1% miles from Yarmouth Village,
with excellent church and school privileges, only 1
mile from Grand Trunk and Maine Central Station.
For further particuThis property must be sold.
lars, inquire on the premises of
ELIJAH ROSS.
apl4tf

BENNETT,
Bridgton, Mo.

apl5

Mr. Otto Pfefferkorn

ROWELL
&CO.

THE UNEQUALLED WASHING PREPARATION

.'inters’

LAW,
Middle Street.

AT

J. LYNCH,

J.

|L

will

COALINE.

Dl

J. A

COUNSELLOR

JORDAN,

Farm For Sale.

it once to

P. J. LARRABEE,

CEO P.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WM. M.

In a country store, centrally located in
rapidly growing village. Business established fifteen years, now doing a
targe business which can be greatly increased, carrying a general stock of Dry
Hoods, Woolens and Small Wares, Groceries, Corn and Flour, Crockery Ware,
Boots and Shoes, Wall Paper, Carpeting,
&c., &c. Stock in good condition. Party must come well recommended and
with $3,000 to $4,000 capital. Apply

FOR RENT.

236 Commercial Street,
Brown’s WBarl,
Orders received by telephone.

W. M.

No. 139 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
febl7
eo<12m

i

Exchange Street.

93

PA.

Lowest Market

at

WANTED.

PARTNER

LAW,

AT

Stockbridge’s

COAL.

ton, 13%
Portland, Vs
pot at South Windham, consisting of a good 2%
story honse, ell and woodshed, carriage house, stable 38x43, clapboarded and painted—all in good repair. Also about 15 acres of excellent tillage land.
Good orchard; excellent neighborhood, church,
schoolhouse and grocery store near by. A very
pleasant home for a small amount of money.
For further information address

TS&Tu

apl4

KH. KOTZ8CHMAR,
PIANO, OttGAN AND HARMONY,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

a

Street.

LAW,
Middle Street.

at WINDHAM

on

W. 3. HOLLAND,
Springfield, Mass.

AW.

Exchange

KIILI., HIE.,
Che old stage road from Portland to BridgSITUATED
3
miles from demiles from

199

CONANT.
febl9dtf

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

The Residence of the late
Jason Webb.

to 40 years of age
rV who understands the assistant plan of canrassing, or is willing to learn it, to take charge
>f Maine and manage the sale of my medical book.
will pay from $1,000 to $2,000 a year to a man
Give ago,
xho can suit me after a short trial.
experience in business and send this.

M. P. FRANK,

Respectfully,

TuTh&Stf

Domestic Coals
Prices.

AT I

42l/2

II

ESTATE.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.

MAN of ability from 25

<A

LAW.

special attention to my Solar

Enlargements on Albumen Paper, which I make
irom Life, for the small sum of
$10.00{eacli. Unlike the Putty effects above! referred to, these Photos are perfect likenesses, rich in
detail, and are
fine illustrations of Art as found in Photography,
and in their production 1 challenge any attempt at

Favorable arrangements have been made with the
Chicago and Eastern Illinois Railroad for the use of
their terminal facilities at Danville and direot passenger and freight traffic to Chicago.
Prospectuses, Maps and Subscription Books now
ready, and Bonds at par and interest, WITH A
BONUS OF FIFTY PER CENT. STOCK, for
sale by

marlO

Congress Street

Size. $25.00.
All enlargements made by the Platinotype pro
cess and warranted absolutely permanent.
The
finishing will be done by one of Boston’s celebrated
artists, who has devoted a lifetime to his chosen
profession and allows no work to leave his studio
which is not perfect.
These prices are but little moro than half what I
have been charging for the same, hut I have perfected arrangements whereby I can do the work at
above rates for a few weeks, and I have resolvod to
give my patrons the benefit, and at the same time
introduce a series of Crayons of a high order. The
tendency of many of our citizens to waste their
funds for Worthless Mechanical Productions
by
Amateurs, specimens of which may be seen on
every hand, is the principal incentive which induces me to place Legitimate Work at so low a

First Mortgage Bonds,

43 itlilk street,

Street.

JgspwMjggi(ion>
For Canton

ACEKCV,

NKW KNUI.AND

w

REAL

—

Exchange

AT

COUNSELLOR

f:

nov2eod&weowly 45

DrntfgiRtM.

WANTED.

H. FOGG,

J.

MARTIN,
nil

by

WANTS.

172 Middle Street.
r
I

(Signed)

Street.

AT LAW,
31V2 Exchange Street

31 Vi

Special Notice:—For a short time only, I have
decided to offer an entire now Code of Prices for all
sizes of Photographic work. Cards, per doz. $3.00
Regular Cabinets per doz., $6.00.
Larger Sizes
correspondingly low. 10x12 Ink Photos., $6.00 to
$8.00—former prices $8.00 to $10.00. This style
of work is adapted more especially to the
enlargement of old pictures, in which it is only
necessary
that the original be a good likeness in order to insure a tirst-class result, with drapery,
arrangement
of hair, Ac., modernized to suit the taste.
Crayon Portraits, Vt Life Size, $15.00: Life

and Ohio River Railroad

THE CORBIN BANKING

LAWRENCE &

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

I

respectfully,
\\T

COUNSELLOR

93

r

rendering them liable to pay special tax as liquor dealers.
Yours
GREEN R. RAUM, Commissioner.
/'I A TTm T/
DON’T BE DECEIVED by unprincipled dealers who try to palm off upon
U JL Av/ll ""you common Rock and Rye in place of our TOLbrROCk and RYE, as
lurs is the only MED1CATEL
'reparation, the GENUINE has the name of LAWRENCE & MARTIN on
he Government Revenue Stam on each bottle. Put up in Quart size Bottles for General and Family use.
(old by Druggists, Grocers and eneral Dealers everywhere. If not found at your Druggist’s or Grocer’s
re wih send a bottle prepaid to tue nearest express office to you.
Price $1.00 or six bottles for $5.00.
•ergons without

COBB,

DRUMMOND & DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

0

For Portland, leave Canton 4.20
liM-fao.iMsSieTiand 9.30 a. m.; Bucktield, 5.15 and

!

LAW,

93Excbango
C.

CURE

for

Mold in Portland

85

“Trotball, do you know I suspect my wife of
CollSDirinu with them Nihilists?’-’ "You don’t
tell mo, Mr. Hinderbum! Why, how did
you
iiud it out?” “Find it out? “Doesn't she
me
the
give
ovcrlastingest blowing up every
time I’m two minutes late? Do I look like a
despot?”—Louisville Courier Journal.

per

LAW,
30 Exchange Street

W. COOMBS,

CARDON

M

Teacher—“What does it mean to say that a
person takes the palm?” Boy—“It means that
he takes the cake.”—Cincinnati
Saturday
Nignt.

Only $8000

CLEAVES,
AT

COUNELLORS

MC.

ALL PREMIUMS AWABDED TO

The Palate ie Gratified
and the system fortified by the benign vitalizer
and remedy for marasmus, malaria, dyspepsia,
liver complaint, anemia, hysteria, etc., the
Liebig Co.’s Coca Beef Tonic.

30

Exchange Street
<

I
L

do he’d never riled her up, you bet.”

CENT.

LAW,

NATHAN & HENIIY B.

mal, merely shrngged his shoulders aud said,
“Ef that panther hed knowed her as well as I

a

AT

SURE

Extract from Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue!
Treasury Department, Ofeice oe Internal Revenue, )
Washington, D. C.. January 2G, 1880.)
Messrs. LAWRENCE & MARTIN, 111 Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: This compound, in the opinion of this office, would have a sufficient quantity of the
IALSAM of TOLU to give it all the advantages ascribed to this article in pectoral complaints, while the
rhisky and the syrup constitute an emulsion rendering it an agreeable remedy to the patient. Compound< d
according to the formula, it may properly be classed as a medicinal preparation under the proy isions of U. S. Revised Statutes, and when so stamped, may be sold by
Druggists, Apothecaries and other

199

A citizen of New Mexico being informed that
in his absence a panther had attacked his wife,
and that she had beaten off and killed the ani-

With

Exchange St.

BRADBURY,

34

L

Premature Loss of the Hair
use of Burnett’s Cocoaine.
The superiority of BURNETT’S FLAVORING EXTRACTS consist) in their perfect
purity and strength.

PER

LAW,
48

I

May be entirely prevented by the

7

LAW,
188 Middle Street.

ANTHOINE,

CJOHN

Schiedam Aromatic

him.”

Danville, Olney

AT

and

together
Sandy,

LAWYERS.

COUNSELLOR

APPETIZER

tOldUH, COLON, RRONCHITIM, ASTHMA, CONMUMPTIOX, nod all Dis
eases uf the THROAT AND LUNON.
In tliis new combination we hate blended
by distillation (which cannot be effectually done
i any other way,) the Balsam Tolu, Rock
pitre Old Rye Whiskey, and a valuable tonic, which
I reserves all the virtues of the ingredients, yielding valuable expectorant qualities and giving the article
tine flavor and an agreeable taste. Balsam Tolu has long been usod bv the medic:*, profession for its
e nothing, healing and nourishing properties, in allaying any irritation pf the throat, chest and lungs. Tolu
1 lock and Rye is a diffusive sfimulant,creating a healthy appetite and toning Up the system generally. The
« rnieent chemist Prof. G. A. Muriner of Chicago has analyzed and
cheerfully recommends its use. The puity of the ingredients used makes it a pleasant, healthful tonic and appetizing beverage for all.
1

_

Great

The

AND LAND

_

{^xcnraSou.

New York and Philadelphia

R.AIXsnOAX>.
I

---»wvarat*c*

WOLFE’S

FARE,

Rumford Falls & Bucktield

—

Catarrh

STATION IN NEW YORK

to

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast

Exchange Street.

II. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,
180*t Middle Street.

KCHAS.

AS.

*

“If the gentleman travelling on the 5th
inst. from Yowdon to Wharton, who
took,
by mistake, a portmanteau, will apply to R.
C. T., he will receive his own
in

book containing papers
would have baffled even

flesh, did

if

my sanity, and proposed that we
should go to the table, to which we readily

been the stout

Not until her

•

ARCHITECT,
Centennial Block, 93

i

running through

m.—For all stations

a.

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.-

.Host Central Station in Philadelphia.
connecting with B. 0. &
VI. It. H. points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Philadelphia &: Keadinir K. H>
Express on Passumpiuc K. It. for Newport
and Montreal.
NINTH AND OBEEN HTKBITS*,
£ ‘15 p. m.—For Fabynu’s and intermediate j
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.
stations.
ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
11.10 a.m.—From Fabyau’s and intermediate
stations.
He .lire to bar lickcla '.at any railroad or atoiuuB.JO p. m.—From Swantou, Vt., and all station*
boat office 111 Now England) via
on through line.
J. HAMILTON. Sup’t.
BROOK ROUTE.
BOEVD
d>-c4dtf
Portland. Dec. 4, 188

F. II. FASSETT,

r

-BETWEEN-

New

LEAVING FOKTLANI)

■■

8wanton, Vt.,

ARC HITECTS.

Kingston.

the

dy, proprietor of the “Favorite Remody,” for help.
He at once informed her that it was impossible
to save the hand—it must be amputated.
She received this terrible intelligence quietly, declined to
take ether, stipulating merely to hold her husband’s
hand during the operation, and underwent the painful process without moving a muscle or uttering a
groan. I>r. Kennedy then gave “Favorite Remedy”
freely to cleanse the blood and prevent tbe return
of the disease, and Mrs. Myers now lives and rejoices in her great deliverance.
“Favorite Remedy” is fast becoming a trusted,
household friend in all casos of Female Weakness
and diseases of the blood.
One dollar a bottle.

I am sure he will listen to you, Bob.
He must! He could not be so unjust—so
wicked! And, if uncle consents, Guardy is
sure to do so, for he is always guided by

mechanically.

me

Correspondence of
N. Y., Freeman.)

of putrifled

a mass

dew-drop.

HE

the

without benefit.

“Oh,

TO

Bound Brook Route.

__Until farther notice passonger trains
will run as follows:
l~*lf

The case of Mrs. Edward Myers, of Rondout, New
York, furnishes an apt illustration of woman’s power
of endurance.
This lady had been treated for
months in the usual way for Erysipelas of tho hand,

was

most

response
familiar to my ears was “Yes, sir.”
It was to Jenkins’s home I was going. He
had taken uuto himself a wife and also a sister-in-law, and had settled down in the little
town ot Itenn more than a year before.
He
was

(From

the difficulty. My income was
limited, and Bell was rich. I could not go
and solicit her friends to sanction my suit
without probably drawing on myself the reception of an adventurer, utterly unprovided
with even letters of introduction as I was;
and from this my reason recoiled no less
than my pride. Oh, if she were only fortuneless, my little Bell, only a country
maiden, for whom I might sue with the
consciousness that no misconception could
attend my wooing! But fate had decreed
otherwise, and I could but struggle vainly
against her decrees. Of course I had told
Bell, and equally of course she had scouted
the idea of my appearing anything but disinterested and heroic.
One evening my little pet came to me
with the intelligence that she had received a
letter stating that she could no longer be
spared from home, and that some day in the
ensuing week, her guardian, whose spoilt
darling and nominal housekeeper she was,
was coming for her.
We walked silently by the river-side, each
occupied with bitter thoughts at the separation, which now seemed inevitable. I
looked down at my darling and saw that she
was weeping, and then, with the resolution
which all this time had lain dormant in my
heart, perhaps unknown to myself, I said:
“Birdie, I wili call upon your uncle*and
tell him all. If he will not listen to me, I
shall still have done my best, and we must
think of some other plan; but I cannot lose
you, Bell—I can not, dear!”
Bell looked up hopefully, her sweet eyes
glancing through their tears like sunshine
on a

PALI. & WINTER AB»AN«E1«ENT.
Coninxucing Ori'cuibrr 6thj ItiSO.

X.45

ing monotony.

gentleman opposite, waking up.
1 repeated the information.
My corpulent vis a-vis rapidly collected
liia loose impedimenta, opened the door and
beat a hasty retreat.
We had been the only occupants of the
carriage. It was a cold afternoon in early
Decemlier and rapidly growing dark; so, after drawing up the window w ith a shiver of
mingled discomfort and impatience, I
wrapped myself in my travelling rug and
nodded again. The nod resolved Itself into
a decided doze; and in happy
unconsciousness of things material I arrived at my destination, where the shouting of porters and

tel procurable srenerallv:

Edward HI yen*, of Kondoul, IV. A'.

bright-winged genii bringing fairy
whispers to my love and me!
Practically—how was it to end? When
her little soft hand no longer rested in mine

stout

EDUCATIONAL.

taking Ether. Subject, Mis.

without

were

Portmanteau.

PROFESSIONAL

A Sever* Surgical Operation. It i» Endured

thou watt an Eden to me, and the
fire-flies dancing in the groves around thee

Bazar.

HA l LKOAIAS.

-A.ND-

summer

This

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS

her

and the sweet, musical voice ceased
to
charm my ear, and take possession of my
senses, the question recurred with disgust-

—Harpeu's

Somebody’s

WOMAN’S TRIUMPH.

perfect guilelessness,
added to a nature faithful and loving. Bell
was staying with an uncle, whose home was
next to the “Universe Hotel,” and therefore
I saw my darling very frequently.
Never mind how X became acquainted
with her; but I did. Many things are possible to one passionately in love as I was, and
oh! our sweet evening walks by the blue
river St. John! I did not know her friends,
nor dared Bell present me to them; but that
was a secondary consideration to us then,
and Fwe. heeded little, so that we were
together. Dusty, low lying Fredericton,
with thy cathedral and government house,
the two of which would barely form the
lady chapel of one of our magnificent minsters at home!
But oh! during that burning

UY MARION DOI'GLAHS.

Loo3e 1 by the south wind’s gentle touch,
In perfumed showers thy blossoms fall;
Thou askest little, givest much;
Thy lavish bloom is free to all;
And even 1, shut iu, shut out.
From all the sunny world about,
Find the first flower my childhood knew
Is to the gray worn woman true.

MEDICAL.

sweet, childlike face—a face that the sun
had kissed, dyeing the crimson cheek with a
deeper rose, and leaving his own warmth
and brightness in every dimple; but there—
she was the “one maiden only” to me, and
has ever been! Her greatest charm was her
a

PR1CSS.

TFEK

nil

DEMKRT. JIILJ! AC HI AH.

Spring Arrnngenieut.

Returning

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK

arriving
(mixed)
Gorhnn, Maccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’*,
;TliIl«,
at 7.40 a. m., 1.45, 0.40 and (mixed) 0.45

The Steamer CITY' OF lilCHMaster. will leave Railroad Wharf,
every Tuesday and

w

ssMOND, Wm. E. Dennison,

k

For

jaggy

4iMiSr7aflE«MMifcPortland,

nt 11.15 o’clock, or on arPullman express train from Boston, lor
Rockland, Confine, Deer Into, Nedgtvick,
Ho. CVe»t Harbor, liar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,)
Jlitlhridge, Joneiport, nud Machiunporf.
Returning, will leave Machiasport, every Monday and Thursday Morning, at 4.30 o’clock,
touching ns above, arriving in Portland about
midnight, connecting with the Pullman night train
for Boston and the West. Passengers will not be
disturbed unlesi wishing to take the Pullman.

Friday evening*,

p. m.
The 1.45 p. m. tiain from Portland connect? at
Ayer June, with Hooaac Tnnncl Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
via Mpringflcld, also with N. Y. A* N. K. R.
R. (“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and the
Month and with Ro*ton A Albany R. K. foi
tbo Went.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central K. It., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trains
of Grand rmnkR.lt.
Through tickets to all points South and West, n»
Depot otiices and at Rollins & Adams’, No. 22 Ex
change Street.

rival of

Steamer City

of

Richmond connects at Rockland

with Sanford S. S. Co., for Belfast, Bangor and
River Landings every Saturday morning.
Coming West Monday, receives passengers and

freight from River Landings for Portland.
Through tickets and Baggage checked to all
points.
E. GUSHING, General Manager.
GKO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent, Portland.
April 1,1881.
apr2 dtf

J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
GEO. P. WE > ; •» T, Supt.
oclGdt

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO

FAU. ARRANGEMENT.
after Monday, Oct.
1M, ISSO, Passenger Train*
will
LEAVE
PORTLAND
On

a

and

FOR HOMTON at 8.45 a. m.,
1.00, 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at 1.15, 5.30,
8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. in.,
12.30, 3.30 p. in., arriving at Portland at 12.05,
5.00, 8.00, p. m. Portlnud for Mcarborough
Reach, Pine Point, Old Orchard Reach,
Maco, fkitldeford and f&ennebuuk, at 8.45
a. m., 1.00, 3.30, 6.30 p. m. For Well*, North
Berwick, Mnlmon Falls, Cerent Fall*, Dover, New
Market, Kxeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Andover and Lowell, at 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.30 p. m. For Rochester and Farmington, N. IX., at 8.45 a. m.k 1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Ray at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. in. For
Manchester and Concord (via Lawrence,) at
8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.in.
Morning Train leaves Kcnuebunk for Portland at 7.25.
1*00 p. m. train from Portland connects
The 3.30 p. in,
with Monad lane Mtenmers.
train connects with All Rail Line* for New
York and Mouth and West.
MUNDAY TKAINM/ Leave Portlnud for
Boston at 1.00 p. m. Boston for Portlnud at
6.00 p. in.
Parlor Car Tickets Mold at Depot Ticket
Office.

a

||

FOR

CALIFORNIA,^

JAPAN, CHINA,
Inland*,

Handvvich

New

Zealand

aud

Australia.
splendid steamers sail from New
ICth, 20th and 30tb of each month
carrying passengers and freight for Sau Francisco
The
York

as

new an
oa the

below.

S. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama only,
Apr. 11.
Colon....Apr. 20 | S. S. Acapulco. ..Apr. 30
For freight or passage rates aud the fullest Intor
mat ion, apply to the General Eastern
Agents,
€. L. BARTLETT A t O.,
f
S.

S. S.

l«Y Htafe Hired,

Hroad Nt., Bom(oi<.
to W. D. LITTLE U CO.,
81 Exchange St.. Portland.

cor.

or

je38dlf

Maine

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly

Line to New York.

St#»mer» Kleauont aud Franconia

Will until further notice leave Krankliu Wharf.
Trains on Boston & Maine road conueot with all
P -thuad, every MONDAY and THCKKDAY, at t.
steamer? ruuing between Portland and Bangor,
1. A., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maehias, Eiv-tport, Calais, St.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 1 i’. M
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
These steamers arc lilted up with line accommodatrains at Grand Trunk Statiou, and Maine 'Central
tions for passengers, making this a very convenient
and Portland & Ogdenaburg trains at Traustfor Sta- I and comfortable route for travelers between New ^
tion.
York and Maine. During the summer months these
All trains stop at Exeter ton minutes for refresh- I steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their uks.
1
ments. First class Dining Rooms
at
Portland, sage to and from New York. Passage, including
Transfer Station, Exeter, ljawronco and Boston.
I State Room. S3; meals extra. Goodsde.-ttr.ed beyond
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Portland or New York forward- d to destination at
Scuth may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket I once. For further information apply to
Boston
&
Maine
and
at.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland
Agent,
Union
Depot,
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, P. K. N\ w York.
J AS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sup!.
Tickets and Slate Rooms can be obtained at 22
S. H. STEVENS, Gen* Agent, Portland.
Excuange Street. From Dec. 1 to May 1, uo pasocl6
dtf
sengers will be taken by this line.
doobdtf

\

